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Abstract

Electric Dipole Moments (EDMs) in spin 1/2 particles such as the neutron are highly
sensitive probes for Charge-Parity (CP) violation Beyond the Standard Model (BSM),
one of the requirements needed to fully explain the Baryon Asymmetry of the Uni-
verse (BAU). The n2EDM experiment, currently in the commissioning phase at the
Paul Scherrer Institute in Switzerland, constitutes a leading effort to search for the
neutron EDM. It relies on the principle of submitting spin-polarized Ultra-Cold Neu-
trons (UCNs) to parallel electric and magnetic fields and measuring their precession
frequency. This experiment hopes to achieve a record sensitivity ∆dn ≤ 10−27 e cm,
a goal which can only be reached by tackling statistical and systematical uncertain-
ties affecting the measurement. The work we present here contributes to the control
of systematic errors generated by non-uniform magnetic fields, through the calcula-
tion of a systematic effect and the precise characterization of the internal magnetic
environment.

The first part of this thesis motivates and introduces the n2EDM experiment,
particularly the theme of magnetic field uniformity. We begin with a review of the
theoretical grounds on which EDM experiments stand, which are prompted by cos-
mological observations that CP-violating interactions must exist in nature, and by
the inability of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics to provide enough of
these. We then present the n2EDM experiment, which relies at its core on the Ram-
sey method of separated rotating magnetic fields to determine the spin-precession
frequency of UCNs. We finally give the stringent uniformity requirements that the
internal magnetic environment of n2EDM must satisfy, and justify the existence of
non-uniform contributions by studying the symmetries of the generated field.

The second part focuses on the so-called false EDM, a dire systematic effect in
n2EDM arising from the unfortunate combination of a relativistic motional field and
random non-uniformities. We first propose a new frequency-domain derivation of
the false EDM via the Wiener-Khinchin theorem, before expanding on a recent ap-
proach to cancel this effect by tuning the coil-generated field to a “magic value”.
We conclude through our alternative calculation of the magic field, and its extension
to dipole-like magnetic contaminations, that it is possible to suppress the total false
EDM by at least one order of magnitude by setting the magnetic field to a value of
10.5 µT.

The third part relies on magnetic field mapping to estimate and correct non-
uniformities responsible for undesirable effects such as the false EDM. After es-
tablishing the accuracy of the mapping apparatus and taming unruly residual field
patterns, we show through an analysis of the mapping data that the n2EDM mag-
netic environment fully satisfies the experiment’s statistical and systematical re-
quirements. We finally propose and apply a field optimization strategy to suppress
residual non-uniformities even further. The optimized field generates a negligible
false EDM and boasts an unprecedented level of uniformity, with a root mean square
deviation on the vertical field component σ(Bz) = 35 pT over the neutron’s preces-
sion volume.
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Résumé

Les Moments Dipolaires Électriques (EDMs) de particules de spin 1/2 telles que
le neutron constituent des sondes privilégiées de violation Charge-Parité (CP) au-
delà du Modèle Standard, l’une des conditions requises pour expliquer l’asymétrie
baryonique de l’Univers. L’expérience n2EDM, actuellement en cours d’assemblage
au Paul Scherrer Institute en Suisse, est un des efforts majeurs de recherche de l’EDM
du neutron. Celle-ci consiste à soumettre des Neutrons Ultra-Froids (UCNs) polar-
isés à des champs magnétiques et électriques appliqués parallèlement et de mesurer
leur fréquence de précession. Cette expérience a pour objectif d’atteindre une sensi-
bilité inégalée ∆dn ≤ 10−27 e cm, à condition de satisfaire des exigences très strictes
en matière de maîtrise des erreurs statistiques et systématiques. Le travail présenté
dans ce manuscrit s’articule autour du contrôle d’effets systématiques induits par
les non-uniformités du champ magnétique, à travers à la fois le calcul d’un de ces
effets et la caractérisation du milieu magnétique de l’expérience.

La première partie de cette thèse justifie et présente n2EDM, en s’arrêtant sur
le thème de l’uniformité magnétique de l’expérience. Nous commençons par rap-
peler les fondements théoriques sur lesquels reposent les recherches d’EDMs, qui
découlent d’observations cosmologiques selon lesquelles les interactions violant CP
doivent exister dans la nature et de l’incapacité du Modèle Standard (MS) à en
fournir suffisamment. Nous présentons ensuite l’expérience n2EDM, en particulier
la méthode de Ramsey sur laquelle celle-ci s’appuie pour déterminer la fréquence
de précession des UCNs. Ceci nous permet enfin de détailler les exigences strictes
d’uniformité que le champ magnétique interne doit satisfaire, ainsi que de justi-
fier l’existence de contributions non uniformes en étudiant les symétries du champ
généré.

La deuxième partie est axée autour du faux EDM, un effet systématique inquié-
tant pour n2EDM qui naît de la combinaison d’un champ magnétique relativiste et
de non-uniformités aléatoires. Nous proposons d’abord une nouvelle expression du
faux EDM dans le domaine fréquentiel via le théorème de Wiener-Khinchin, avant de
l’étendre à une approche récente permettant d’annuler cet effet en ajustant le champ
magnétique à une valeur dite “magique”. Nous concluons grâce à notre calcul al-
ternatif du champ magique et à son extension aux champs générés par des dipôles
magnétiques qu’il est possible de supprimer le faux EDM d’au moins un ordre de
grandeur en choisissant un champ magnétique de 10.5 µT.

La troisième partie s’appuie sur une cartographie du champ magnétique pour es-
timer et corriger les non-uniformités à l’origine d’effets indésirables tels que le faux
EDM. Après avoir établi l’exactitude de l’instrument de cartographie et maitrisé les
variations du champ résiduel, nous montrons à travers l’analyse des données de
cartographie que l’environnement magnétique de n2EDM satisfait pleinement aux
exigences statistiques et systématiques de l’expérience. Enfin, nous proposons et ap-
pliquons une stratégie d’optimisation du champ afin de réduire davantage les non-
uniformités résiduelles. Notre champ optimisé génère un faux EDM négligeable et
présente un niveau d’uniformité sans précédent, avec un écart quadratique moyen
sur la composante verticale σ(Bz) = 35 pT au sein du volume de précession.
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Chapter 1

The motivation behind the search
for EDMs
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Electric Dipole Moments (EDMs) of elementary particles are uniquely appealing
to physicists in that they constitute one of the most sensitive probes to new physics at
the high precision frontier. The goal of this first chapter is to provide some insight on
why this is the case in order to motivate EDM experiments, and in particular those
concerned with the neutron EDM. We will begin with the non-relativistic picture of
a fermion EDM (section 1.1), which will serve as a gradual introduction to both the
concept of an EDM and to discrete symmetries of Charge conjugation (C) and Parity
(P), before giving a brief summary of the cosmological grounds behind the search of
physical processes that violate both C and P symmetries (section 1.2). We will then
introduce the concepts that allow for the more appropriate, relativistic description
of EDMs in the scope of the Standard Model of particle physics. First we will recall
the definitions of discrete symmetries of quantum fields, give a brief overview of
where CP violation occurs within the Standard Model, and finally attempt to reach
the neutron EDM as a CP violating process beyond the Standard Model (section 1.3).

1.1 A first insight into the Electric Dipole Moment

In the classical sense, an electric dipole moment (EDM) is a physical quantity that
describes the distribution of electrical charges within a system. Consider for instance
two opposite charges +q and −q in space, and let d be the vector pointing from
the negative to the positive one. The electric dipole moment is then defined as qd.
Any electric field E applied to this system will generate a torque τ = qd× E. The
potential energy U of the system is then given by the work of this torque. Taking the
origin of the potential energy for perpendicular qd and E, we write it as:

U = −qd · E. (1.1)
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If we consider instead of these two opposite charges a fundamental particle, more
specifically a spin 1/2 particle, with a certain charge distribution, the story is a little
different but fundamentally equivalent. In the quantum mechanical perspective, we
replace the potential energy by an operator H that describes the interaction between
the spin of the particle, given by the Pauli vector σ ≡

(
σx, σy, σz

)
, and the electric

field:
H = −dσ · E. (1.2)

The dipole moment d is then the coupling constant between the spin and the electric
field. One may notice a strong similarity between this Hamiltonian and another
describing a much more familiar two-level system, which is the interaction between
a spin 1/2 particle’s spin and a magnetic field B, coupled in this case by the magnetic
moment µ:

H = −µσ · B. (1.3)

To gain some insight on the physical phenomenon, consider a simplified configura-
tion where B = (0, 0, B0), and let ω = (2µ/h̄)× B0. Then H = −h̄ωσz/2 is diagonal
in the basis of the σz operator, which is simply the up and down spin states |+⟩
and |−⟩. Both are then eigenstates of H with associated eigenvalues E+ = −h̄ω/2
and E− = +h̄ω/2. The spin dynamics are determined by the Schrödinger equa-
tion ih̄ (d |Ψ(t)⟩ /dt) = H |Ψ(t)⟩, where the state of the system |Ψ(t)⟩ is some time-
dependent combination of both spin states |Ψ(t)⟩ = c+(t) |+⟩ + c−(t) |−⟩. If we
enforce the non-stationary initial condition |Ψ(0)⟩ = (|+⟩+ |−⟩) /

√
2, we see that

the wave function describes an oscillation between the two spin states at frequency
ω:

|Ψ(t)⟩ = 1√
2

(
eiωt/2 |+⟩+ e−iωt/2 |−⟩

)
. (1.4)

The motion of the spin itself is given by the observable S = h̄σ/2, measured in the
system’s state:

⟨Ψ(t)| S |Ψ(t)⟩ = h̄
2

⟨Ψ(t)| σx |Ψ(t)⟩
⟨Ψ(t)| σy |Ψ(t)⟩
⟨Ψ(t)| σz |Ψ(t)⟩

 (1.5)

=
h̄
2

cos (ωt)
sin (ωt)

0

 , (1.6)

which corresponds to a precession of the particle’s spin around the vertical axis at
an angular frequency ω.

Coming back to the analogous EDM Hamiltonian (1.2), we see that if a coupling
such as the EDM exists for a spin 1/2 particle, it should have an effect equivalent to
that of the magnetic moment. The applied electric field would produce a precession
of the particle’s spin around the field’s axis, with a frequency proportional this time
to the coupling d and the electric field’s strength E0. The drawings on the left-hand
side of figure 1.1 depict this precession motion for magnetic and electric couplings.

There is however one fundamental distinction between the two couplings, whose
significance to particle physics will become clear in the next section. If we so to speak
“play" both processes backwards in time, the magnetic coupling will remain iden-
tical to its forward time process but the electric coupling will be opposite. In other
words, the electric coupling violates time reversal symmetry T while the magnetic
coupling conserves it. By the CPT theorem the neutron EDM interaction then vio-
lates CP symmetry. This can be understood by considering a rudimentary version
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FIGURE 1.1: The topmost figure shows the action of time reversal
symmetry T on the coupling of a spin 1/2 particle’s spin σ with an
electric field E. This process is T-odd. The bottom-most figure shows
the same transformation for the equivalent system involving a mag-

netic field B. This process is T-even.

of the charge conjugation C, parity P, and T transformations, wherein C reverses
the sign of charges, effectively exchanging particles and antiparticles, P reverses the
sign of a position vector, and T reverses time:

C : e+ −→ e−, (1.7)
P : r −→ −r, (1.8)
T : t −→ −t. (1.9)

It is clear that for both the magnetic and the electric couplings, the precession motion
described by (1.6) is reversed in time. In addition, time reversal somehow acts on
the magnetic and electric fields by reversing the motion of charges. This has the
effect of reversing the direction of the magnetic field but preserving the direction of
the electric field. So overall T is violated only for the electric coupling, as figure 1.1
demonstrates. Also note that only the electric coupling violates parity. This can be
intuited by writing E = ∇φ + ∂A/∂t and B = ∇× A and noticing that the vector
potential A and the spatial derivative ∇ are P-odd. By the CPT theorem C is then
conserved for both couplings.

As we will now try to show, the fact that the interaction describing the neutron
EDM violates CP symmetry is what motivates its search.

1.2 A cosmological motivation

When confronted with cosmological observations, the Standard Model of particle
physics faces one question it pains to answer: why does the universe evidently
contain more matter than antimatter? This fundamental discrepancy between the
observed number density of baryons nB and anti-baryons nB is referred to as the
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Baryon Asymmetry in the Universe (BAU), and is characterized by the ratio

η =
nB − nB

nγ
, (1.10)

where nγ is the number density of photons. Evidence of this asymmetry is glaring as
it comes from two independent sources. The first is the abundance of certain atoms
that allow a measurement of η via Big Bang nucleosynthesis. The second is given to
us by more recent observations of the cosmic microwave background by the Planck
collaboration. Both agree on a value of η = 6.10× 10−10 (Aghanim et al., 2020).

Through a series of articles published starting in 1967, Andrei Sakharov pro-
posed a set of three conditions for baryon asymmetry (Sakharov, 1967):

1. Baryon number violation.

2. Departure from thermal equilibrium.

3. C and CP violation.

The first condition is perhaps the most obvious, as there must have been some
mechanism in the primordial universe allowing the creation of baryons or anni-
hilation of anti-baryons. In the Standard Model, baryon number violation is al-
lowed through the sphaleron process, which converts baryons to anti-leptons and
vice versa, effectively transferring baryon number B to lepton number L while con-
serving B− L. The most recent theoretical framework for this process is known as
electroweak baryogenesis (Morrissey and Ramsey-Musolf, 2012).

FIGURE 1.2: Schematic representation of parity P and charge conjuga-
tion C symmetries on a chiral charged particle. P reverses momentum

and chirality, while C reverses charge.

The second condition can be understood by considering a baryon creation pro-
cess X → Y + B, where X and Y have a zero baryon number, and B represents the
number of produced baryons. Thermal equilibrium implies that the rate of change
of this process equals the rate of change of the inverse process, meaning

Γ(X → Y + B) = Γ(Y + B→ X). (1.11)
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If this is true then the created baryons B (or anti-baryons B) would at some point
annihilate again. Therefore departure from thermal equilibrium is necessary in order
for there to be baryon asymmetry.

The final condition is not as straightforward but coincidentally is the one we are
most interested in. Before we investigate it let us consider again the preliminary
definitions of C and P symmetries (1.7) and (1.8). In the case of a spin 1/2 particle,
its momentum p is P-odd just like its position vector. Its spin however is not affected
by parity, consequently P reverses the projection of the momentum on the spin p · σ,
that is, parity reverses chirality. Since charge conjugation C refers to the conversion
of particles and antiparticles, CP then exchanges left handed particles with right
handed antiparticles and vice versa. This pivotal fact will be discussed further when
we generalize the transformations (1.7), (1.8), and (1.9) to quantum fields. A visual
summary of these properties of C and P is shown in figure 1.2.

Coming back to the third Sakharov condition, we consider again the process X →
Y + B as well as its charge conjugate X → Y + B. We can then think of the baryon
production rate dB/dt as some quantity proportional to the difference between the
process that creates baryon and the process that creates anti-baryons:

dB
dt

∝ Γ(X → Y + B)− Γ(X → Y + B). (1.12)

Clearly if C is violated then this rate is non-zero. However in a more complete pic-
ture where we decompose the final state into quarks of both left (qL) and right (qR)
chirality, the rate would look more like this:

dB
dt

∝ [Γ(X → qLqL) + Γ(X → qRqR)]−
[
Γ(X → qLqL) + Γ(X → qRqR)

]
. (1.13)

Since CP swaps particles of one chirality with antiparticles of the other, we now need
CP violation on top of C violation in order for the baryon production rate to be non-
zero. This constitutes the last of Sakharov’s conditions for baryogenesis. For a much
more thorough review of the Sakharov conditions, refer to James M. Cline’s lectures
(Cline, 2007).

In order to show how we can fulfill this last condition, we will now see in more
detail how the C and P symmetries are implemented and where CP violation arises
in the Standard Model. Before doing so, we can point out that predictions based on
one of these CP violation sources, the so-called δ phase of the CKM matrix, give a
baryon asymmetry of the order of 10−26, which evidently fails to account for all of
the observed quantity by a huge margin (Huet and Sather, 1995). This is why beyond
the Standard Model CP-violating processes such as the potential neutron EDM are
so coveted.

1.3 From CP violation to the neutron EDM

During this section, we will write the 4-vector as x = (t, r). The gamma matrices γµ will
be expressed in the Weyl representation. We then use the notation ψ = ψγ0 for Lorentz
invariance of the bilinear fermion field ψψ.
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1.3.1 CP symmetry of quantum fields

The interest of particle physicists for the neutron EDM lies in its CP-violating nature.
However our preliminary definition of CP symmetry (1.7) and (1.8) does not explic-
itly describe the action of parity on chirality and of charge conjugation on particle
and antiparticle exchange. In order to do this we need to recall briefly the transfor-
mation properties of C and P on scalar, fermionic, and spin-1 vector fields.

Scalar fields:
The spin-0 scalar field

ϕ(x) =
∫ d3 p

(2π3)
√

2Ep

[
a(p)e−ipx + b†(p)eipx

]
, (1.14)

ϕ†(x) =
∫ d3 p

(2π3)
√

2Ep

[
b(p)e−ipx + a†(p)eipx

]
, (1.15)

makes obvious its function of creating and annihilating particles and antiparticles
through its operators a(p)†, a(p) (creates/annihilates particle with 4-momentum p)
and b(p)†, b(p) (creates/annihilates antiparticle with 4-momentum p). Accordingly,
we define charge conjugation as the transformation that swaps particles and antipar-
ticles:

Ca(p)C−1 = b(p), Cb(p)C−1 = a(p), (1.16)

and parity as one that reverses momentum and multiplies the field by a phase η =
±1:

Pa(p, s)P−1 = ηa(−p, s), Pb(p, s)P−1 = ηb(−p, s). (1.17)

Applying these transformations to the scalar fields themselves, we see that, effec-
tively, parity simply reverses the spatial part of the position vector, while charge
conjugation acts as complex conjugation:

P : ϕ(t, r) −→ Pϕ(t, r)P−1 = ηϕ(t,−r), (1.18)

C : ϕ(t, r) −→ Cϕ(t, r)C−1 = ϕ†(t, r), (1.19)

Since applying either P or C twice reverts the field to its initial state, note that both
operators are Hermitian and unitary (P2 = 1⇒ P† = P−1 = P).

Spin-1/2 fields:
The next step is to extend this definition to solutions of the Dirac equation, which are
not scalars but spinors and thus add chirality to the scalar field. The fermionic fields
are expanded on a basis of 4-vectors u(p, s) and v(p, s), whose top two components
describe the state of the left-handed particle and the bottom two of the right-handed
particle, with momentum p and spin state s:

ψ(x) =
∫ d3 p

(2π3)
√

2Ep
∑

s=±

[
a(p, s)u(p, s)e−ipx + b†(p, s)v(p, s)eipx

]
, (1.20)

ψ†(x) =
∫ d3 p

(2π3)
√

2Ep
∑

s=±

[
b(p, s)u(p, s)e−ipx + a†(p, s)v(p, s)eipx

]
, (1.21)
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Transforming the creation and annihilation operators equivalently to the scalar field,
we can show that parity and charge conjugation act on the fermionic field as follows:

P : ψ(t, r) −→ PψP−1(t, r) = γ0ψ(t,−r), (1.22)

C : ψ(t, r) −→ CψC−1(t, r) = −i
(
ψγ0γ2)T

(t, r), (1.23)

with the transformations on ψ being deducible from the above. As mentioned ear-
lier, parity indeed exchanges left-handed with right handed particles, through the
γ0 matrix, on top of flipping the spatial vector’s sign. Charge conjugation also mixes
chirality as it exchanges left-handed and right-handed spinors with each other’s
complex conjugates (to a ±σ2 factor). In combination, CP thus exchanges a right-
handed particle with a left-handed antiparticle.

As a first application, consider a Yukawa coupling gψϕψ, where ϕ is a scalar field
and g a coupling constant. Using the definitions of C and P above we can show that
that the bilinear ψψ is CP-invariant (first column of table 1.1), and that

CP : gψϕψ −→ gψϕ†ψ. (1.24)

Therefore wherever couplings of the form gψϕψ + g∗ψϕ†ψ arise, in order for CP
symmetry to be conserved the coupling constant g should be real.

Spin-1 vector fields:
For spin-1 vector fields, parity acts on the spatial and time components in an op-
posite fashion, while charge conjugation does not discriminate between indices. By
convention we write:

P : Vµ(t, r) −→ PVµP−1(t, r) =

{
Vµ(t,−r) if µ = 0
−Vµ(t,−r) if µ = 1, 2, 3

(1.25)

C : Vµ(t, r) −→ CVµC−1(t, r) = −Vµ(t, r) (1.26)

We can use all the transformation rules above to compute C and P transformations
of some useful field bilinears. The results are summarized in table 1.1.

ψψ ψγµψ ψγ5ψ ψγµγ5ψ ψσµνψ ψσµνγ5ψ Vµ ∂µ Fµν

P 1 (−1)µ −1 −(−1)µ (−1)µ(−1)ν −(−1)µ(−1)ν (−1)µ (−1)µ (−1)µ(−1)ν

C 1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 1 −1

CP 1 −(−1)µ −1 −(−1)µ −(−1)µ(−1)ν (−1)µ(−1)ν −(−1)µ (−1)µ −(−1)µ(−1)ν

TABLE 1.1: Transformation properties of some field bilinears, as well
as spin-1 vectors and the derivative operator, under parity and charge
conjugation. Here, σµν = i

2 [γ
µ, γν] and Fµν = ∂µ Aν − ∂ν Aµ. We use

the notation (−1)µ = 1 if µ = 0 and (−1)µ = −1 if µ = 1, 2, 3.

As another example, consider an interaction of the form Fµν F̃µν, with F̃µν =
ϵµναβFαβ, Fµν = ∂µ Aν − ∂ν Aµ, and Aµ the electromagnetic potential. Using the anti-
symmetry of Fµν, which implies ϵµναβFµνFαβ = 4ϵijkF0iFjk, as well as the transforma-
tion properties of Aµ and ∂µ, we can show that this term is CP-violating:

CP : Fµν F̃µν −→ −Fµν F̃µν (1.27)
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The examples above will hopefully shed some light on the two crucial CP-violating
sources of the Standard Model that we will mention in the following section.

1.3.2 CP violation in the Standard Model

The Standard Model is a quantum field theory invariant under gauge symmetry
SU(3)C × SU(2)L × SU(1)Y and described by the following Lagrangian:

LSM = LGauge + LMatter + LHiggs + LYukawa, (1.28)

where the gauge vector boson interactions of the strong and weak sector are given
by

LGauge = −
1
4

Ga
µνGaµν − 1

4
Wb

µνWbµν − 1
4

BµνBµν, (1.29)

and the matter content by
LMatter = ∑

f
f Dµγµ f , (1.30)

with the covariant derivative Dµ = ∂µ + igsλ
aGa

µ/2 + igσbWb
µ/2 + ig′YGµ/2. The

λa, σb, and Y refer to the Gell-Mann matrices, Pauli matrices, and to hypercharge,
generators of SU(3), SU(2), and SU(1) respectively. The sum runs over all fermions
f , more specifically the left handed quark and lepton doublets, and the right handed
quark and lepton singlets

Qi
L =

(
ui

di

)
, Li

L =

(
νi

ei

)
, ui

R, di
R, ei

R, (1.31)

for three generations (i = 1, 2, 3 for (u, d), (c, s), and (t, b)), which characterizes the
fact that only fermions of left chirality couple to the weak interaction. The left and
right handed fermion notations imply a projection on both chiralities of the Dirac
spinor f , with fL = (1− γ5) f /2 and fR = (1 + γ5) f /2.

The Higgs sector is described by

LHiggs = (Dµϕ)†(Dµϕ)−V(ϕ), (1.32)

with Higgs doublet ϕ = (ϕ+, ϕ0) and Higgs potential V(ϕ).
Lastly, the Yukawa interaction with the fermions is given by

LYukawa = −Yij
u Qi

Lϵϕ∗uj
R −Yij

d Qi
Lϕdj

R −Yij
l Li

Lϕej
R (1.33)

where again i, j run over quark and lepton generations. It is through this interaction
that the fermions acquire masses after electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB). This
will in turn generate one of the CP-violating terms of the SM through their coupling
with the charged currents, in a process that we will now briefly recall.

CP violation in the weak sector:
After EWSB, the Higgs potential acquires a non-zero minimum ϕ = (0, v/

√
2),

with v = 246 GeV defining the electroweak scale. Mass terms appear explicitly
for fermions when we express the Yukawa interaction in terms of mass eigenstates
(denoted u′L, . . .) instead of flavor eigenstates (denoted uL, . . .) by diagonalizing the
Yukawa matrices Y jk

f , f = u, d. This is done through the unitary transformations VfL
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and VfR , with

ui
L = [VuL ]iju

′j
L , di

L = [VdL ]ijd
′j
L , ui

R = [VuR ]iju
j′
R, di

R = [VdR ]ijd
j′
R. (1.34)

The diagonal fermion mass matrices Mu, Md, with [Mu]ij = mi
uδij and [Md]ij = mi

dδij,
are then given by:

Mu = V†
uL

YuVuR Md = V†
dL

YdVdR (1.35)

Of particular significance is how these transformations affect, inside the matter term
of the Lagrangian, the quarks and charged current (CC) interaction

LCC = gV jk
CKMu′jLW−µ γµd′kL + gV∗jk

CKMd
′j
LW+

µ γµu′kL , (1.36)

through the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix, defined as

VCKM = V†
uL

VdL . (1.37)

Note that by construction, the CKM matrix is unitary (V†
CKMVCKM = 1). Using the

combined charge conjugation and parity transformations defined in the previous
section, we see that

CP : LCC −→ gV jk
CKMd

′j
LW+

µ γµu′kL + gV∗jk
CKMu′jLW−µ γµd′kL . (1.38)

which is only equal to LCC if the CKM matrix elements are real. Nothing however
indicates that they should be. The only constraints on the elements of this matrix
come from its unitarity, and after re-absorption of some of the complex phases in the
quark fields, its most general parametrizations depend on three Euler angles θi, i =
1, 2, 3, and a complex phase δ. Note that it is only because there are more than two
generations of quarks that a complex phase δ persists after phase redefinition. The
original parametrization proposed by the three authors is (Kobayashi and Maskawa,
1973):

VCKM =

 c1 −s1c3 −s1s3
s1c2 c1c2c3 − s2s3eiδ c1c2s3 + s2c3eiδ

s1s2 c1s2c3 + c2s3eiδ c1s2s3 − c2c3eiδ

 (1.39)

with ci = cos θi and si = sin θi. The presence of the complex phase is then what
makes the quarks and charged current interaction CP violating. Nevertheless this
source of CP violation fails to account for much of the baryon asymmetry η, as men-
tioned in the previous section. This is what drives the search for new sources of CP
violating interactions.

The largest SM contribution to the neutron EDM arising from this CP-violating
phase is found only at the three-loop level, via a so-called “strong Penguin” diagram
(depicted in figure 1.3) (Engel, Ramsey-Musolf, and van Kolck, 2013). This mecha-
nism could lead to an EDM of the order of 10−32 e cm, which is five to six order of
magnitude below the sensitivity of even the most ambitious neutron EDM experi-
ments.

CP violation in the strong sector:
The second type of CP-violating couplings of the Standard Model arises in the strong
sector. Isolating gluonic terms from the gauge and matter Lagrangians in (1.28) and
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π+

γ
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W

FIGURE 1.3: The largest SM contribution to the neutron EDM. A four-
quark operator generated by a strong penguin (to the right) is en-

hanced via a chiral π+ loop (to the left).

adding a topological term Lθ , we write the Quantum Chromo-Dynamics (QCD) part
of the SM Lagrangian as

LQCD = LGluons + LQuarks + Lθ (1.40)

= −1
4

Ga
µνGaµν − gs

2 ∑
q

qλaGa
µγµq− θ

g2

32π2 G̃a
µνGaµν, (1.41)

with G̃µν = ϵµναβGαβ. We know from the previous section that the last term is CP-
violating. The phase θ it is proportional to is referred to as the QCD vacuum angle,
and is transformed after EWSB by the flavour to mass change of basis mentioned
above. The diagonalization of the mass matrices Mu, Md, has the effect of a chi-
ral rotation qi

L = eiθ′q′L, qi
R = eiθ′q′R (q = u, d), with θ′ = arg (det{Mu Md}). The

parameter θ̄ of the transformed Lagrangian Lθ̄ is then:

θ̄ = θ − arg (det{Mu Md}). (1.42)

In other words, the CP-violating phase of the strong sector is the difference between
the QCD parameter θ and a phase associated with the quark mass matrices. It so
happens that the most stringent constraint on θ̄ is given by the neutron electric dipole
moment (Pospelov and Ritz, 2005):

dn(θ̄) = θ̄
em∗

mnΛQCD
, (1.43)

with m∗ = mumd/(mu + md) and ΛQCD the QCD energy scale. Using the current
limit on the neutron EDM dn ≤ 10−26 e cm set by the nEDM collaboration in 2020
(Abel et al., 2020), recent lattice QCD calculations predict an upper bound on the
strong CP phase θ̄ ≤ 10−10 (Dragos et al., 2021). The fact that the two seemingly
unrelated phases involved in θ̄ are set so arbitrarily close to one another is what
constitutes the strong CP problem.

1.3.3 Beyond the Standard Model CP violation and the neutron EDM

Having observed that CP violation occurs in two sectors of the Standard Model, one
may legitimately wonder if further violation could take place beyond the Standard
Model. Since new physics is expected to be found at higher energies, the effective
field theory approach to this question is to artificially add higher-dimensional mass
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terms to the SM Lagrangian, on the natural condition that they satisfy the SU(3)C ×
SU(2)L × SU(1)Y gauge symmetry, and select among these the CP-violating terms
((Pospelov and Ritz, 2005), (Engel, Ramsey-Musolf, and van Kolck, 2013)). The ef-
fective CP-violating (CPV) Lagrangian would then look like this:

LCPV = Lθ̄ + LCC + LBSM (1.44)

with the two first SM terms having been discussed in the previous section, and the
BSM term taking the form

LBSM = ∑
i

αi

Λ2 O(6)
i (1.45)

In this case we only consider up to mass dimension six operators O(6)
i generated at

the energy scale Λ > v, the α being dimensionless couplings. The effective term
LBSM is then just as the entire Lagrangian of mass dimension four. The reason we
are interested in these BSM CP-violating operators is that a subset of these gener-
ate EDM interactions when descending to lower energies. After EWSB, the effective
theory below the electroweak scale, accessed by integrating out the W bosons from
these dimension six operators, describes in particular the neutron EDM through
the fermion EDM interactions (EDM), the quark chromo-electric dipole moment
(CEDM), and the three-gluon Weinberg operator (G̃) (Engel, Ramsey-Musolf, and
van Kolck, 2013):

LEW
BSM ⊃ LEDM + LCEDM + LG̃ (1.46)

= − i
2 ∑

f
d f f σµνγ5 f Fµν − i

gs

4 ∑
q

d̃qqσµνλaγ5qGa
µν +

gs

3
d̃G f abcG̃a

µνGb
µρGc

νρ

(1.47)

Focusing on the first term, one may bridge the conceptual gap with the introductory
section by considering that, in the non-relativistic limit, this term yields the EDM
interaction (1.2) for a spin 1/2 particle. Using identities in 1.1, we can confirm that
this type of interaction is indeed CP-violating. The neutron itself only explicitly
appears at even lower energies in a hadronic scale Lagrangian describing nucleon
interactions (Chupp and Ramsey-Musolf, 2015):

LHadron
BSM ⊃ LnEDM + LNSID

= −i
dn

2
nσµνγ5nFµν − i

GF√
2

eγ5e n
[
C(0)

S + C(1)
S τ3

]
n. (1.48)

The first term is just the nucleon (n) equivalent of the fermionic EDM interaction,
while the second term represents the nuclear spin-independent (NSID) interaction
between electrons (e) and nucleons. The CS are dimensionless coefficients, GF is the
Fermi constant, and τ3 is the nucleon isospin Pauli matrix. A measurement of the
coupling constant dn at this scale would then constrain not only the QCD phase θ̄ but
also EDM, cEDM, and gluonic couplings in (1.47), by climbing the energy ladder
back to below the electroweak scale. Recent theoretical efforts, especially through
lattice QCD calculations, give a numerical estimate of the dependency between these
couplings (Dragos et al., 2021; Bhattacharya et al., 2021b; Bhattacharya et al., 2021a;
Gupta et al., 2018; Bhattacharya et al., 2015; Pospelov and Ritz, 2001; Lebedev et al.,
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2004; Hisano et al., 2012; Demir, Pospelov, and Ritz, 2003):

dn =− (1.5± 0.7)10−3θ̄ e fm
− (0.20± 0.01)du + (0.78± 0.03)dd + (0.0027± 0.016)ds

− (0.55± 0.28) e d̃u − (1.1± 0.55) e d̃d + (50± 40)MeV ed̃G. (1.49)

The coefficients constrained by dn can in turn be expressed in terms of Wilson coef-
ficients Ci ≡ αi/Λ2 at the new energy scale Λ (Chupp and Ramsey-Musolf, 2015).
For instance, the up quark term of the fermion EDM contribution constrains the Wil-
son coefficient [CuB]11 through du = (ev cos θW/

√
2)[CuB]11, with θW the Weinberg

weak-mixing angle. The most recent 10−26 e cm bound on the neutron EDM results
in Im |[CuB]11| ≲ 1/(1300 TeV)2 at 95% confidence level (Engel, Ramsey-Musolf, and
van Kolck, 2013), probing energies at the 103 TeV scale.

1.4 Conclusion

FIGURE 1.4: Energy scale reach of present and future experiments
from dimension six EFTs (αi/Λ2)O(6)

i . The coefficients αi are set ei-
ther to 1 (plain colored columns) or suppressed by Minimal Flavor
Violation factors (hatched out areas). The upper grey areas corre-
spond to the intended reach of ongoing experiments. The neutron
EDM, pointed to in green, probes new physics up to 106 TeV. Picture

modified from (Particle Physics Preparatory Group, 2020).

Throughout this chapter we have introduced both the interaction which EDM
experiments seek to measure and the underlying motivations behind these searches.
We began our discussion with the dynamics of fermion spins subjected to an elec-
tric field, which we showed corresponded to a precession of the spin around the
field’s axis. We found that the precession frequency was proportional to the cou-
pling between the spin and the electric field, a quantity known as the Electric Dipole
Moment. This also allowed us to give a rudimentary taste of the charge conjugation,
parity, and time symmetries by observing that the coupling in question violated the
combined CP symmetry. This fundamental fact is what motivates the search for the
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neutron EDM. The following section attempted to shed some light on the cosmo-
logical grounds on which this motivation stands, by recalling the famous Sakharov
conditions for baryogenesis and providing some basic understanding of these. One
of their conclusions is that CP violation is needed in order to explain the baryon
asymmetry in the Universe.

We then brought our discussion over to the Standard Model of particle physics,
by first recalling how C and P symmetries were defined on scalar fields, fermionic
fields, and spin-1 vector fields, and arrived at the well-known observation that CP
exchanges particles and anti-particles of opposite chirality. Through this process we
also summarized the combination of CP transformations on relevant interactions.
With these tools in hand we turned to the SM Lagrangian and recalled that CP vi-
olation occurs in both the weak sector through the complex CKM phase and in the
strong sector via the θ̄ parameter. However the former does not provide enough CP
violation to successfully address the issue of baryon asymmetry, and the latter is co-
incidentally constrained by the neutron EDM to an arbitrarily small value in what
is referred to as the strong CP problem. We also remarked that the CKM contribu-
tion to the neutron EDM was incredibly suppressed, about five orders of magnitude
below the sensitivity of future experiments.

This naturally led us to examine the place of the neutron EDM in the realm of CP
violating BSM interactions. We recalled from the literature that the neutron EDM
interaction, which we showed to be CP violating, was generated by a subset of di-
mension 6 CP violating operators by climbing the energy scale all the way down
to the hadronic scale. The reciprocal process is what allows us to think of the neu-
tron EDM as a possible constraint on high-energy parameters. Indeed, the neutron
EDM provides bounds on a number of Wilson coefficients, most notably through the
up and down quark EDMs, and through this sets the energy scale for new physics.
We conclude this discussion with a look at figure 1.4, which shows that the neutron
EDM serves as a far-reaching probe for new physics, up to a potential 106 TeV energy
scale for the most competitive current experiments such as n2EDM. We can now in-
troduce the experimental concept of n2EDM, which is just one of many endeavours
hoping to measure this promising interaction.
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Chapter 2

Measurement of the neutron EDM
with the n2EDM experiment
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The justified quest for P and then CP violating couplings, in and beyond the
Standard Model, is not a recent one. n2EDM inserts itself in a long line of experi-
ments that first went through drastic increases in sensitivity but are now seemingly
stalling. The next-generation experiments must muster the most cutting edge tech-
nologies in order to increase the neutron EDM measurement sensitivity by one order
of magnitude. After a brief history of neutron EDM experiments (section 2.1), we
will explain the core concept of neutron EDM experiments (section 2.2), introduce
ultra-cold neutrons (section 2.3), before turning to a more specific description of the
n2EDM apparatus. We will go through key features of the measurement process
which relies for sensitivity on a mercury co-magnetometer (section 2.4) and is based
on the well-known Ramsey method of separated oscillating magnetic fields (section
2.5). Finally we will give a general overview of the core components of n2EDM,
focusing on those related to the control of the magnetic environment (section 2.6).

2.1 A brief history of neutron EDM experiments

The first proposal of a measurement of the neutron EDM is attributed to Ramsey
and Purcell and their 1950 letter (Purcell and Ramsey, 1950). Along with Smith, the
three physicists conducted the experiment but did not publish their results straight
away. Although the conservation of parity had at the time only been tested in the
electromagnetic and strong interactions, there was no reason to believe that it would
not also be verified elsewhere, so there was little interest in a measurement of a P-
violating coupling involving fermions. This was before however that Wu showed
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FIGURE 2.1: A history of upper limits on the neutron EDM published
by various collaborations, ranging from the Smith-Ramsey-Purcell
experiment to the projected n2EDM measurement. The previous limit
obtained by the nEDM collaboration is represented by the blue point
and the projected sensitivity of n2EDM by the red point. The plot is

featured in reference (Kirch and Lauss, 2020).

concrete evidence of parity violation in the weak sector in the seminal 1956 experi-
ment of beta decays, that later won her colleagues the Nobel prize (Wu et al., 1957).
Emboldened by the discovery, Ramsey, Purcell, and Smith published in 1957 the first
limit on the electric dipole moment of the neutron, |dn| < 5× 10−20 e cm (Smith, Pur-
cell, and Ramsey, 1957), plotted as the leftmost dot of figure 2.1. Their experiment
consisted in subjecting polarized neutrons, generated by the same neutron beam
they previously used to determine the neutron’s magnetic moment, to a strong elec-
tric field. The technique used to extract the neutron spin precession frequency, which
as we indicated in section 1.1 allows the determination of the dipole moment, was
Ramsey’s very own method of “separated oscillating magnetic fields”. This proce-
dure is still at the foundation of modern neutron EDM experiments such as n2EDM.
We will describe it in more detail in section 2.5.

Neutron beam experiments continued both on the European continent and in the
USA well into the 1970s until reaching their limit in sensitivity |dn| < 3× 10−24 e cm
with the Dress and collab. experiment (Dress et al., 1977). All beam-type measure-
ments are represented as black points in figure 2.1. The limiting factors were at-
tributed to both a low neutron precession time, which is a limitation in statistics,
and to a systematic effect arising from the presence of a relativistic motional field
v× E/c2. The latter is coincidentally one of the focal points of this thesis, as part II is
dedicated to its study. As for the poor statistics, the solution the experimental physi-
cists of that time came up with was to replace the beam with slow, cold neutrons
which by virtue of their low energy could be stored for a longer period of time. The
loss in the number of interacting neutrons N would then be largely compensated by
the tremendous increase in precession time T. For this to make sense one should
have in mind that the sensitivity the neutron EDM scales as σ(dn) ∼ 1/(T

√
N).

This led to the age of Ultra-Cold neutron (UCN) experiments, the properties of
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which we will detail in section 2.3. The first limit on the neutron EDM obtained
thanks to the use of UCNs was that of Altarev and collab. (Altarev et al., 1980)
(|dn| < 1.6 × 10−24 e cm), pictured as the leftmost gray point of figure 2.1. Neu-
trons in this experiment were successfully stored for about 5 seconds, three orders
of magnitudes longer than in previous neutron beam experiments. Significant im-
provements on this limit arrived in the next years, both by the soviet group at LNPI
that continued to build on their 1980 result, and by the western Sussex/RAL/ILL
collaboration operated at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble. The latter
most notably brought the limit down to |dn| < 3× 10−26 e cm in 2006 (Baker et al.,
2006). Part of this experiment was then moved close to the UCN source of the Paul
Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Villigen, Switzerland and upgraded by the new nEDM
collaboration. The upgraded apparatus featured most notably cesium magnetome-
ters for online field measurements, as well as a dual spin detection system, while
retaining the ILL’s mercury co-magnetometer for the correction of magnetic field
fluctuations. This allowed the collaboration to publish in 2020 the best limit to date
on the neutron EDM |dn| < 1.8× 10−26 e cm (Abel et al., 2020).

Having stretched the technical capabilities of the apparatus to their limits, there
was a definite need for a new system in order to continue to push the dn sensitivity
up by another order of magnitude. This is what gave way to the much larger twin
chamber system of n2EDM, that would allow for much greater neutron statistics as
well as simultaneous data taking in opposite electric and magnetic field configu-
rations. Figure 2.2 shows a geometrical comparison of nEDM and n2EDM preces-
sion chambers. The next sections will cover the most salient novelties of n2EDM,
especially regarding the control of the magnetic field as this is what this thesis is
concerned with.

Today, there are a number of experiments outside n2EDM hoping to improve on
the neutron EDM limit (Ito et al., 2018; Ahmed et al., 2019; Chanel, Estelle et al.,
2019; Picker, n.d.; Wurm, David et al., 2019), which can be broadly split in two cat-
egories: those relying on the well-established solid Deuterium UCN sources, and
those working on next-generation superfluid Helium UCN sources. The former cat-
egory includes n2EDM as well as the upgraded apparatus of Los Alamos National
Laboratory (Ito et al., 2018), both aiming for a one order of magnitude increase in
sensitivity. The latter features a remarkably innovative cryogenic apparatus filled
with superfluid 4He as well as 3He for co-magnetometry, promising to deliver much
greater statistics that could in principle lower the EDM limit by two orders of mag-
nitude (Ahmed et al., 2019). Two other experiments rely on superfluid 4He as a UCN
source: one at ILL (Chanel, Estelle et al., 2019), and another at TRIUMF (Picker, n.d.),
both hoping to increase the nEDM sensitivity by one order of magnitude. Finally, the
ILL also hosts a novel pulsed neutron beam EDM experiment (Wurm, David et al.,
2019).

While being the limiting factor in the most recent measurement of dn, greater
neutron statistics alone cannot bring the 10−27 limit down if the control of systematic
effects does not scale along with them, which is the focus of this thesis. Neverthe-
less these effects can only be covered after introducing the main components of this
experiment, some of which may significantly bias the neutron EDM measurement
while at the same time improving our sensitivity.
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FIGURE 2.2: Scaled pictures of the nEDM (top) and n2EDM (bottom)
precession chambers. The radius of each of the new experiment’s
chamber is nearly twice that of the previous experiment, thus grant-
ing increased statistics. The double chamber configuration allows si-
multaneous measurements in ↑↑ and ↑↓ magnetic-electric configura-

tions.

2.2 The neutron EDM measurement concept

The core concept of neutron EDM experiments such as n2EDM is to have neutrons
precess in both a strong electric field and a weak magnetic field and try to extract
the neutron EDM as the electrical contribution to the precession frequency. Such an
interaction is described by a combination of the electric and magnetic couplings (1.2)
and (1.3) introduced in the first section:

H = −µnσ · B− dnσ · E, (2.1)

where µn is the (known) neutron magnetic moment, and dn is the hypothetical neu-
tron EDM. If both fields are applied vertically (B = (0, 0, B0) and E = (0, 0, E0)),
we know from the introductory example in section 1.1 that the neutrons’ spins will
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precess around these at a frequency

fn =
−1
πh̄

(µnB0 + dnE0) . (2.2)

The manner in which the electrical contribution is isolated is by applying the mag-
netic and electric fields in parallel (↑↑) and anti-parallel (↑↓) configurations, and
comparing the precession frequencies

fn↑↑ =
−1
πh̄

(µnB0 + dnE0) , fn↑↓ =
−1
πh̄

(µnB0 − dnE0) , (2.3)

measured in both configurations. The EDM is then expressed as

dn =
πh̄
2E0

(
fn↑↓ − fn↑↑

)
. (2.4)

The equality above is of course an idealization of the experimental reality. The next
chapters will be dedicated to more intricate systematic errors plaguing dn, but for
the moment we will focus on the most potent source of uncertainty which has to do
with the fluctuations of the magnetic field. In the likely scenario where the value of
B0 changes between parallel and anti-parallel configurations but E0 remains identi-
cal, the magnetic terms in fn,↑↑ and fn,↑↓ do not cancel out in dn and lead to uncer-
tainties that dominate the statistical errors. The top-plot of figure 2.4 shows such a
scenario with data taken during the previous installment of the experiment (nEDM).
We will see in the next section how this major systematic effect is accounted for in
the measurement.

One of the novelties of n2EDM is that the precession frequencies for both field
configurations can be extracted at the same time so as to minimize time-dependent
field fluctuations. This is made possible by the double chamber configuration, in
which two precession chambers of radius R = 40 cm and height H = 12 cm are
stacked vertically at the center of the apparatus. A high-voltage electrode separates
the two and generates in conjunction with ground electrodes, situated both below
the bottom chamber and above the top chamber, electric fields of opposite polarities
in the two chambers. Figure 2.3 demonstrates how the double chamber configura-
tion allows simultaneous data-taking in opposite field configurations. The magnetic
field is taken care of by a sophisticated coil system whose main mission is to produce
the vertical B0 field but is also capable of generating multi-directional optimizing
fields. Figure 2.7 offers a more distant view of the apparatus, where we see that the
coil system encases a vacuum vessel containing the two chambers.

In numbers, the applied vertical field has a magnitude of B0 = 1 µT while the
electric field strength is of E0 = 15 kV cm−1. Subjected to the magnetic field only,
the neutrons precess at a frequency f ≈ 30 s−1. Subjected to the electric field only,
the current limit on the dipole moment dn < 10−26 e cm predicts f < 2 year−1. This
is why the electrical contribution to the neutrons’ precession frequency is incredibly
difficult to detect. Broadly speaking, the experimental parameters of n2EDM are
adjusted in order to enhance the accuracy of this measurement, by

• Maximizing the interaction time. Ultra-Cold Neutrons (UCNs) are used in
n2EDM specifically for this reason. Because of their extremely low kinetic en-
ergy, they are easily storable and therefore remain in the precession chambers
for a longer period of time. This simply allows more precession cycles to be
performed on the same particles. We will briefly cover in the next section the
properties which make UCNs storable.
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FIGURE 2.3: A sketch of the two precession chambers separated by
the high voltage electrode and encased between two ground elec-
trodes, as shown in (al., 2022). This double chamber configuration
allows for simultaneous data-taking in parallel and anti-parallel elec-
tric and magnetic field configurations. Both neutrons and mercury
atoms see their spins precess in the two chambers. Around the cham-
bers, cesium cells offer a real-time measurement of the magnetic field.

• Maximizing the statistics. The precursor of n2EDM, nEDM, was limited in its
statistical sensitivity by neutron counting statistics. The neutron source at PSI
remaining identical, n2EDM will maximize its statistics thanks to a larger UCN
storage volume (R = 23.5 cm for nEDM compared to R = 40 cm for n2EDM,
see figure 2.2), and an optimized UCN transport system. It is important to keep
in mind that an increase in the cell volume necessarily leads to an increase in
field-related systematic errors, which requires a better control of the magnetic
environment.

• Controlling the magnetic field. Control of the magnetic field encompasses
both its stability in time and its spatial uniformity. As we just mentioned, a
fluctuating magnetic field completely spoils the EDM extraction. As we will
later see, a non-uniform magnetic field negatively impacts both the sensitivity
and the accuracy of the measurements. The fluctuations are dealt with thanks
to mercury co-magnetometry. The non-uniformities are tackled through pre-
cise field measurement, which includes both online (during data-taking) moni-
toring and offline (before and after data-taking) mapping of the magnetic field,
as well as a control of related systematic effects.

We will now briefly cover the properties of UCNs, before moving on to the control
of the magnetic field with mercury co-magnetometry.

2.3 A few properties of ultra-cold neutrons

Ultra-Cold Neutrons (UCNs) are defined as neutrons with a total kinetic energy of
less than 250 neV. By virtue of this incredibly low energy they are easily storable
(their velocity is of the order of v < 7 m s−1), which is especially useful in spin-
counting experiments which seek to maximize the interaction time between the par-
ticles and the applied fields. UCNs are sensitive to fundamental forces among which
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three need to be taken into consideration for the experiment: gravity, the electromag-
netic interaction, and the strong interaction.

Gravity has a strong influence on these low energy particles that can be used to
control their velocity and that produces non-negligible systematic effects. Indeed,
the gravitational potential

Vg = mngz (2.5)

is of the order of 100 neV at a 1m height for a neutron of mass mn = 1.675× 10−27 kg,
which is of the order of magnitude of the UCNs kinetic energy.

We are already familiar with the way the UCNs interact with electric and mag-
netic fields as it is the foundation of this experiment. The interaction of the neutron’s
spin with the magnetic field, with a magnetic moment µn = −60.3 neV T−1, is what
not only allows the UCNs to precess in the chambers but also polarizes them before
precession.

Finally, the strong interaction is what allows the UCNs to be stored effectively in-
side the precession chamber. At the interface of the chamber walls, the wavelength
of the low energy UCNs is larger than the typical inter-nuclei distance of the wall’s
material. In this case the neutrons possess an optical-like behavior which allows
them to be reflected on the walls of the chamber. More specifically, a neutron is de-
scribed by a wave function satisfying Shrödinger’s equation with a potential barrier
called the Fermi potential, written as

VF =
2πh̄2

mn
nb, (2.6)

where n is the medium’s nuclei number density, and b is a constant referred to as
the bound scattering length, dependent on the nuclear radius of the material involved.
For most materials VF is around a few hundred neV. Reflection occurs when the
projection of the neutron’s kinetic energy normal to the surface of the wall is lower
than the potential barrier, which constitutes the Fermi-Zimm condition

E cos2 θ < VF, (2.7)

where θ is the neutron’s incidence angle and E is its kinetic energy. The UCN regime
E < VF = 250 neV is precisely defined so that this condition is satisfied at any angle,
therefore granting the neutrons a fully ballistic behavior. A useful review of this
interaction can be found in (Pignol, 2015).

2.4 Mercury co-magnetometry to compensate for magnetic
fluctuations

As mentioned in section 2.2 and pictured in the top plot of 2.4, the extraction of
dn through a straightforward measurement of the precession frequencies fn↑↑ and
fn↑↓ (equation (2.4)) is spoiled by fluctuations in the vertical amplitude B0 of the
magnetic field. This major hurdle is crossed by injecting a mercury gas in the pre-
cession chambers alongside the neutrons, and measuring instead a ratio between
the precession frequencies of neutrons and of mercury atoms. Figure 2.3 shows the
mercury and neutron’s spins precessing inside the two chambers. Because the limit
on the mercury EDM is much lower than that of the neutron EDM (Graner et al.,
2016) (dHg < 10−30 e cm), the mercury’s electrical term can be neglected so that it
is still possible to isolate dn from the ratio while at the same time canceling out the
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FIGURE 2.4: Data from the nEDM experiment taken in 2016 (Abel
et al., 2020). Each red, blue, and black point corresponds to a mea-
surement cycle performed in the positive, negative, and zero electric
field polarity respectively. The top plot shows the measurement of
the neutron precession frequency alone, while the bottom plot shows

instead the ratio of mercury and neutron precession frequencies.

magnetic field contribution. This B0-free ratio is then

R =

∣∣∣∣ fn

fHg

∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣ γn

γHg

∣∣∣∣∓ E0

πh̄| fHg|
|dn|, (2.8)

where we wrote fn using equation (2.2) and fHg equivalently but without the elec-
trical term, and introduced the neutron and mercury gyromagnetic moments γ =
2µ/h̄. The minus sign is for the parallel configuration ↑↑ and the plus sign for the
anti-parallel configuration ↑↓. The bottom plot of figure 2.4 shows that this ratio is
now dominated by statistical uncertainties. Following the same reasoning that led
to equation (2.4), the neutron EDM can be extracted from the difference in the ratios
measured in ↑↑ and ↑↓. Since the electric field polarity is reversible, we can actually
form two ratios per chamber (one for each field configuration), and use this to our
advantage to compensate for potential gravitational shifts in R. The neutron EDM
is then calculated as

|dn| =
πh̄| fHg|

4E0

(
RTOP
↑↓ −RTOP

↑↑ +RBOT
↑↓ −RBOT

↑↑
)

. (2.9)

What is left to measure in order for this approach to make sense is the preces-
sion frequency of mercury atoms fHg. Polarized 199Hg atoms are injected inside the
precession chambers at the beginning of each measurement cycle so that their spins
precess freely around the vertical field, much like the neutron spins which we will
soon cover. Their precession frequency is then measured optically from the modu-
lated transmission of a polarized horizontal UV beam. This along with the extraction
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of fn allows a calculation of (2.9).
Mercury co-magnetometry does have some drawbacks however, which we will

go through in much more detail in chapter 3 but still need to be introduced here.
In a nutshell, non-uniformities in the magnetic field in combination with some rel-
ativistic effect shift the precession frequencies of both neutrons and mercury atoms,
but more so of mercury atoms. Since we measure a ratio of the two frequencies, the
shift in the precession frequencies of those mercury atoms negatively impacts the ex-
traction of the neutron EDM dn. Effectively, we extract “false” EDMs along with the
“true” EDM dn, the most potent of which is the mercury-induced false neutron EDM
dfalse

n←Hg. It appears in this more realistic version of the precession frequency ratio:

R =

∣∣∣∣ γn

γHg

∣∣∣∣∓ E0

πh̄| fHg|
∣∣∣dn + dfalse

n + dfalse
n←Hg + . . .

∣∣∣ , (2.10)

where we have omitted other less relevant systematic effects. As we seek to measure
dn at a sensitivity of 10−27 e cm, we constrain other experimental parameters such
that this systematic effect is kept below the following limit:

dfalse
n←Hg < 3× 10−28 e cm. (2.11)

Of course this systematic effect is in a more general perspective completely out-
weighed by the benefits that mercury co-magnetometry brings to the experiment.
Now that we have introduced the main observables of the experiment, let us briefly
explain how the most crucial of these, the precession frequency fn, is obtained in
each chamber.

2.5 Precession frequency measurement with the Ramsey method

The neutron precession frequency fn = ω0/(2π) 1 used in the determination of
the neutron to mercury frequencies ratios R is extracted using Ramsey’s method of
separated oscillating fields (Ramsey, 1950). Applied to spin counting in n2EDM, this
method consists in the measurement of a probability P+→− of a neutron transitioning
from an up to a down spin state over the course of a specific cycle which is illustrated
in figure 2.5 and described below.

0. At t = 0, neutrons polarized in the up |+⟩ spin state are injected in the preces-
sion chambers, where a vertical magnetic field (0, 0, B0) is applied.

1. A transverse rotating field, of angular frequency ω chosen close to ω0 = γnB0
and magnitude B1, is superimposed to the existing field for a time τ = 2 s.
The interaction time and the field amplitude are chosen according to the Rabi
condition γnB1τ = π/2, so that the spins perform a π/2 flip in the transverse
plane. Note that the angular frequency ω is close to but cannot be exactly at
resonance ω0.

2. The neutrons are left to precess freely for a time T = 180 s in the strictly vertical
field, at angular frequency ω0. This frequency should in principle be slightly
different for the two chambers.

3. The rotating field is applied again for a time τ in order to flip the spins back
onto the vertical axis.

1By convention we will use angular frequencies ω over frequencies f for more computational sec-
tions such as this one.
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FIGURE 2.5: A schematic representation of the Ramsey method of
separated oscillating magnetic fields, modified from a drawing by
Laura Ferraris-Bouchez (Ferraris-Bouchez, 2020). The four sections
of this sketch follow from top to bottom the steps 0 − 3 detailed in
section 2.5. The green highlights on the sinusoidal curve shows that
the oscillating magnetic field BRF is only applied during steps 1 and

3, in order to flip the spin onto the vertical axis.

In each step of the process, the spin of the neutrons have a probability of pre-
serving their polarization or transitioning to the opposite state. Therefore the total
transition probability P+→± will be expressed as a function of these individual am-
plitudes, which can be derived in steps 1, 2, and 3 of the process by solving the
Shrödinger equation

ih̄
d |Ψ(t)⟩

dt
= H |Ψ(t)⟩ (2.12)

in the rotating frame, where we write the state of the system as

|Ψ(t)⟩ = c+(t)eiωt/2 |+⟩+ c−(t)e−iωt/2 |−⟩ . (2.13)

This is just a more general form of (1.4), where the coefficients c+(t) and c−(t) cor-
respond to the probability amplitudes of finding the neutron’s spin in state |+⟩ or
|−⟩. The Schrödinger equation must then be solved in two cases: (1) for a uniform
vertical field, and (2) for the combination of a uniform vertical field and a transverse
rotating field.
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Vertical field
In the case where only a vertical field is applied, the Hamiltonian is just like in the
first section’s example proportional to σz. Letting ω0 = γnB0, we write it as:

H = H0 = − h̄
2

(
ω0 0
0 −ω0

)
(2.14)

The state coefficients of |ΨVF(t)⟩ are then given by:(
ċVF+
ċVF−

)
=
−i
2

(
ω−ω0 0

0 −(ω−ω0)

)(
cVF+
cVF−

)
(2.15)

As these are uncoupled differential equations the solutions are transparent:(
cVF+
cVF−

)
=

(
e−iδωt/2

eiδωt/2

)
(2.16)

where δω = ω−ω0.

Rotating field
Applying a transverse rotating field amounts to adding a perturbation V to the initial
Hamiltonian H0. Since the field is of the form (B1 cos (ωt), B1 sin (ωt), B0), we let
ω1 = γnB1 and write the Hamiltonian as:

H = H0 + V = − h̄
2

(
ω0 ω1e−iωt

ω1eiωt −ω0

)
(2.17)

The state coefficients of |ΨRF(t)⟩ are then given by:(
ċRF+
ċRF−

)
=
−i
2

(
ω−ω0 ω1e−iωt

ω1eiωt −(ω−ω0)

)(
cRF+
cRF−

)
(2.18)

This set of coupled differential equations can be solved by diagonalizing H and then
expressing |ΨRF(t)⟩ in the eigenvector basis of H. We then project |ΨRF(t)⟩ on |+⟩
and |−⟩ to obtain:(

cRF+
cRF−

)
=

(
eiωt/2 [cos (Ωt) + i((ω2

1 − δω2)/Ω2) sin (Ωt)
]

ie−iωt/2(ω1/Ω) sin (Ωt)

)
(2.19)

with Ω =
√

δω2 + ω2
1.

The state amplitudes at steps 1 and 3 are then solutions of the rotating field equa-
tion (2.18) cRF±, while the state amplitudes at step 2 are solutions of the vertical field
equation (2.15) cVF±. We can then write the neutron’s transition probability from
the up to either the up or the down spin state as the sum of two possible “paths”
through the three step process:

P+→+ = |cRF+(τ)cVF+(T)cRF+(τ) + cRF−(τ)cVF−(T)cRF+(τ)|2 , (2.20)

P+→− = |cRF+(τ)cVF+(T)cRF−(τ) + cRF−(τ)cVF−(T)cRF−(τ)|2 . (2.21)
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In the limit τ ≪ T, we can derive the following expression for the transition proba-
bilities:

P+→± =
1
2

[
1∓ α cos

(
π

fRF − fn

∆ν

)]
, (2.22)

where fRF = ω/(2π) is the rotating field frequency and ∆ν = 1/(2T + (8τ/π))
corresponds to the half-width of the resonance. We also introduced as an amplitude
factor a parameter α known as the visibility of the resonance, which corresponds
to the measured neutron polarization at the end of the Ramsey cycle. In the ideal
scenario discussed here, neutrons remain polarized so that we naturally have α = 1.
However in past experiments we observed a depolarization of the neutrons, which
can be mainly attributed to non-uniformities in the magnetic field. We will show
how to both control the extraction of α and keep it as close to one as possible in
section 3.2.

In the case of a non-zero neutron EDM, these transition probabilities will be
slightly different for the two chambers because the precession frequencies fn will
differ. What is actually measured in n2EDM, for both precession chambers, is an
asymmetry between the number of neutrons found in the up state N+ and down
state N− at the end of the Ramsey cycle involving a total of N neutrons:

A =
N+ − N−
N+ + N−

. (2.23)

Using equation (2.22) and the fact that N− = NP+→− and N+ = NP+→+, we write
the expression for the asymmetry as

A = −α cos
(

π
fRF − fn

∆ν

)
. (2.24)

The neutron precession frequency in both chambers and for both field configurations
is finally obtained by inverting equation (2.24) for fn, which along with the optical
measurement of mercury precession frequency allows the calculation of the neutron
EDM through equation (2.9). A plot of the measured asymmetry A for several values
of the applied rotating field frequency fRF is shown as the blue points of figure 2.6.
What is referred to as the Ramsey resonance is obtained by fitting these points with
the expression for the asymmetry (2.24) (black curve of figure 2.6). Notice that ∆ν
corresponds indeed to the half width of this curve.

In order to maximize our statistical sensitivity, we cannot simply extract fn from
the asymmetry at any value of fRF. Consider the statistical error for one measure-
ment cycle of fn given by

σ( fn) =
∆ν

πα
√

N

(
1− A2

α2

)− 1
2

. (2.25)

We see in the expression above that the statistical error is minimal at A = 0, where
the slope of the asymmetry curve is the highest. So once we obtain the asymmetry
curve we could in principle set fRF to fn,0 ≡ fn(A = 0), by calculating fn,0 from a
previous cycle, and then extract fn at maximal sensitivity. However at A = 0 we
are not sensitive to the amplitude of the curve, represented by the visibility α. The
precession frequency fn will then be extracted from four “working points"

fRF = fn,0 ± (1± 0.1)× ∆ν/2, (2.26)
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FIGURE 2.6: A set of measurements of the spin asymmetry (2.23)
for different values of the transverse rotating field frequency (blue
points), fitted according to equation (2.24) (black curve). The purple
lines correspond to the four working points given by equation (2.26),
set around the points where slope of the asymmetry, hence the sensi-
tivity on fn, is maximal. This result appears in the article announcing

the nEDM limit (Abel et al., 2020).

chosen close to the maximal sensitivity points. These are shown as the purple verti-
cal lines in figure 2.6. Note that since the applied frequency fRF is common to the two
precession chambers, the resonance curves of both chambers should be close enough
for the points (2.26) to be optimal. This translates to a requirement on the vertical
gradient of the magnetic field that will be explicitly stated in the next chapter.

Finally, the statistical sensitivity on the EDM value dn can be derived by propa-
gating the error on the precession frequency (2.25), taken at A = 0, with the expres-
sion for dn (2.4):

σ(dn) =
h̄

2αE0T
√

N
. (2.27)

Looking back at the three concluding remarks of section 2.2 in the light of equality
(2.27), we now have clear evidence that, in order to maximize the neutron EDM
measurement’s sensitivity, we require: a long exposure of the precessing neutrons
to the magnetic field (σ(dn) ∝ 1/T), a strong electric field (σ(dn) ∝ 1/E0), and more
neutrons (σ(dn) ∝ 1/

√
N).

2.6 Overview of the n2EDM apparatus

Before we move on to the more specific subject of magnetic field uniformity in
n2EDM, we will take a moment to look at the n2EDM apparatus in its entirety. As
very thorough descriptions of this apparatus have already been given by previous
PhD students (Chiu, 2021; Pais, 2021), we will only give a general overview of the
main components of n2EDM, and leave to part III of this thesis the full description
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of those related to magnetic field generation (B0 coil), characterization (magnetic
field mapper), and optimization (trim coils). We will from now on speak in the co-
ordinate system of n2EDM, where the origin is the geometrical center of both the
coil system and the double chamber system, the x axis points in the direction of the
vacuum tubes in the horizontal plane, the y axis is normal to the x axis in the hori-
zontal plane, and the z axis points opposite to gravity. The axes are represented at
the bottom of figure 2.7, which gives an almost complete picture of the apparatus.

FIGURE 2.7: The n2EDM experimental setup as shown in the design
article (al., 2022). The UCNs are polarized by the superconducting
magnets and let into the glass guides via the UCN switch. Trav-
eling inside the guides, the neutrons go through the six layers of
magnetic shielding that constitute the magnetically shielding room,
the coil system responsible mainly for the vertical magnetic field, the
vacuum-tight aluminum vessel, and eventually are let into the preces-
sion chambers. Inside the vacuum vessel and around the precession
chambers reside the cesium magnetometers and the RF coils respon-
sible for the spin-flipping field of the Ramsey cycle. After completing
a Ramsey cycle the neutrons follow a reverse path back to the UCN
detectors where the up and down spins are counted. The coordinate

system of n2EDM is specified at the foot of the apparatus.

2.6.1 UCN transport and detection

The n2EDM experiment resides at PSI in part for its UCN source. UCNs are pro-
duced by nuclear spallation: a beam of protons strikes a lead spallation target,
thereby ejecting neutrons from the lead nuclei. The neutrons then reach the UCN
regime by going through a superthermal converter, where they are slowed down in
heavy water and in solid deuterium.

The UCNs reach the n2EDM apparatus where they are polarized thanks to a 5 T
superconducting magnet. They are then directed towards the UCN switch, which
can operate in two configurations: filling and counting. In filling configuration the
switch lets the UCNs into the guides leading them to the chambers. In counting
configuration it guides the UCNs into the spin detectors. At first the UCNs are let
inside by the switch in filling mode, and after completing a Ramsey cycle, are let out
in counting mode.
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They eventually land in the two UCN detectors, which simultaneously count the
number of neutrons in the up and down spin states. This provides a measurement
of the asymmetry (2.23). The PhD thesis (Saenz, 2022) provides a very thorough
description of those detectors.

2.6.2 The layers of n2EDM: magnetic shield, coil system, and vacuum
vessel

FIGURE 2.8: View of the aluminum vacuum vessel, placed at the cen-
ter of the MSR (in white), from inside the n2EDM thermohouse at
PSI. The precession chamber walls and the electrodes are waiting to
be moved into the vacuum vessel. The AMS wiring is visible on the

inner walls of the thermohouse.

The precession chambers of n2EDM sit at the center of a multi-layered apparatus,
responsible mainly for magnetic shielding and magnetic field generation.

The outermost layer consists in a thermohouse of dimensions 8.6× 10.3× 8.9 m3,
which as its name suggests provides thermal insulation for the rest of the apparatus.
An interior view of the thermohouse is pictured in 2.8. Much later in chapter 8 we
will see that thermal stability of the inner components is crucial as it is correlated to
the stability of the remnant magnetic field.
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On the inner walls of the thermohouse are wired a set of coils responsible for
actively compensating the outside magnetic field and referred to as the Active Mag-
netic Shield (AMS). These are visible in figure 2.8. The necessity for the AMS arose
from the presence of nearby experiments that produce unpredictable fields of am-
plitude comparable to the earth’s magnetic field (tens of µT). The AMS compensates
for this varying magnetic noise in real-time through actively controlled coils, with
an accuracy of the order of 1 µT. A recent PhD thesis was in part dedicated to the
upgrade of the AMS coil system (Rawlik, 2018).

The next layer, or rather set of layers, is that of the Magnetically Shielded Room
(MSR). Its outermost layer is of dimensions 5.2 × 5.2 × 4.8 m3 and is shown both
as the large white cube at the center of 2.8 and as the outermost “box” of figure
2.7. This passive magnetic shield suppresses through 6 layers of mu-metal the static
external field by about five orders of magnitude. The quantity used to evaluate
the performance of a magnetic shield is the magnetic shielding factor, defined as the
ratio between the amplitude of the magnetic field at the center of the shield with the
shield, and that same amplitude without the shield. When applying an oscillating
magnetic field with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 2 µT (which is of the order of what
should remain after AMS shielding), in all three directions, it was demonstrated that
the MSR possesses a shielding factor of 1× 105 at 0.01 Hz which rises up to 1× 108

at 1 Hz (Ayres et al., 2022).
The innermost layer of the MSR is followed by the n2EDM coil system, pictured

in figure 2.9. Chapter 9 will be dedicated to the characterization of its main compo-
nent, the B0 coil. The design of these coils is mostly the work of another PhD student
(Flaux, 2019), whose manuscript contains all the references our characterization ef-
forts rely on. In n2EDM, the term coil system generically refers to four sets of coils
that can serve very different purposes:

• The B0 coil, its main component, is responsible for producing the 1 µT vertical
field that the neutrons and mercury atoms precess around. It is wired horizon-
tally on the inner vertical walls of the MSR (black lines of figure 2.9).

• The 7 gradient coils are coils designed to generate specific magnetic field gra-
dients. These are useful for cancelling the main contributions to the non-
uniform field. Figure 2.9 shows only one of these as an example: the vertical
linear gradient coil (or G10 coil in the harmonic description, which will make
more sense after chapter 3).

• The 56 trim coils, are much smaller square-shaped coils placed on all six inner
walls of the MSR (shown in yellow on figure 2.9). These work in conjunction
with one another to produce the wider array of magnetic modes demanded by
the field optimization process.

• The 4 RF coils, in red on figure 2.9, generate as their name indicates the rotating
field responsible for the π/2 flips of the Ramsey cycle.

Deeper inside the apparatus stands an aluminum tank of about 1.6× 1.6× 1.2 m3

which will be in vacuum during data-taking. Accordingly, this component is re-
ferred to as the vacuum vessel. It is visible in figure 2.8 inside the MSR. Vacuum
is achieved through pumping via vacuum tubes, shown on the right of the vacuum
vessel of figure 2.7, opposite to the UCN guides. The precession chambers are in-
stalled inside it such that the neutron guides, after having gone through all of the
layers of the apparatus, enter the two precession chambers via holes in the center of
the top and bottom electrodes. The mercury atoms are let in for co-magnetometry
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FIGURE 2.9: The n2EDM coil system as presented in the design article
(al., 2022). The B0 coil produces the 1 µT vertical field. The G10 coil
is one of the seven gradient coils generating specific modes, assisted
by the trim coils. The RF coils serve for the π/2 flips of the Ramsey

cycle.

through similar but off-centered holes in the electrodes. Finally, an array of about
a hundred cesium (CS) magnetometers are mounted above and below the double
chamber in order to provide an online measurement of the magnetic field. These
were fully designed and assembled by a recent PhD student (Pais, 2021).

2.7 Conclusion

Over the course of this chapter we have introduced n2EDM as one of the most sen-
sitive upcoming experiments on the neutron EDM with its goal of ∆dn ≤ 10−27 e cm.
The apparatus currently under assembly at the Paul Scherrer Institut by the nEDM
collaboration inherits from its Sussex/RAL/ILL predecessor a long legacy of suc-
cessful experimental techniques, most notably the use of Ultra-Cold Neutrons and
mercury co-magnetometry. The measurement principle itself however, has remained
mostly unchanged since the Ramsey method of separated oscillating fields was in-
troduced in the early 1950’s.

Before diving into the description of these techniques, we laid out the very sim-
ple core concept of EDM experiments. These measure the precession frequency fn
of polarized neutrons in two electromagnetic configurations: parallel electric and
magnetic fields, and anti-parallel fields where the electric field is reversed. Since the
precession frequency should carry contributions from both the (huge) magnetic cou-
pling µn and the sought-after but tiny electric coupling dn, the fn given by opposite
configurations should differ slightly by a quantity proportional to the electric cou-
pling. The neutron EDM is thus extracted from the difference of the two precession
frequencies.
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The bulk of the experimental work relies on the measurement of these preces-
sion frequencies. Because of this we went through a step-by-step application of the
Ramsey concept to the case of n2EDM. Spin-polarized UCNs are injected into two
precession chambers with opposite field configurations. The Ramsey technique is
then applied in order to have some of the UCNs change spin-states, with a transi-
tion probability, which we re-derived, that depends on the precession frequency fn.
What is actually measured is the asymmetry between the number of up and down
spin-states counted by the detectors at the end of the measurement process, for each
chamber, which naturally yields fn. The simultaneous precession frequency mea-
surement for the two chambers allows a very precise extraction of dn.

This discussion allowed us to highlight two natural yet crucial implications of
the Ramsey method, which is that the nEDM sensitivity scales with the number of
neutrons N and their precession time T, as σ(dn) ∼ 1/(T

√
N). n2EDM promises

increased neutron statistics with its much larger precession chambers, shown in 2.2,
and deals with the need for a long interaction by using Ultra-Cold Neutrons. We
spent a section of this chapter recalling a few important properties of UCNs, the key
message being that these are neutrons with a kinetic energy low enough for them to
satisfy a full reflection condition at the interface of an appropriate material, at any
given incidence angle. This is what allows these particles to be stored for over 180 s
in n2EDM’s precession chambers.

A third albeit less obvious requirement for n2EDM to reach its targeted sensitiv-
ity is a strict control of the magnetic field, both in terms of fluctuations in time and
spatial uniformity. As magnetic field control happens to be the subject of this thesis,
we dedicated a full section to mercury co-magnetometry. This absolutely essential
tool compensates field fluctuations by measuring the ratio of neutron to mercury
precession frequencies instead of the neutron frequency alone. Still, the boons of this
technique come with a bane: the mercury atoms’ precession frequency is shifted by
non-uniformities in the magnetic field combined with a relativistic motional field,
and this naturally impedes on the extraction of the neutron EDM through the so-
called false EDM. This in itself drives our need for a more uniform field. Over the
course of a general overview of the apparatus we presented the n2EDM coil system
but also advanced magnetic shielding devices, the Active Magnetic Shield and the
Magnetic Shielding Room, specifically designed to deal with field non-uniformities.

Having examined the core concept of n2EDM and the role that magnetic field
control plays in its sensitivity goal, we may now introduce our work which focuses
on the control of magnetic uniformity in n2EDM. After thoroughly laying out the
n2EDM requirements on its magnetic environment, the next chapter will investigate
the symmetries of the B0 coil in order to uncover the origins of non-uniformities in
the magnetic field.
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Chapter 3

The challenges of magnetic field
uniformity in n2EDM
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This last introductory chapter presents the subject of this thesis: the control of
magnetic field uniformity in n2EDM. We will begin by introducing a polynomial
decomposition of the field extensively relied on in the collaboration and known as
the “harmonic expansion" (section 3.1). We will then explain why a non-uniform
field lowers the sensitivity of n2EDM and give the requirements that allow us to
reach the desired sensitivity (section 3.2). This section will serve as the central refer-
ence for the remaining chapters. As it is responsible for the generation of the exper-
iment’s magnetic field, the B0 coil will be the focal point of the last section (section
3.3). Here we will propose a novel group-theoretical perspective on the symmetries
of the coil system in order to show that, although the generated field is intended to
be purely uniform and vertical, one can expect a specific set of non-uniform mag-
netic “modes” to appear in its harmonic spectrum, depending on the chosen coil
geometry. This knowledge will prove paramount to the control of the generated
magnetic field discussed in the last chapters of this thesis.

3.1 The harmonic parametrization of the magnetic field

Before we can discuss the uniformity requirements that the n2EDM magnetic field
must satisfy, we need to present a systematic way of classifying non-uniformities.
This naturally calls for a polynomial development of the magnetic field, which al-
lows one to identify the zero-order modes with the uniform field contribution and
the remaining orders with different classes of non-uniformities.

Fortunately the nEDM collaboration has over the years tailored a sophisticated
polynomial field expansion, known as the harmonic expansion, to its experiment.
Here we will briefly recall its construction, as presented in a 2019 paper (Abel et al.,
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2019). The general idea is to express each component of the magnetic field as a sum
of polynomial functions of different degree l. One such polynomial expansion is the
following:

B(x, y, z) = ∑
l,m

GlmΠlm(x, y, z) (3.1)Bx(x, y, z)
By(x, y, z)
Bz(x, y, z)

 = ∑
l,m

Glm

Πx,lm(x, y, z)
Πy,lm(x, y, z)
Πz,lm(x, y, z)

 , (3.2)

where the entries of Πlm are, for a given m, polynomial functions of degree l, and
the Glm are real coefficients. Note that the double-index expansion is not accidental
but is as we will soon explain motivated by the form of the field. The polynomial
functions are not arbitrarily chosen since the total field B must satisfy Maxwell’s
equations. In a region with no current or magnetization, which applies to n2EDM,
Gauss’s law for magnetism and Ampere’s law reduce to:

∇ · B = 0, (3.3)
∇× B = 0. (3.4)

Equation (3.4) implies that the field can be written as the gradient of a potential V,
with B = ∇V. Equation (3.3) imposes that this potential is a solution of Laplace’s
equation ∆V = 0, which in this case is expressed in the spherical coordinate system
(ρ, θ, φ):

1
ρ2

∂

∂ρ

(
ρ2 ∂V

∂ρ

)
+

1
ρ2 sin θ

∂

∂θ

(
sin θ

∂V
∂θ

)
+

1
ρ2 sin2 θ

∂2V
∂φ2 = 0. (3.5)

The Laplace equation can be solved by separation of variables V(ρ, θ, φ) = R(ρ)Θ(θ)Φ(φ).
This allows to rewrite equation (3.5) as a sum of terms of independent variables
which satisfy

1
ρ2R(ρ)

∂

∂ρ

(
ρ2 ∂R(ρ)

∂ρ

)
= λ (3.6)

1
ρ2 sin θΦ(φ)

∂

∂θ

(
sin θ

∂Θ(θ)

∂θ

)
+

1
ρ2 sin2 θΘ(θ)

∂2Φ(φ)

∂φ2 = −λ, (3.7)

with λ a real constant. The convergence of the angular solutions will impose λ =
l(l + 1), with l ∈N, leading to l radial solutions of the form

Rl(ρ) = aρl + bρ−l−1, (3.8)

but we throw out the ρ−l−1 term by requiring that the field be bounded at the origin.
As for the angular solutions Y(θ, φ) ≡ Θ(θ)Φ(φ), function of the remaining two
variables, these will similarly be indexed by two indices l, m, with −l ≤ m ≤ l.
These solutions take the form of the so-called spherical harmonics, given here as

Ylm(θ, φ) =

√
2l + 1

4π

(l −m)!
(l + m)!

Pm
l (cos θ)eimφ, (3.9)

where the Pm
l are the associated Legendre polynomials, given explicitly in appendix

A. The real-valued basis of the field potential is constructed by taking the real and
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imaginary parts of the spherical harmonics (3.9). With another choice of normaliza-
tion, the field potential is then written as

Vlm(ρ, θ, φ) =
(l − 1)!(−2)|m|

(l + |m|)! ρl P|m|l (cos(θ))×
{

cos (|m|φ) if m ≥ 0
sin (|m|φ) if m < 0

. (3.10)

The magnetic field B is finally obtained by differentiation of this potential. In terms
of parametrization (3.2) this means that the l-degree polynomial functions contained
in Πlm, now referred to as the harmonic polynomials, are determined by the l − 1-
degree field potential:

Πl,m = ∇Vl+1,m. (3.11)

Expressing (3.11) in either a cylindrical or a Cartesian coordinate system one can
then derive all harmonic polynomials found in appendix A. Their coefficients Glm
are referred to as the generalized gradients. Lastly, note that in the n2EDM coordinate
system, the magnetic field expansion considers as its origin the geometrical center of
the coil system, which should correspond to the center of the two precession cham-
bers.

With this convenient tool in hand we can define a (vertically) uniform field as a
field whose harmonic expansion is B = B0Π00. Any mode other than Π00 is then
considered a non-uniformity. The next section will explain which of these are con-
sidered problematic w.r.t. to experimental requirements. The final section will show
that, although the main component of the coil system, the B0 coil, is only meant to
produce a single magnetic mode Π00, a specific set of other modes are allowed by
the symmetries of the n2EDM apparatus.

3.2 The n2EDM requirements on magnetic field uniformity

In order to achieve the desired sensitivity of 10−27 e cm on the measurement of the
neutron EDM dn, a certain number of requirements on the uniformity of the mag-
netic field must be met. These requirements can be conveniently expressed in the
harmonic field language and are split in two broad categories: those related to sta-
tistical errors, and those related to systematical errors.

First, magnetic field uniformity has a strong influence on the statistical sensitivity
of the precession frequency measurement in n2EDM. By setting the maximal loss in
sensitivity to 2% after 180 seconds of neutrons storage, we effectively impose that
the generated magnetic field matches two requirements.

Statistical requirement 1: the top-bottom resonance matching condition∣∣∣∣∂Bz

∂z

∣∣∣∣ < 0.6 pT/cm. (3.12)

As explained in section 2.5, we measure the spin asymmetry on the Ramsey reso-
nance curve at a value of the applied frequency fRF that minimizes the statistical
error (blue bars of figure 2.6, masked by the points). This requirement ensures that
the optimal fRF is as similar as possible between the two chambers. As the two reso-
nance curves shift with the vertical magnetic field, we require that the vertical field
gradient stays below a value that minimizes this drift. A 2% loss in sensitivity cor-
responds to a 0.2× ∆ν/2 shift between the two resonance curves. With a precession
time T = 180s and a vertical distance H′ = 18cm between the centers of the two
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chambers, this corresponds to the maximally allowed vertical gradient coefficient
given by (3.12). Note that in the harmonic gradient decomposition, ∂Bz

∂z

∣∣∣
z=0

= G10

is the main contribution to this vertical gradient. We will rely on this much more
convenient coefficient formulation when looking at mapping data.

Statistical requirement 2: vertical field component uniformity

σ(Bz) < 170 pT, (3.13)

where σ(Bz) =
√
⟨(Bz − ⟨Bz⟩)2⟩. This stems from a requirement on the final neutron

spin polarization α after the Ramsey procedure, which corresponds to the amplitude
of the Ramsey resonance curve. It turns out that non-uniformities in the vertical field
component lead to a depolarization of the neutron spins which in turn reduces the
visibility α as time goes. These non-uniformities are described at a given time t by
the quantity bz(t) = Bz(r(t)) − ⟨Bz(t)⟩, which represents the field seen by a neu-
tron or mercury atom moving through the cylindrical volume with a trajectory r(t).
Spin-relaxation theory (Redfield, 1957) tells us that the decay rate of the transverse
polarization due to this noise is given, to second order in the perturbation, by

1
T2

= γ2
n

∫ ∞

0
⟨bz(t)bz(t + τ)⟩ dτ = γ2

n
〈
b2

z
〉

τc, (3.14)

where γn is the neutron’s gyromagnetic ratio, τc is the correlation time, estimated
to τc = 120 ms in n2EDM, and ⟨bz(t)bz(t + τ)⟩ is the auto-correlation of the non-
uniform magnetic noise. The angle brackets indicate an average over all particles
in the precession chamber, which here amounts to a volume average. The right-
hand term tells us that this depolarization is proportional to the average vertical
non-uniformity in the (considered static) magnetic field. The upper bound in (3.13)
corresponds to a 2% decrease in α due to these non-uniformities after T = 180s of
storage, which yields a decay rate limit T2 > 9000s. Further details on the origins of
this effect are given in section 4.1. The following section will show that, by design of
the B0 coil, only a specific set of modes Πlm should contribute to σ(Bz).

Second, the generated magnetic field should be stable enough to allow us to ac-
count for systematic errors, and its offline measurement should be accurate enough
for the same purpose. As mentioned in section 2.4 of the previous chapter, the most
stringent systematical requirement is a limit on the non-negligible mercury-induced
false neutron EDM:

dfalse
n←Hg < 3× 10−28 e cm (3.15)

It will become clearer in the next part why this turns into a requirement on the mag-
netic field. For now let us say that this effect is produced by two different combina-
tions of harmonic modes, one more potent than the other. The first, referred to as
the top-bottom gradient GTB, is monitored during data-taking, thus precisely con-
trolled. The second is a combination of all m = 0, l-odd Glm generalized gradients
that we normalize to first order gradients Ǵ2k+1, and call phantom modes specifi-
cally because they do not generate a top-bottom gradient. Expressed as a function
of the top-bottom gradient and the phantom modes, the false EDM1 is written as:

1Shorthand for mercury-induced false neutron EDM hereafter.
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dfalse
n←Hg =

h̄
∣∣γnγHg

∣∣
8πc2 R2 (GTB + Ǵ3 + Ǵ5 + Ǵ7 + . . .

)
. (3.16)

Notice that this effect scales quadratically with the characteristic size of the preces-
sion chamber R, which makes it much more problematic in n2EDM than in nEDM.
It is important to point out that all these modes are not controlled in the same way.
The third order mode can be monitored online thanks to the cesium magnetometers,
while the other two can only be determined offline with magnetic field mapping. By
construction, the phantom modes carry all the “invisible” contribution of the mag-
netic field to the false EDM in the online measurement via the top-bottom gradient. It
is therefore the task of the offline mapping system to ensure that they are measured
accurately enough so as to later be able to either cancel them thanks to auxiliary
coils or account for them through a calculation of equation (3.16). This amounts to
requiring that the magnetic field satisfies two conditions: one on the generation of
the magnetic field, the other on its measurement.

Systematical requirement 1: Phantom mode reproducibility

σ(Ǵ3) < 20 fT/cm, σ(Ǵ5) < 20 fT/cm, σ(Ǵ7) < 20 fT/cm, (3.17)

The quantities above2 represent the difference between the magnetic field measured
before or after data-taking, and the actual magnetic field during data-taking, with
values chosen such that each phantom mode generates an error on the false EDM
less than the one given by the core systematical requirement (3.15). In practice,
we will see in the third part of this thesis that the reproducibility of the phantom
modes corresponds to the standard deviation of the phantom modes over different
magnetic configurations that mimic the typical field fluctuations before and during
data-taking.

Systematical requirement 2: Phantom mode accuracy

δǴ3 < 20 fT/cm, δǴ5 < 20 fT/cm, δǴ7 < 20 fT/cm, (3.18)

Here the condition applies to the accuracy of the magnetic field mapping system.
We should not only be able to generate a reproducible field, but also be able to mea-
sure it accurately enough. In this case the error on the phantom modes should be
understood as their standard deviation over measurements taken in the exact same
magnetic configuration, so that it only reflects the shortcomings of the mapping ap-
paratus

Table 3.1 summarizes the four main conditions laid out above. The analysis of
the magnetic field measurements featured in third part of this thesis will show that
n2EDM should be able to operate within these requirements.

3.3 Symmetries of the B0 coil and allowed non-uniformities

While most requirements presented above target specific modes of the harmonic ex-
pansion, the condition (3.13) on the vertical uniformity σ(Bz) concerns in principle

2In this case the σ notation does not refer to an RMSE as it does for σ(Bz), but to a standard deviation.
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all modes of the expansion. As we will now aim to show however, there are rea-
sons to believe that the harmonic spectrum of the vertical field generated by the B0
coil should be dominated by a well-defined set of modes. The explanation for this
resides in the symmetrical design of the coil system. We will define these symme-
tries as elements of a symmetry group, establish the symmetry of the coil system
as a representation of this group, and finally look for another representation which
describes the symmetries of the generated magnetic field.

3.3.1 Symmetry group of the B0 coil

Our starting point will be the most intuitive picture of the B0 coil, considered as a
purely geometrical object consisting of the blue wires visible in figure 2.9. Figure
3.1 provides a drawing of the B0 coil alone, where we see that the current loops (in
grey) are wired horizontally along the walls of a cube - the inner layer of the MSR - in
order to produce a vertical field, and go around several other parts of the apparatus
(in color). In this chapter we focus on an idealized version of the coil where we
disregard these extra features. This object turns out to be invariant under a set of
transformations defined as symmetries of the B0 coil. Considering that the coil is
centered at the origin of the n2EDM coordinate system, one can intuitively work out
these symmetries to be:

• I: the identity.

• P: the point reflection with respect to the origin.

• Rz: the π/2 rotation around the z axis.

• R2
x, R2

y, R2
z : the π rotations around the x, y, z axes.

• σx, σy, σz: the reflections on planes orthogonal to the x, y, z axes.

• and all combinations of the above.

In our introductory picture the B0 coil is just a set of points in the euclidean space,
so these transformations are 3× 3 invertible matrices that send a point in space to

Statistical requirements

Vertical uniformity σ(Bz) < 170 pT

Top-bottom resonance matching condition
|G10| < 0.6 pT/cm

Systematical requirements

σ(Ǵ2k+1) on field generation < 20 fT/cm

δǴ2k+1 on field measurement < 20 fT/cm

TABLE 3.1: n2EDM requirements on magnetic field generation for
statistical and systematical errors. The systematical requirements
concerns the error on the false EDM generated by phantom modes
up to degree 7, both due to non-reproducibility of the field (field gen-

eration) and to mapping inaccuracy (field measurement).
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FIGURE 3.1: Schematic drawing of the B0 coil as presented in Pierrick
Flaux’s thesis (Flaux, 2019). In the ideal geometry scenario, in which
we disregard the presence of symmetry-breaking features (in blue,
green, and red), the coil is invariant under all transformations in D4h.
One can visually check that the three generating transformations σx,
σz, and Rz, are symmetries of the B0 coil. Non-ideal geometries are

discussed in chapter 9.

another point in space. With all possible combinations of the 9 symmetries presented
above, we find a set of 16 symmetries of the B0 coil that we write

D4h = {I, P, σx, σy, σz, R2
x, R2

y, R2
z , Rz, R−1

z , σxy, σ−xy, R′z, R′−1
z , σ′xy, σ′−xy}, (3.19)

where the name D4h alludes to the equivalent point group used by chemists. Explic-
itly these are:

I =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 P =

−1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 −1



σx =

−1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 σy =

1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 1

 σz =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 −1



R2
x =

1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 −1

 R2
y =

−1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 −1

 R2
z =

−1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 1



Rz =

0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1

 R−1
z =

 0 1 0
−1 0 0
0 0 1

 σxy =

0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1

 σ−xy =

 0 −1 0
−1 0 0
0 0 1
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R′z =

0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 −1

 R′−1
z =

 0 1 0
−1 0 0
0 0 −1

 σ′xy =

0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 −1

 σ′−xy =

 0 −1 0
−1 0 0
0 0 −1


(3.20)

The fact that all combinations of these symmetries are also symmetries hints to a
group structure. Indeed, these transformations together with matrix multiplication
(D4h,×) possess the mathematical structure of a group, defined entirely by the Cay-
ley table 3.2, which shows all combinations of elements within this group. One may
check from this table that all group axioms are satisfied: the identity element is I,
each element M ∈ D4h has an inverse element M−1 ∈ D4h, and associativity holds.
The definitions related to groups and group representations that are the most useful
to this discussion are recalled in the second section of appendix B. Furthermore, a
few useful remarks can be made:

× I P σx σy σz R2
x R2

y R2
z Rz R−1

z σxy σ−xy R′z R′−1
z σ′xy σ′−xy

I I P σx σy σz R2
x R2

y R2
z Rz R−1

z σxy σ−xy R′z R′−1
z σ′xy σ′−xy

P P I R2
x R2

y R2
z σx σy σz R′−1

z R′z σ′−xy σ′xy R−1
z Rz σ−xy σxy

σx σx R2
x I R2

z R2
y P σz σy σxy σ−xy Rz R−1

z σ′xy σ′−xy R′z R′−1
z

σy σy R2
y R2

z I R2
x σz P σx σ−xy σxy R−1

z Rz σ′−xy σ′xy R′−1
z R′z

σz σz R2
z R2

y R2
x I σy σx P R′z R′−1

z σ′xy σ′−xy Rz R−1
z σxy σ−xy

R2
x R2

x σx P σz σy I R2
z R2

y σ′−xy σ′xy R′−1
z R′z σ−xy σxy R−1

z Rz

R2
y R2

y σy σz P σx R2
z I R2

x σ′xy σ′−xy R′z R′−1
z σxy σ−xy Rz R−1

z

R2
z R2

z σz σy σx P R2
y R2

x I R−1
z Rz σ−xy σxy R′−1

z R′z σ′−xy σ′xy

Rz Rz R′−1
z σ−xy σxy R′z σ′xy σ′−xy R−1

z R2
z I σx σy P σz R2

y R2
x

R−1
z R−1

z R′z σxy σ−xy R′−1
z σ′−xy σ′xy Rz I R2

z σy σx σz P R2
x R2

y

σxy σxy σ′−xy R−1
z Rz σ′xy R′z R′−1

z σ−xy σy σx I R2
z R2

x R2
y σx P

σ−xy σ−xy σ′xy Rz R−1
z σ′−xy R′−1

z R′z σxy σx σy R2
z I R2

y R2
x P R2

z

R′z R′z R−1
z σ′−xy σ′xy Rz σxy σ−xy R′−1

z P σz R2
y R2

x R2
z I σx σy

R′−1
z R′−1

z Rz σ′xy σ′−xy R−1
z σ−xy σxy R′z σz P R2

x R2
y I R2

z σy σx

σ′xy σ′xy σ−xy R′−1
z R′z σxy Rz R−1

z σ′−xy R2
x R2

y σz P σy σx I R2
z

σ′−xy σ′−xy σxy R′z R′−1
z σ−xy R−1

z Rz σ′xy R2
y R2

x P σz σx σy R2
z I

TABLE 3.2: Cayley table of the (D4h,×) group.

• D4h is non-abelian.

• D4h is a sub-group of the orthogonal group O(3) = {M ∈ GL(R3) | M⊺M =
I}, where GL(R3) refers to the general linear group of R3, consisting of all
invertible 3× 3 matrices.

• The group elements Rz, σx, σz are generators of D4h (definition B.1.3). Indeed,
consider the subgroup ofD4h generated by Rz and denoted ⟨Rz⟩ = {I, Rz, R2

z , R−1
z }.

Then we can show by applying σx and σz to ⟨Rz⟩ that the subgroup generated
by Rz, σx and σz is the group itself: ⟨Rz, σx, σz⟩ = D4h. Note that this choice of
generators is not unique.
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So how do these group symmetry considerations help us in determining what
kind of magnetic field the B0 coil will generate? We know from basic electromag-
netism that there is a causal relationship between the geometrical shape of a coil and
the magnetic field that it produces. Following the Curie principle that symmetries
in the causes are to be found in the effects, the geometrical symmetries in D4h will
somehow translate to symmetries in the magnetic field. As we will now see, this
shift is operated by representations of the D4h group.

3.3.2 Current representation of the coil symmetry group

Before we move to a magnetic representation, we need to consider the B0 coil not
as a simple geometrical object but as a set of currents and determine what the cor-
responding symmetries are. The coil’s current system can be thought of as a vector
field depicting a current flow through a rectangular box of height H and base L× L:

I(x, y, z) =


(0, I0, 0) if x = L, |y| < L, and |z| < H
(−I0, 0, 0) if y = L, |x| < L, and |z| < H
(0,−I0, 0) if x = −L, |y| < L, and |z| < H
(I0, 0, 0) if y = −L, |x| < L, and |z| < H

(3.21)

The connection between this current system and the geometrical coil is made by
considering that the current system lives in a vector space Vc, on which act elements
of a current representation (Vc, ρc) of the group D4h. This representation is defined
as:

ρc : D4h −→ GL(Vc), (3.22)

where the elements of ρc(D4h) satisfy by definition

ρc(M1M2) = ρc(M1)ρc(M2), ∀M1, M2 ∈ D4h. (3.23)

In short this means that the elements of this representation are linear transformations
of Vc that combine according to the Cayley table above.

FIGURE 3.2: The current I evaluated at position r and at a −π/2 ro-
tated position R−1

z r.

So how is the current system transformed under the symmetries of the B0 coil?
Using elements M of the geometrical group D4h, we can write the transformed cur-
rent I′(r) as the rotation of a current evaluated at a position taken before rotation:

I′(r) = MI(M−1r). (3.24)
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Figure 3.2 should give a clearer picture of this transformation with M = Rz. In this
case, I′(r) is obtained by applying Rz to I(R−1

z r). Because of the coil symmetries it
turns out that I′(r) is equal to I(r). What is left to do is to determine linear transfor-
mations ρc(M), with

ρc(M) : I(r) 7−→ I′(r) = ρc(M)I(r) (3.25)

that are equivalent to the transformations given by (3.24). In other words we solve

ρc(M)I(r) = MI(M−1r) (3.26)

for all ρc(M), M ∈ D4h, using I(r) from equation (3.21). It is enough to do this for
the three chosen group generators Rz, σz, and σx and then use table 3.2 to determine
all other linear transformations. The results are stored in the so-called character table
3.3.

irrep Cl(I) Cl(P) Cl(σx) Cl(σz) Cl(R2
x) Cl(R2

z) Cl(Rz) Cl(σxy) Cl(R′z) Cl(σ′xy)

ρc 1 1 −1 1 −1 1 1 −1 1 −1

TABLE 3.3: Character table of ρc(D4h). The characters of the gen-
erators conjugacy classes (see definitions B.1.11 and B.1.4), high-
lighted in blue, sufficiently describe the character of the entire group.
Cl(σx) = {σx, σy}, Cl(R2

x) = {R2
x, R2

y}, Cl(σxy) = {σxy, σ−xy},
Cl(Rz) = {Rz, R−1

z }, and so on for prime transformations...

Note that:

• We refer to the transformations with character ρc(M) = 1 as symmetries of the
coil system, and to those with character ρc(M) = −1 as anti-symmetries.

• ρc(M) = ±1 for all M ∈ D4h, so ρc is a dimension 1 representation. It is then
an irreducible representation or irrep (by definition B.1.9).

From now on we will consider the character given by the ρc row of table 3.3 as
the symmetry of the B0 coil system. Our goal is now to find irreps describing the
magnetic field that share the same character as ρc, or in other words, symmetries of
the magnetic field inherited from symmetries of the B0 coil.

3.3.3 Magnetic representation of the coil symmetry group

The magnetic field should instinctively transform similarly to the current field in
(3.24). However B is a pseudo-vector so this doesn’t quite work out for all sym-
metries M and we need to introduce a det(M) factor into the expression for B′, as
such:

B′(r) = det(M)MB(M−1r). (3.27)

One way to understand this is to see that if a so-called improper transformation, such
as a reflection σ, is a symmetry of a current loop, then it is an anti-symmetry of the
magnetic field generated by that current. The determinant det(σ) is thus introduced
to account for the sign change of improper transformations, and sign preservation
of proper transformations. Just as before, our goal is to find a representation ρb of
D4h on a vector space Vb where the magnetic field lives, which we will refer to as the
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magnetic representation. This is done by looking for linear transformations

ρb(M) : B(r) 7−→ B′(r) = ρb(M)B(r) (3.28)

equivalent to (3.27), again by solving

ρb(M)B(r) = det(M)MB(M−1r) (3.29)

for all M ∈ D4h. This process was straightforward for the current representation
because we knew what I(r) looked like. In the case of magnetic representation we
should determine the ρb(M) for all possible magnetic fields B(r). One generic ap-
proach to this task is to introduce a parametrization of the magnetic field and deter-
mine the magnetic representation for each element of the expansion.

Before engaging in this tedious process, we can try to figure out what a magnetic
field that preserves the symmetries of the B0 coil would look like. To do this we
impose ρb(M) = ρc(M) for all M ∈ D4h, and look for fields that satisfy equation
(3.29). Let us briefly detail this process for the three generators.

(i) For σx we want ρb(σx) = −1 (see table 3.3). Equation (3.29) yields:Bx
By
Bz

 (x, y, z) =

−Bx
By
Bz

 (−x, y, z) (3.30)

(ii) For σz we want ρb(σz) = 1. Equation (3.29) yields:Bx
By
Bz

 (x, y, z) =

−Bx
−By
Bz

 (x, y,−z) (3.31)

(iii) For Rz we want ρb(Rz) = 1. Equation (3.29) yields:Bx
By
Bz

 (x, y, z) =

−By
Bx
Bz

 (y,−x, z) (3.32)

We have determined a set of conditions on the shape of the magnetic field that
preserves the symmetries of the B0 coil. Let us briefly try to guess the shape of the B0
field by applying these conditions to a completely arbitrary polynomial expansion
of the field

B = Π′0 + Π′1 + Π′2, (3.33)

where the Π′l = (Π′x,l , Π′y,l , Π′z,l) are polynomials of degree l. We start with the zeroth
degree polynomial Π′0. Since Bx and By must be odd functions of z they cannot have
a non-zero constant term. Bz must be even in z so it can. We thus recover a uniform
field of the form Π′0 = (0, 0, a), with a a real coefficient. It is easy to check that no
first degree polynomial satisfies all three conditions at the same time. Moving to the
second degree polynomial, consider for each coordinate i = x, y, z the most general
polynomial function

Π′i,2 = aixy + bixz + ciyz + dix2 + eiy2 + fiz2, (3.34)
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with ai, bi, ci, di, ei, fi real coefficients. Regarding Π′x,2, condition (3.30) selects only
the x-odd terms, condition (3.31) selects among those the z-odd terms, so Π′x,2 =
bxxz. The same reasoning leads to Π′y,2 = byyz. Applying condition (3.32) to both
polynomials sets bx = by. Similarly we find Π′z,2 = dzx2 + ezy2 + fzz2. The second
degree polynomial field is then of the form

B(x, y, z) =

0
0
a

+

 bxz
byz

cx2 + dy2 + ez2

 , (3.35)

As mentioned earlier, the coefficients a, b, c, d, e are constrained by requiring that the
field satisfies Gauss’ and Ampere’s laws in a region with not current or magneti-
zation. Plugging in our polynomial expansion (3.35) into equation (3.3) we net the
condition e = −b. Equation (3.4) imposes 2d = b and 2c = b. The Maxwellian field
is then

B(x, y, z) = a

0
0
1

+ b

 xz
yz

(x2 + y2)/2− z2

 , (3.36)

and must correspond to a combination of modes of the harmonic expansion given in
appendix A. Looking at the zero and second order polynomials of table A.2 we find
that the symmetry preserving harmonic field expansion, up to order 2, is

B = G00Π00 + G20Π20. (3.37)

What have just found an example of a non-uniform field that conserves the symme-
tries of the B0 coil. The uniform Π00 mode is of course expected to appear, but more
noteworthy is the presence of a non-uniform mode, Π20. These modes are said to
be allowed by the symmetries of the coil, in that the existence of a magnetic field
consisting of these modes does not violate the symmetries in D4h. The modes that
do violate these symmetries are said to be forbidden.

Instead of pushing this naive procedure to further polynomial degrees, we will
now replace the magnetic field with its harmonic expansion and present a generic
way of determining which magnetic modes, apart from Π20, are allowed by the sym-
metries of the B0 coil.

3.3.4 Harmonic representations of the coil symmetry group

In light of the harmonic parametrization, we can turn equation (3.29) into a set of
equations on each harmonic mode in order to determine which of these are allowed
by the coil symmetry group D4h. For convenience we rewrite the harmonic expan-
sion in matrix form:

B(r) = Π(r)G, (3.38)

where G = (G0,−1, G0,0, G0,1, G1,−2, . . . , GL,L+1) is a vector of length n = (L + 1)(L +
3), with L the maximum l-order of the expansion, and Π(r) is a 3× n matrix in which
the harmonic polynomials are stored (one row for each coordinate). Using this ex-
pansion we can now determine the character of a final representation ρh whose ele-
ments act on the harmonic gradient vector G ∈ Rn. We will call this representation
(Rn, ρh) the harmonic representation of the D4h group. Plugging (3.38) in equation
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(3.29), we determine the elements of this representation by solving

Π(r)ρh(M)G = det(M)MΠ(M−1r)G (3.39)

for the representation of the three group generators σx, σz, Rz. Using appendix table
A.2 we can show that the ρh(M), M = σx, σz, Rz, are equivalent to block-diagonal
n × n matrices (equivalence is to be understood as in B.1.7). This implies that ρh
is decomposable in a direct sum of irreducible representations (one block for each
irrep), each of these acting on a subset of G. The dimension of each irrep corresponds
to the rank of the matrix block. Regarding ρh(σx) and ρh(σz) these irreps are all of
dimension 1 and act on a single Glm. The left-hand table of figure 3.4 gives the values
of the rank-1 matrices as a function of the harmonic indices l and m. Regarding
ρh(Rz) however, the irreps are of dimensions 1 and 2. The second dimension irreps
are rank-2 matrices that act on couples (Glm, Gl,−m), as shown by the right-hand table
of 3.4. Recall that the current irrep ρc is of dimension 1, meaning harmonic modes
transformed by dimension 2 irreps, which in this case are m-odd, are not allowed by
the symmetries of the coil.

m σx σy σz

m ≥ 0 (−1)m+1 −1 (−1)l+m

m < 0 (−1)m 1 (−1)l+m

m Rz

0 + 4n 1

(1 + 4n,−1− 4n)
0 1

−1 0

2 + 4n −1

(3 + 4n,−3− 4n)
0 −1

1 0

m σx σy σz Rz

0 + 4n −1 −1 1 1

(1 + 4n,−1− 4n)
1 0

0 −1

−1 0

0 1
(−1)l+1I2

0 1

−1 0

2 + 4n −1 −1 (−1)l −1

−2− 4n 1 1 (−1)l −1

(3 + 4n,−3− 4n)
1 0

0 −1

−1 0

0 1
(−1)l+1I2

0 −1

1 0

−4− 4n 1 1 (−1)l 1

TABLE 3.4: Harmonic representations of the three reflections (upper-
left table), π/2 z-axis rotation (upper-right table), and both combined
(bottom table), of the D4h group, for all harmonic indices l and m,
with n ∈ N. The tables should be read as follows: for a given trans-
formation M, the matrix ρh(M) is block-diagonal, with each rank 1
block acting on a single entry Gl,m of G, and each rank 2 block acting
on a couple (Gl,m, Gl,−m) of G. The columns correspond to differ-
ent transformations M, and the lines to distinct blocks of the matrix

ρh(M).
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Overall, ρh(D4h) is a direct sum of irreps of dimensions 1 and 2, which are in-
dexed in the bottom table of 3.4 for different values of l and m. The result we care
about for our investigation on the symmetries of the B0 coil is featured in table 3.3,
which gives the character of these irreps ρlm, or more explicitly the traces of the ma-
trices ρlm(M), for the group generators. For first dimension irreps these are just ±1
factors that, for a given symmetry, act on a specific set of Glm just as the symme-
try acts on the coil. Figure 3.3 also features a visual representation of the harmonic
spectrum, decomposed in the 8 subspaces of Rn associated to the 8 harmonic irreps
given by the table above. We note that:

• One can verify that the harmonic representations are indeed irreps by applying
the orthogonality theorem B.1.1 to the representation characters found in the
cells of table 3.3.

• There are 8 inequivalent irreps of dimension 1, and 2 inequivalent irreps of
dimension 2, which make up the 8 lines of table 3.3. The linear map between
equivalent dimension 1 irreps is trivially 1. For dimension 2 irreps, consider
for instance representations ρ21 and ρ23. These can be shown to be equivalent

by considering the invertible linear map T =

(−1 0
0 1

)
. Then for all M ∈ D4h,

we can show using table 3.4 that ρ23(M) = Tρ23(M)T−1.

For now, what we can conclude from table 3.3 is that the only harmonic irrep that
shares the same character as the current irrep ρc is ρ00 (dark green line). This implies
that modes {Π2k,4n}k,n∈N, affected by irreps equivalent to ρ00 in the group-theoretical
sense, are allowed by the B0 coil symmetry. For l > 0 these are non-uniform modes,
which we expect to appear in the coil’s harmonic spectrum. The modes are also
displayed in dark green in the drawing of the harmonic spectrum 3.3. We can check
that a polynomial expansion of the field up to order 2 among modes allowed by the
coil’s symmetry indeed consists of only Π00 and Π20, as predicted in the previous
section by equation (3.37). For a visual of representation of these symmetrically
allowed modes, one may turn to figure 3.4 where are plotted the first few modes
affected by ρ2k,4n in the horizontal plane at z = 0. It is then easy to verify through
equation (3.29) that these are indeed anti-symmetries of σx and σy, and symmetries
of Rz.
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irrep l m Cl(σx) Cl(σz) Cl(Rz)

ρ0,0 2k 0 + 4n −1 1 1

ρ0,2 2k 2 + 4n −1 1 −1

ρ0,−2 2k −2− 4n 1 1 −1

ρ0,−4 2k −4− 4n 1 1 1

ρ1,0 2k + 1 0 + 4n −1 −1 1

ρ1,2 2k + 1 2 + 4n −1 −1 −1

ρ1,−2 2k + 1 −2− 4n 1 −1 −1

ρ1,−4 2k + 1 −4− 4n 1 −1 1

Tr[ρ0,1] 2k (1 + 2n,−1− 2n) 0 −2 0

Tr[ρ1,1] 2k + 1 (1 + 2n,−1− 2n) 0 2 0

FIGURE 3.3: Top: character table of the 3 generators of theD4h group,
for all 8 inequivalent harmonic irreps. In each row, the irreps indexed
by l and m, with k, n ∈ N, are all equivalent. Bottom: visual decom-
position of the harmonic modes in 8 subspaces of Rn acted on by the

8 harmonic irreps.

3.4 Conclusion

We began this chapter by a technical but unavoidable step in any discussion about
magnetic fields in n2EDM, which is the introduction to the harmonic parametriza-
tion. Given some polynomial expansion of the magnetic field on a basis of poly-
nomials Πlm, with associated coefficients, or generalized gradients, Glm, Maxwell’s
equations grant an explicit form to these polynomials, summarized in A.

We were then able to present in the appropriate language the four main require-
ments that the n2EDM magnetic field must satisfy in order to achieve the desired
sensitivity. Two of these are related to statistics and generated by non-uniform
modes of the harmonic field spectrum, while the two other are constrained by a
dire systematic effect, the mercury-induced false neutron EDM, which is generated
by an intricate combination of non-uniform magnetic modes. The summary of those
requirements in table 3.1 will serve as an indispensable reference for the later parts
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FIGURE 3.4: Horizontal cut at z = 0 of the harmonic modes Π2k,4n,
k, n ∈N allowed by the symmetries of the B0 coil, up to l = 4.

of this manuscript.
Before addressing these requirements, we wished to give reasons for the exis-

tence of non-uniformities in the magnetic field generated by n2EDM’s B0 coil. To
this end we proposed a group-theoretical approach to propagating symmetries of
the geometrical B0 coil to the magnetic field it generates. We began by determining
the symmetry group of the ideal coil, along with its representation on a vector space
associated with the coil’s current system, in order to arrive at the symmetry, or char-
acter, of the B0 coil. From there we turned to the representation of this symmetry
group on the magnetic field’s vector space, and showed that this representation was
a direct sum of irreducible representations (irreps), all of which act on different gra-
dients Glm of the harmonic decomposition. We were finally able to determine the
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character of each of these irreps, and found that the irrep acting on gradients G2k,4n
shared the coil’s character. In other words, we showed that a specific set of harmonic
modes of the form Π2k,4n, depicted in figure 3.4, were allowed by the B0 coil’s innate
symmetries.

This perhaps obscure observation will prove to be extremely useful in chapter
9 when looking at measurements of the harmonic spectrum of the B0 coil. We will
then expect the spectrum to consist not only of the vertically uniform mode G0,0 but
of many more well-determined modes, and strive to keep these under control as
they will constitute the main contribution to the crucial vertical field RMSE σ(Bz).
We will moreover resume the group-theoretical discussion in order to associate the
presence of unexpected gradients with symmetry-breaking mechanical features.

The subject of the remaining two parts of this thesis is the false EDM. In part II
we will show from calculations of this pivotal quantity for relevant magnetic config-
urations that it is possible to suppress it or even cancel it entirely. In part III we will
rely on magnetic field measurements to estimate the false EDM and propose field
optimization strategies that fulfill our systematical requirement.
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PART II

The false neutron EDM
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Chapter 4

Fundamental aspects of the false
EDM
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The focal point of the second part of this thesis is n2EDM’s core systematic effect,
the false EDM. Although this quantity was introduced in chapter 2 and its maximal
permitted value has already been established (section 3.2), we have yet to justify its
existence. The issue of a relativistic motional field in EDM experiments, that would
induce precession frequency shifts quadratic in the electric field, was first raised in
1996 (Lamoreaux, 1996). It was then formalized after the introduction of mercury
co-magnetometry (Pendlebury et al., 2004), and concluded that more potent linear-
in-E shifts, which would lead to a false EDM signal, were also expected. This led
to further theoretical endeavours (Lamoreaux and Golub, 2005; Barabanov, Golub,
and Lamoreaux, 2006; Clayton, 2011; Swank, Petukhov, and Golub, 2012; Pignol
and Roccia, 2012; Pignol, 2015; Golub et al., 2015; Swank, Petukhov, and Golub,
2016; Pignol et al., 2015; Pignol, 2019) and experimental verification (Abel et al.,
2019; Afach et al., 2015).

This first chapter dedicated to the fundamental study of systematic effects both
serves as an introduction and offers conceptual developments to the false EDM. In
the first section, we will recall its derivation from spin-relaxation theory (section
4.1). This will establish the false EDM as a correlation between a non-uniform mag-
netic field and a relativistic effect affecting moving particles in an electric field. We
will then briefly study the high and low frequency regimes of this systematic effect
(section 4.2). In a third section, we will propose an alternate derivation of the false
EDM based on a frequency domain approach, which involves a quantity known as
the power spectral density of false EDM-generating processes (section 4.3). A fourth
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section will finally illustrate through a simple case study the main quantities previ-
ously defined: the correlation function and the power spectral density of processes
describing both the magnetic field and position of mercury atoms, as well as the false
EDM generated by these processes (section 4.4).

4.1 From spin-relaxation theory to false EDMs

4.1.1 Field non-uniformity and precession frequency shift

As we hinted at in section 2.4, the vital use of mercury co-magnetometry comes at
the cost of a significant systematic uncertainty on the extraction of the neutron EDM,
referred to as the mercury-induced false neutron EDM dfalse

n←Hg. This effect arises from
the fact that the magnetic field is in reality not perfectly uniform, and because mobile
particles inside an electric field generate a relativistic motional field. The combina-
tion of both non-vertical fields leads to a shift in the precession frequency of the
neutrons and most importantly of the mercury atoms, which negatively impacts the
extraction of the neutron EDM dn from the measured neutron and mercury preces-
sion frequencies. This is why we express false EDMs as errors in the neutron to
mercury precession frequency ratio

fn

fHg
=

∣∣∣∣ γn

γHg

∣∣∣∣∓ E0

πh̄| fHg|
∣∣∣dn + dfalse

n + dfalse
n←Hg + . . .

∣∣∣ , (4.1)

where the false neutron EDM dfalse
n is a manifestation in this ratio of shifts in the

neutron precession frequency, and similarly dfalse
n←Hg comes from shifts in the mercury

precession frequency. The framework that allows for a description of those preces-
sion frequency shifts is the spin relaxation theory (Redfield, 1957), which we already
invoked to define the decay rate of the transverse polarization as equation (3.14).
We will briefly present some important results of this theory in order to better un-
derstand how false EDMs arise from field non-uniformities.

We consider the non-uniform magnetic field seen by a spin-1/2 particle, with a
random trajectory r(t) inside a precession chamber, as a perturbation b(t) = B(t)−
⟨B(t)⟩ to the total field B(t), and define its longitudinal and transverse components
as

bz(t) = b(t) · hz bT(t) = b(t) ·
(
hx + ihy

)
, (4.2)

where the basis (hx, hy, hz) is chosen so that hz is aligned with the average perturbed
field ⟨B(t)⟩. As we know from our introductory picture 1.1, the spins of the consid-
ered particle, described by the observables Sx, Sy, Sz, precess about the direction of
the magnetic field B(t) with a frequency ω. Spin-relaxation theory tells us that the
relaxation rates of the longitudinal and transverse spin components ⟨Ψ(t)| Sz |Ψ(t)⟩
and ⟨Ψ(t)| (Sx + iSy) |Ψ(t)⟩, as well as the shift in the precession frequency, depend
on the perturbation b(t) (Redfield, 1957; Pignol et al., 2015; Lamoreaux and Golub,
2005). At second order in the perturbation, these can be written as, respectively:
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1
T1

(ω) = γ2 Re
{∫ ∞

0
dτ ⟨bT(0)b∗T(τ)⟩ e−iωτ

}
, (4.3)

1
T2

(ω) =
1

2T1
+ γ2 Re

{∫ ∞

0
dτ ⟨bz(0)bz(τ)⟩

}
, (4.4)

δω(ω) = −γ2

2
Im
{∫ ∞

0
dτ ⟨bT(0)b∗T(τ)⟩ e−iωτ

}
, (4.5)

with γ the particle’s gyromagnetic ratio. Among these, equation (4.5) will be the fo-
cal point of the following discussions. The terms of the form Cij(t1, t2) ≡

〈
bi(t1)b∗j (t2)

〉
,

that here describe the auto-correlation of the magnetic perturbation, are in more gen-
eral terms correlation functions of two stochastic processes, where the angle brackets
indicate an ensemble average over all particles in the precession chamber. The next
subsection will take care of defining these terms appropriately.

But before diving any deeper, let us try to get some intuition on the form of
this frequency shift. Consider the simplified, static scenario of a particle precessing
about a perfectly uniform and vertical magnetic field B = B0hz with a frequency
ω = γB0, with γ the particle’s gyromagnetic ratio. If we add a small non-uniform
transverse perturbation b = bxhx + byhy to this vertical field, in a static field picture
the precession frequency becomes ω + δω = γ |B + b|. Considering that |b| ≪ B0

and b · hz = 0, a first-order approximation gives ω + δω ≈ γB0

(
1 + b·hz

B0
+ b2

2B2
0

)
=

γB0 +
b2

2B0
. This tells us that the precession frequency shift directly depends on the

magnitude of the perturbed field B0. Furthermore at high field values, or high fre-
quency ω, it is inversely proportional to the initial frequency value. To acquire a
more complete picture of the frequency shift, especially for low precession frequen-
cies, we need to invoke the more involved, non-static, spin-relaxation formulation
of the precession frequency shift (4.5).

4.1.2 A detour through the correlation of stochastic processes

The core components of the spin-relaxation equations (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) are cor-
relation functions of a particular class of stochastic processes, which are both sta-
tionary and ergodic. As these terms are of particular importance for the discussion
that will follow, we will begin by providing a few key definitions, loosely based on
a reading of Papoulis and Pillai’s (Papoulis and Pillai, 2002).

Definition 4.1.1. A stochastic process is as a collection of complex-valued random
variables {X(t) | t ∈ T}, defined on a probability space Ω and indexed by a set T.

We focus here on so-called continuous processes, for which T = R. Much like a
random variable X can be thought of as a rule for assigning to an event ω ∈ Ω a
complex-number x = X(ω), a stochastic process {X(t) | t ∈ T} can be thought of
as a rule for assigning to that event a complex-valued time series x(t) = {X(t, ω) |
t ∈ T}. In our scenario of moving particles inside a precession chamber, if X assigns
to a given particle a coordinate x inside the precession volume, then {X(t) | t ∈ T}
assigns to that particle a coordinate trajectory x(t)1.

1We will commonly use the shorthand x(t) for a realization {X(t, ω) | t ∈ T} of the stochastic
process {X(t) | t ∈ T}.
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Stationarity and correlation functions

Definition 4.1.2. A stochastic process {X(t) | t ∈ T} is said to be strict-sense sta-
tionary if all its random variables are identically distributed. That is, for any τ ∈ T,
the random variables

X(t1), X(t2), . . . , X(tn), and X(t1 + τ), X(t2 + τ), . . . , X(tn + τ), (4.6)

have the same probability distribution.

Definition 4.1.3. A stochastic process {X(t) | t ∈ T} is said to be wide-sense sta-
tionary, or here simply stationary, if

(i) Its expectation value, referred to in this case as the ensemble average, is constant
in time:

⟨X(t)⟩ = ⟨X⟩ , (4.7)

(ii) Its covariance, defined as CX(t1, t2) = ⟨(X(t1)− ⟨X⟩) (X∗(t2)− ⟨X∗⟩)⟩, is in-
variant with time:

CX(t1, t2) = CX(t1 + t0, t2 + t0), ∀t0 ∈ T. (4.8)

An important consequence of this definition is that, since we can always choose
t0 = −t1, we can write the covariance as CX(t1, t2) = CX(0, t2 − t1) ≡ CX(τ), with
τ = t2− t1. So for a stationary stochastic process the covariance depends only on the
time difference τ. In the case of processes with null expectation value, the covari-
ance CX(τ) = ⟨X(0)X(τ)⟩ is known as the auto-correlation function of the stochastic
process {X(t) | t ∈ T}. More generally,

Definition 4.1.4. The correlation function of two stationary stochastic processes
{X(t) | t ∈ T} and {Y(t) | t ∈ T} is defined by:

CXY(τ) = ⟨X(0)Y∗(τ)⟩ . (4.9)

These functions satisfy a number of important properties. The first three of these are
valid for any cross-correlation function.

(i) Reflectivity:
CXY(−τ) = C∗YX(τ). (4.10)

This is deduced from the stationarity property 4.1.3(ii).

(ii) Cauchy-Schwartz inequality:

|⟨X(0)Y∗(τ)⟩|2 ≤
〈
|X|2

〉 〈
|Y|2

〉
(4.11)

(iii) It is always possible to define a correlation time

τc =
1

⟨XY∗⟩
∫ ∞

0
dt ⟨X∗(0)Y(t)⟩ (4.12)

as the characteristic time scale for the correlation function to decay to zero.
Indeed, in the case of a decreasing exponential C(τ) = C(0)e−|τ|/τc , the corre-
lation time is the function’s characteristic time.
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We will often limit ourselves to the auto-correlation of a real-valued process
{X(t) | t ∈ T}, of the form CX(τ) = ⟨X(0)X(τ)⟩. This particular subset of
correlation functions satisfies a further set of very useful properties.

(iv) At initial time τ = 0, the auto-correlation function reaches its maximum:

CX(τ) ≤ CX(0) =
〈
|X|2

〉
(4.13)

(v) In the long time limit, the process decorrelates with itself2 and

lim
τ→∞

CX(τ) = ⟨X(0)⟩ ⟨X(τ)⟩ = ⟨X⟩2 = 0 (4.14)

(vi) The auto-correlation function of a real process is a real-valued, even function
of time:

⟨X(0)X(τ)⟩ = ⟨X(0)X(−τ)⟩ . (4.15)

This is a consequence of reflectivity 4.1.4(i). Note that because of this, the time-
derivative of a continuously differentiable correlation function goes to zero at
initial time τ = 0:

dCX(τ)

dτ

∣∣∣∣
τ=0

= 0 (4.16)

Ergodicity

Definition 4.1.5. A stochastic process {X(t) | t ∈ T} is said to be mean-ergodic if its
time average tends to its ensemble average at infinite time, i.e.

lim
T→∞

1
2T

∫ T

−T
dt x(t) = ⟨X⟩ . (4.17)

Similarly, it is said that

Definition 4.1.6. A correlation function between two processes {X(t) | t ∈ T} and
{Y(t) | t ∈ T} is ergodic if

lim
T0→∞

1
2T0

∫ T0

−T0

dt x(t)y∗(t + τ) = ⟨X(0)Y(τ)⟩ . (4.18)

Considering an ensemble of particle trajectories, this equivalency between averages
of outcome and time can be understood by considering that, over infinite time, a
particle travels to all the locations that other particles occupy at a given time.

We will end with a few comments that help conclude on the ergodicity of sta-
tionary processes:

(i) (Slutsky’s theorem) A stationary process {X(t) | t ∈ T} with auto-correlation
CX is mean-ergodic iff

lim
T→0

1
T

∫ T

0
dτ CX(τ) = 0. (4.19)

(ii) If X is a regular stationary process, such that limτ→∞ CX(τ) = 0, then it is
mean-ergodic.

2This is actually only true for so-called regular processes, defined as linearly equivalent to a white
noise (Papoulis and Pillai, 2002). Here all stochastic processes are considered regular.
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(iii) If for two stationary processes X and Y, limτ→∞ CX(τ) = 0, limτ→∞ CY(τ) = 0,
and limτ→∞ CXY(τ) = 0, then their cross-correlation CXY(τ) is ergodic.

This last property is particularly useful as it applies to the majority of stationary
processes considered in this chapter, which are then automatically ergodic.

4.1.3 Frequency shifts and false EDMs

In the context of an experiment such as n2EDM, particle trajectories r(t) = (x(t), y(t), z(t))
as well as magnetic noises b(t) = (bx(t), by(t), bz(t)) are realizations of stationary
and ergodic stochastic processes with null expectation value. This is because the par-
ticle trajectories are random and because the magnetic noise is specifically defined
as the random contribution b(t) = B(t)− ⟨B(t)⟩ to a mostly uniform magnetic field
B(t). The total magnetic noise of n2EDM receives two main contributions: the null-
average non-uniform field b(r(t)) at a position of the particle inside the chamber, as
well as a relativistic motional field which depends on the applied electric field and the
particle’s velocity ṙ(t). We write the total magnetic noise as

btot(t) = b(r(t)) +
E
c2 × ṙ(t), (4.20)

with in this case E = E0hz
3. We have already encountered the non-uniform field

contribution b(r(t)) in equation (4.2) but the motional field needs to be introduced.
By the laws of special relativity, a particle moving in an electric field E with velocity
v experiences a magnetic field, expressed as v× E/c2 in the |v| ≪ c limit. As men-
tioned earlier this relativistic field was first examined in 1996 (Lamoreaux, 1996), and
is at the origin of a systematic effect that has troubled EDM experiments since then.
Both UCNs and mercury atoms experience this field in n2EDM, to varying degrees
that match their velocity. Since the n2EDM electric field is vertical, their motional
field is a purely transverse magnetic noise, which also has zero expectation value as
⟨ẋ⟩ = ⟨ẏ⟩ = 0. Figure 4.1 shows a plot of the non-uniform noise b(r(t)) and the
motional noise along UCN and Hg atom trajectories.

We know by equation (4.5) that these magnetic noises generate a shift in the
precession frequency of the considered particles. Plugging (4.20) in (4.5) yields an
expression that we decompose for convenience in powers of the electric field ampli-
tude:

δω = δω1 + δωE + δωE2 . (4.21)

We recall from equation (2.4) that the neutron EDM is extracted from the difference
of precession frequencies measured in opposite electric field polarities. Therefore,
only frequency shifts with odd powers of E0 will contribute to the neutron EDM.
The E-even terms could in principle also contribute if the electric field is not exactly
equal in magnitude in both precession chambers, but to a lesser extent. The design
article (al., 2022) deals extensively with these considerations. One crucial thing to re-
member is that a linear-in-E frequency shift can only be generated by a combination
of a non-uniform field b(r(t)) and a motional field ṙ× E/c2.

So we focus on the E0 linear term. Plugging the (4.20) into the frequency shift
expression (4.5) one can show that the latter reduces to (Pignol, 2015):

δωE(ω) =
E0γ2

c2

∫ ∞

0
dτ cos (ωτ)

d
dτ

〈
x(τ)bx(0) + y(τ)by(0)

〉
. (4.22)

3In reality the total magnetic noise also consists of the so-called Johnson noise bJ(t) due to the elec-
trode (Chiu, 2021). As this term does not contribute to the false EDM we remove it from the discussion.
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FIGURE 4.1: Magnetic field seen by UCNs (top plot) and mercury
atoms (bottom plot) as a function of time. The red curve represents
the motional field contribution v× E/c2, proportional to the horizon-
tal velocity of the particles, while the blue curve represents a simpli-
fied gradient field configuration for the non-uniform magnetic field
contribution. Plots obtained from the Monte-Carlo simulation tool

TOMAt, showcased in (Pignol, 2019).

This derivation makes use of the stationarity 4.1.3(ii) and parity 4.1.4(vi) of auto-
correlation terms of the form ⟨x(0)x(t)⟩ to show that ⟨x(0)ẋ(t)⟩ = − ⟨x(t)ẋ(0)⟩.
Recalling from equation (2.9) that the neutron EDM dn is given by the difference
of precession frequencies in opposite field configurations, the false neutron EDM is
simply the equivalent difference of frequency shifts, so

dfalse
n (ωn) =

h̄
4E0

(δωE(ωn)− δω−E(ωn)) (4.23)

=
h̄γ2

n
2c2

∫ ∞

0
dτ cos (ωnτ)

d
dτ

〈
x(τ)bx(0) + y(τ)by(0)

〉
. (4.24)

We then get the expression for the false mercury EDM dfalse
Hg by replacing γn with γHg.

The false mercury EDM affects the extraction of the neutron EDM through the fre-
quency ratioR in the form of the mercury-induced false neutron EDM dfalse

n←Hg(ωHg) =∣∣γn/γHg
∣∣ dfalse

Hg (ωHg). The above equality then yields

dfalse
n←Hg(ωHg) =

h̄|γnγHg|
2c2

∫ ∞

0
dτ cos (ωHgτ)

d
dτ

〈
x(τ)bx(0) + y(τ)by(0)

〉
.

(4.25)

The important message is that the core systematic effect dfalse
n←Hg depends on a

function C(τ) =
〈

x(τ)bx(0) + y(τ)by(0)
〉

which describes the correlation between
two noises: the random trajectory of a mercury atom inside the chamber, and the
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magnetic field seen by that atom4. The characteristic time scale of a correlation func-
tion is its correlation time τc, defined in 4.1.4(iii). Since these functions generally
decay with time (by properties 4.1.4(iv) and 4.1.4(v)), τc can be thought of as the
characteristic time of an exponential decay that shares the same asymptotic behav-
ior. In the n2EDM scenario, the correlation time of neutrons and mercury atoms
scale with the characteristic size of the chamber R as τc ∝ R/vh, with vh the parti-
cle’s horizontal velocity. For slow ultra-cold neutrons which travel longer between
wall collisions, τc(UCN) ≈ 120 ms. For faster mercury atoms however, the correla-
tion time is much shorter: τc(Hg) ≈ 5 ms (al., 2022). Figure 4.1 represents the field
seen by both UCNs and mercury atoms as a function of time. Clearly the faster
Hg particles experience a stronger motional field. Since E odd frequency shifts,
which false EDMs are proportional to, arise from a combination of a non-uniform
field and a motional field, one can already guess that, at a given precession fre-
quency, the mercury-induced false neutron EDM will be greater than the false neu-
tron EDM. The two particles’ precession frequencies however differ slightly: with
B0 = 1 µT, ωHg = γHgB0 ≈ 48× 10−3 ms−1 while ωn = γnB0 ≈ −183× 10−3 ms−1.
The magnitude of the false EDMs will then depend on the dimensionless quan-
tity ωτc that can be used to compare this effect for both particles. For the UCNs,
|ωnτc(UCN)| = 22 ≫ 1, while for the mercury atoms |ωHgτc(Hg)| = 0.24 ≪ 1. Be-
cause of this the UCNs are said to be in the high-frequency regime while the mercury
atoms are in the low-frequency regime.

Before setting the mercury precession frequency to its experimental value ωHgτc(Hg)≪
1, let us first focus on the general false EDM dfalse

n←Hg(ω). As an intuitive example, con-
sider that the correlation function takes the form of a decreasing exponential func-
tion C(τ) = C(0)e−|τ|/τc , with C(0) =

〈
xbx + yby

〉 5. The mercury-induced false
neutron EDM expression (4.25) becomes

dfalse
n←Hg(ω) =

h̄|γnγHg|
2c2

∫ ∞

0
dτ cos (ωτ)

(−C(0)
τc

e−τ/τc

)
=

h̄|γnγHg|
2c2

−C(0)
1 + ω2τ2

c
. (4.26)

It is then easy to compare the mercury-induced false neutron EDM with the neutron
false EDM: ∣∣∣∣∣ dfalse

n

dfalse
n←Hg

∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣ γn

γHg

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ 1 + ω2

Hgτ2
c (Hg)

1 + ω2
nτ2

c (UCN)

∣∣∣∣∣ . (4.27)

With |γn/γHg| ≈ 3.84 (Graner et al., 2016), we get |dfalse
n /dfalse

n←Hg| ≈ 7× 10−3 ≪ 1
at B0 = 1 µT. This is why the mercury-induced false neutron EDM is the most con-
cerning systematic effect in n2EDM, on which many field uniformity requirements
depend. Because the false neutron EDM is so negligible, from now on we will simply
refer to the mercury-induced false neutron EDM as the false EDM when no confusion
is possible.

In chapter 6, we will determine a more realistic false EDM from the numerical
calculation of the field-position correlation function C(τ). The next section should
give an idea of what to expect from a direct calculation in asymptotic cases.

4Unless stated otherwise, the notation C(τ), although implicit, will always refer to the false EDM
generating correlation function

〈
x(τ)bx(0) + y(τ)by(0)

〉
5In reality, this example is a valid correlation function only for τ > 0
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4.2 The false EDM in extreme frequency regimes

4.2.1 The low-frequency regime within n2EDM

The two frequency regimes that we just introduced allow for simplifications that
yield valuable, analytic expressions for the mercury-induced false EDM. In the low-
frequency regime ωτ ≪ 1, we can simply take cos (ωτ) = 1 in the general expres-
sion (4.25) to automatically integrate the time derivative of the correlation function.
This yields the explicitly static expression:

dfalse
n←Hg = − h̄

∣∣γnγHg
∣∣

2c2

〈
xbx + yby

〉
= − h̄

∣∣γnγHg
∣∣

2c2

〈
ρbρ

〉
, (4.28)

where bρ = bx cos φ+ by cos φ in cylindrical coordinates (ρ, φ, z), and where
〈

xbx + yby
〉
=〈

ρbρ

〉
is simply the correlation function evaluated at τ = 0. As we will later show,

this initial value is the maximum that this function reaches. This means that the
lower the field is, the more problematic the false EDM becomes. From the perspec-
tive of the mercury atoms who, as we saw, possess a very short correlation time, the
n2EDM holding field of B0 = 1 µT, is a low field in the sense that γB0τc ≪ 1. Because
of this, expression (4.28) is a good approximation for the false EDM in n2EDM.

The control of the false EDM then relies on a precise estimate of the
〈
ρbρ

〉
term.

The angle brackets indicate an average over all mercury atoms inside the consid-
ered precession chamber. But under the assumption that all particles are evenly
distributed inside the volume, this statistical average amounts to a volume average.
Using the harmonic expansion of the magnetic field it is possible to express the false
EDM as a function of the geometrical parameters of the precession chambers. Chap-
ter 5 will deal with this formalism and apply it to several scenarios of geometrical
defects.

4.2.2 High-frequency regime and alternative strategies

Although n2EDM is set to operate primarily at B0 = 1 µT, the behavior of the false
EDM at high fields hints at possible ways to correct this effect. To get a high-
frequency regime expression for the false EDM, one can integrate (4.25) by parts
successively so as to expand the expression in powers of 1/ω:

dfalse
n←Hg(ω) =

h̄|γnγHg|
2c2

{[
sin (ωτ)

ω

dC(τ)
dτ

]∞

0
−
∫ ∞

0
dτ

sin (ωτ)

ω

d2C(τ)
dτ2

}

=
h̄|γnγHg|

2c2

{
0 +

[
cos (ωτ)

ω2
d2C(τ)

dτ2

]∞

0
+ o

(
1

ω4

)}

≈ − h̄|γnγHg|
2c2

1
ω2

d2C(τ)
dτ2

∣∣∣∣
τ=0

, (4.29)

with C(τ) =
〈

x(τ)bx(0) + y(τ)by(0)
〉
. We used the reasonable assumption that not

only the correlation function itself but also all its time-derivatives vanish at infinity
(Schwartz function). It is clear that only even powers of 1/ω survive the expansion,
hence the O(1/ω2) behavior of the false EDM when ω → ∞.
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The sign of the false EDM in this regime is determined by the sign of C̈(0). One
can show from Maxwell’s equations and 4.1.3 that

dfalse
n←Hg(ω) = − h̄|γnγHg|

2c2
1

ω2

〈
∂bz

∂z

〉〈
v2

ρ

〉
, (4.30)

where the average horizontal velocity of mercury atoms
〈

v2
ρ

〉
=
〈

ẋ2(0) + ẏ2(0)
〉

corresponds to their thermal velocity (al., 2022). Comparing the high-frequency
false EDM (4.30) to its low-frequency counterpart (4.28), one may crucially observe
that the false EDM crosses the horizontal axis if ⟨∂bz/∂z⟩ and

〈
xbx + yby

〉
are of op-

posite signs. The numerical results of chapter 6 will show that this zero-crossing
is achieved for all considered magnetic configurations. For now, simply consider
a vertical gradient field given by the harmonic expansion G10Π10(x, y, z). From
A.2 we have B = G10(−x/2,−y/2, z), which yields

〈
xbx + yby

〉
= −G10R2/4 and

⟨∂bz/∂z⟩ = G10. If we let G10 > 0, the false EDM at ω = 0 is positive but indeed ap-
proaches zero from negative values for ω → +∞. The existence of this zero-crossing
is what justifies a recent approach to control the false EDM, which consists in setting
B0 to the so-called “magic value” Bmag that satisfies dfalse

n←Hg(γHgBmag) = 0 for a given
magnetic configuration (Pignol, 2019).

4.3 A novel frequency-domain formulation of the false EDM

4.3.1 Power spectral densities and the Wiener-Khinchin theorem

We introduced the false EDM induced by either the neutrons or mercury atoms in
(4.25) as a function of the particle’s precession frequency. This quantity is in gen-
eral proportional to the integral of a time-dependent correlation function C(τ) that
describes the correlation between the particle’s trajectory and the experienced mag-
netic field. One may legitimately wonder if rewriting the correlation function in
terms of an equivalent frequency domain quantity could yield a more direct expres-
sion for the false EDM. It turns out that this alternative formulation is allowed by
a theorem attributed to Wiener and Khinchin (Wiener, 1930; Khintchine, 1934), that
we will introduce here after an important definition.

Definition 4.3.1. Given two stochastic processes {X(t) | t ∈ T} and {Y(t) | t ∈ T}
for which a Fourier transform exists, we define their power spectral density (PSD),
as the quantity

SXY(ω) = lim
T→∞

1
2T

〈(∫ T

−T
dt1 X(t1)e−iωt1

)∗ (∫ T

−T
dt2 Y(t2)e−iωt2

)〉
. (4.31)

The PSD can be interpreted as the frequency distribution of a signal’s power den-
sity. In fact, the definition above is obtained by applying Parseval’s theorem to the
average power of a combined signal.
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Theorem 4.1: (Wiener-Khinchin)

If {X(t) | t ∈ T} and {Y(t) | t ∈ T} are two wide-sense stationary processes,
then their cross power spectral density is the Fourier transform of their cross-
correlation function:

SXY(ω) =
∫ +∞

−∞
dτ ⟨X(0)Y∗(τ)⟩ e−iωτ. (4.32)

The proof for the Wiener-Khinchin (WK) theorem relies on the stationarity ⟨X(0)Y(τ)⟩ =
⟨X(t)Y(t + τ)⟩ of the correlation function. An obvious consequence of the WK-
theorem is that a correlation function can be written as the inverse Fourier transform
of its associated PSD:

⟨X(0)Y∗(τ)⟩ = 1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
dω SXY(ω)eiωτ (4.33)

Finally, combining the WK theorem with properties of the correlation function 4.1.4
yields another set of identities.

Properties 4.3.1. PSD properties:

(i) SYX(ω) = S∗XY(ω), by a change of variable τ → −τ in (4.31) and correlation
function reflectivity 4.1.4(i).

(ii) The PSD of a single process {X(t) | t ∈ T} is real-valued and positive:

SX(ω) = lim
T→+∞

1
2T

〈∣∣∣∣∫ T

−T
dt X(t)e−iωt

∣∣∣∣2
〉
≥ 0, (4.34)

by definition of the PSD (4.31) and by reflectivity 4.3.0(i).

(iii) If {X(t) | t ∈ T}, and {Y(t) | t ∈ T} are real-valued, then SXY(−ω) = SYX(ω),
by stationarity of correlation functions 4.1.3(ii).

4.3.2 Power spectral density form of the false EDM

The frequency-domain formulation of correlation functions grants a fresh look on
the spin-relaxation equations (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5). We can define the following
power spectral densities for the correlation functions involved in these equations
(Pignol, 2015):

Sz(ω) =
∫ +∞

−∞
dτ ⟨bz(0)bz(τ)⟩ e−iωτ, (4.35)

ST(ω) =
∫ +∞

−∞
dτ ⟨bT(0)b∗T(τ)⟩ e−iωτ. (4.36)

Because of property 4.3.0(i), we have ST(ω) = S∗T(ω) and Sz(ω) = S∗z (ω): both
spectral densities are real-valued. By property 4.3.0(iii) we have Sz(ω) = Sz(−ω),
but in general ST(ω) ̸= ST(−ω) because bT is not necessarily real. One can then
try to express from (4.33) the three spin-relaxation quantities as pure functions of
frequency. Making use of reflectivity 4.1.4(i), along with changes of variables ω →
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−ω, we get for the transverse relaxation rate (4.3):

1
T1

(ω) =
γ2

2
ST(ω). (4.37)

The longitudinal relaxation rate expression is obtained by noticing that, for a real-
valued auto-correlation function ⟨X(0)X(τ)⟩,

SX(ω) =
SX(ω) + S∗X(ω)

2
=
∫ ∞

0
dτ cos (ωτ) ⟨X(0)X(τ)⟩ . (4.38)

This leads to:
1
T2

(ω) =
γ2

4
[ST(ω) + 4Sz(0)] (4.39)

The reformulation of the frequency shift (4.5), unfortunately, is not as straightfor-
ward. Substituting the inverse Fourier transform of the correlation function in (4.5)
we get∫ ∞

0
dτ ⟨bT(0)b∗T(τ)⟩ e−iω0τ =

1
2π

∫ ∞

0
dτe−iω0t

[∫ +∞

−∞
ST(ω)eiωτ

]
=

1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
dωST(ω)

∫ ∞

0
dτei(ω−ω0)t

=
1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
dωST(ω)

[
πδ(ω−ω0) + i P.V.

(
1

ω−ω0

)]
=

1
2

ST(ω0) +
i

2π
P.V.

∫ +∞

−∞
dω

ST(ω)

ω−ω0
, (4.40)

where we invoked identity (B.19) of appendix B from the second to third line, the
Cauchy principal value distribution having been defined in equation (B.14). Note
that we recover 1/T1 as expected by taking the real part of the last line and recall-
ing that Im{ST(ω)} = 0. Taking the imaginary part of the expression yields the
frequency domain expression of the frequency shift, which is proportional to the
Hilbert transform (identity (B.15)) of the transverse magnetic noise PSD:

δω(ω0) = −
γ2

4π
P.V.

∫ +∞

−∞
dω

ST(ω)

ω−ω0
. (4.41)

This allows us to derive a frequency domain expression for the false EDM (4.25).
Instead of the magnetic field and trajectory correlation C(τ) =

〈
x(τ)bx(0) + y(τ)by(0)

〉
,

this version of the false EDM will involve the cross power spectral density S(ω) of
both processes. The equivalence between the two is given by the WK theorem:

S(ω) =
∫ +∞

−∞
dτe−iωτC(τ). (4.42)

We know that the false EDM is generated by the E-linear terms δE(ω) of the total
frequency shift δ(ω), so naturally we only consider E-linear terms of the spectral
density ST(ω), labelled ST,E(ω). The E-linear frequency shift is then

δωE(ω0) = −
γ2

4π
P.V.

∫ +∞

−∞
dω

ST,E(ω)

ω−ω0
. (4.43)
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To determine ST,E(ω), we expand equation (4.36) in powers of E and identify the
field-position correlation function. This yields

ST,E =
−i2E0

c2

∫ +∞

−∞
dτe−iωτ d

dτ
C(τ), (4.44)

which is consistent with equation (4.22) where δωE(ω) depends on the time-derivative
of C(τ). Integrating equation (4.44) by parts yields an expression for the E-linear
PSD that depends explicitly on S(ω):

ST,E =
−2iE0

c2

([
e−iωtC(t)

]+∞

−∞
−
∫ +∞

−∞
dτ(−iω)e−iωτC(τ)

)
=

2E0

c2 ωS(ω), (4.45)

where we used the fact that C(τ) vanishes at infinity by property 4.1.4(v) of corre-
lation functions. Substituting the above expression for ST,E into (4.41) gives an ex-
pression for the E-odd frequency shift δωE depending explicitly on S(ω). The false
EDM being proportional to the E-linear frequency shift difference of δωE − δω−E
(equation (4.23)), we follow the same reasoning to arrive at the following frequency
domain expression of the false EDM:

dfalse
n←Hg(ω0) = −

h̄|γnγHg|
4πc2 P.V.

∫ +∞

−∞
dω

ωS(ω)

ω−ω0
, (4.46)

,
which is proportional to the Hilbert transform of ωS(ω).

The above expression along with equation (4.25) embody two complementary
approaches to estimate the core systematic effect of the n2EDM experiment. The lat-
ter relies on the calculation of a correlation function of the form C(τ) =

〈
x(τ)bx(0) + y(τ)by(0)

〉
between two stationary stochastic processes, while the former involves the cross
power spectral density of these processes, which by the definition (4.31) is expressed
as6

S(ω) = lim
T→∞

1
2T

〈(∫ T

−T
dt1 x(t1)e−iωt1

)∗ (∫ T

−T
dt2 bx(t2)e−iωt2

)〉
+ lim

T→∞

1
2T

〈(∫ T

−T
dt1 y(t1)e−iωt1

)∗ (∫ T

−T
dt2 by(t2)e−iωt2

)〉
. (4.47)

Chapter 6 will be dedicated to the numerical calculation of this correlation function
and its PSD in specific field configurations. For now we will turn to an introductory
correlation function example and determine its associated PSD.

4.4 Introductory case study: vertical gradient field

So far we have established that the most significant n2EDM systematic effect, the
mercury false neutron EDM, is proportional to shifts in the mercury precession fre-
quency, which are generated by the combination of an E-dependent motional field
and non-uniform fields. In more specific terms, this E-linear frequency shift de-
pends on the correlation between two stochastic processes: a non-uniform magnetic

6Like its time-domain counterpart, the bare notation S(ω) will always refer to the false EDM gen-
erating PSD (4.47) unless stated otherwise.
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noise, and the mercury atoms’ trajectory. As such it is also intrinsically linked to the
cross power spectral density of these two processes. Before we dive into a numeri-
cal calculation of the full frequency spectrum of the false EDM (chapter 6), we will
examine the hopefully instructive case of a linear gradient field and determine the
general shape of the three key quantities: the correlation function

〈
ρ(τ)Bρ(0)

〉
, its

associated power spectral density, and of course the false EDM it generates.

Correlation function
Perhaps the most basic non-uniform field configuration we could think of consists
of two modes: a uniform vertical field and a vertical linear gradient field. Using
harmonic expansion (3.2) this field is expressed as

B(ρ, φ, z) = (G00 + G10z) ez +
−G10ρ

2
eρ, (4.48)

in the n2EDM coordinate system taking the center of the double chambers as its
origin. We then write the correlation function involved in the false EDM, relating
the mercury atoms trajectories with their perceived magnetic field, as7

C(τ) =
〈
ρ(τ)Bρ(0)

〉
=
−G10

2
⟨ρ(τ)ρ(0)⟩ (4.49)

The properties given in section 4.1 already tell us a few important things about the
correlation term ⟨ρ(τ)ρ(0)⟩. First, it reaches its maximum

〈
ρ2〉 at τ = 0. This maxi-

mum can be computed as the volume average in cylindrical coordinates

〈
ρ2〉 = 1

πR2

∫ 2π

0
dφ
∫ R

0
dρ ρ3 =

R2

2
(4.50)

Second, it vanishes when τ goes to infinity. Third, it is an even function of τ and as
such presents a null derivative at the origin Ċ(0) = 0. Note that although in general
it only applies to the restrictive case of auto-correlation functions, the initial condi-
tion on the derivative of C(τ) can be extended to any correlation function involving
trajectories. This is because we assume that a particle’s position is completely un-
correlated to its velocity at a given time, i.e. Ċ(0) = ⟨ρ(0)ρ̇(0)⟩ = 0. Doing this we
have determined the zero and first order terms of the τ expansion of the correlation
function around the origin, so let us briefly turn to the second order term. Although
it cannot be constrained by any general properties of correlation functions, in the
case of trajectories of gas particles it can be (Pignol, 2019). Indeed, evaluating the
time derivative of ⟨ρ(t)ρ(t + τ)⟩ at τ = 0, one arrives at an equality that summons
the thermal velocity of mercury atoms:

⟨ρ(0)ρ̈(0)⟩ = − ⟨ρ̇(0)ρ̇(0)⟩ = −
〈

v2
ρ

〉
= − kBT

mHg
, (4.51)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the mercury gas’ temperature, here taken at
20◦C, and mHg is the mass of a mercury atom, yielding

〈
v2

ρ

〉
≈ (11 cm/ms)2. With

all of this in mind we already have an idea of the small τ behavior of the correlation

7When it is clear such as in this case that bρ = Bρ, with Bρ = Bx cos φ + By sin φ and bρ = (Bx −
⟨Bx⟩) cos φ + (By −

〈
By
〉
) sin φ, we retain the upper-case magnetic field notation.
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function:

⟨ρ(τ)ρ(0)⟩ =
〈
ρ2〉− τ2

2

〈
v2

ρ

〉
+ o(τ4). (4.52)

One model that can potentially fulfill all of the criteria we presented, on top
of being conveniently rapidly decreasing, involves two decreasing exponentials of
opposite signs:

C(τ) = Se−sτ − Fe− f τ, with f > s > 0. (4.53)

This model has consistently been invoked in the literature to describe correlation
functions arising in frequency shifts (Lamoreaux and Golub, 2005), although there is
no a priori indication that the correlation should take this form outside of its asymp-
totic regions. The exponential decay rates s and f can be understood respectively as
a slow long-term decay and a fast short-term growth. Out of the four independent
parameters, two can be constrained thanks to the initial conditions on C(τ) and its
first-order derivative, which yields F = sC(0)/( f − s) and S = f C(0)/( f − s), with
C(0) = −G10R2/4. In our example the two-parameter correlation function model is
then

C(τ) =
−G10R2

4
1

f − s

(
f e−sτ − se− f τ

)
. (4.54)

The dominant term in this expression is the slow exponential term with a fast am-
plitude. Since it describes the long term decorrelation of the particle trajectories due
to random motions, we can already guess that the slow decay rate s is close to the
inverse characteristic time 1/τc, with τc ≈ 5 ms. As for the fast growth f , taking
the second order derivative of (4.54) yields f = (−C̈(0)/C(0)) × (1/s), with C̈(0)
being given by the remaining initial condition (4.51). Using the thermal velocity
given above we have (C̈(0)/C(0)) ≈ 0.25 ms−2. So by setting s = 1/τc we can pro-
pose a tentative drawing of the correlation function in figure 4.2 (topmost plot), with
s = 0.2 ms−1 and f = 1.25 ms−1.

Power Spectral Density
The associated power spectral density is obtained as always by taking the Fourier
transform of the correlation function, which in exponential form (4.54) yields a com-
bination of Lorentzian functions:

S(ω) =
−G10

2

∫ ∞

−∞
dτ ⟨ρ(τ)ρ(0)⟩ e−iωτ (4.55)

=
−G10R2

4
2s f ( f + s)

( f 2 + ω2)(s2 + ω2)
. (4.56)

Figure 4.2 provides a sketch of the PSD in its bottom plot. One may first notice that
expression (4.55) evaluated at ω = 0 corresponds to the definition of the correlation
function’s correlation time 4.1.4(iii) to a factor −G10

〈
ρ2〉. Identifying τc in the PSD

we obtain
S(0) = −G10

〈
ρ2〉 τc. (4.57)

Let us now compare this to the value given by the model-dependent expression
(4.56), evaluated at S(0) = (−G10R2/4) × 2( f + s)/(s f ). This allows us to define
the fitted function’s correlation time in terms of the fit parameters s and f as

τfit
c =

f + s
s f

, (4.58)
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FIGURE 4.2: Example of a double exponential model for the field-
position correlation function as a function of the correlation time
(top), with associated cross power spectral density as a function of
frequency (bottom). The considered field non-uniformity Bρ arises
from a vertical linear gradient G10Π10, here with G10 = 78 fT/cm and
R = 40 cm for the n2EDM geometry. Taking τc = 5 ms, we set the ex-
ponential decay and growth rates to s = 0.2 ms−1 and f = 1.25 ms−1

respectively.

which simplifies to as expected to τc in the limit s/ f → 0. As for the region ω → ∞,
we note that Sρρ(ω) goes to zero asO(1/ω4). Both asymptotic cases will serve as an
important check for the upcoming numerical simulations.

False EDM
Finally, the false EDM can be obtained from the correlation function by plugging the
double exponential model (4.54) into the false EDM expression (4.25) and integrating
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over τ:

dfalse
n←Hg(ω) =

h̄
∣∣γnγHg

∣∣
2c2

∫ ∞

0
dτ cos (ωτ)

d
dτ

〈
ρ(τ)Bρ(0)

〉
=

h̄
∣∣γnγHg

∣∣
2c2

−G10R2

4
s f (ω2 − s f )

(s2 + ω2)( f 2 + ω2)
(4.59)

For consistency we can compare the expression above with those from section 4.2
in the mercury precession frequency limits ω → 0 and ω → ∞. At the origin, the
false EDM is indeed proportional to the volume-averaged term

〈
ρBρ

〉
with dfalse

n←Hg =

h̄
∣∣γnγHg

∣∣ /(2c2)) × (G10R2/4). At infinity, it decreases as expected from equation
(4.30) in O(1/ω2). Both behaviors can be witnessed in figure 4.3, which shows the
false EDM as a function of ω. The value of the vertical gradient coefficient was set at
G10 = 78 fT/cm so as to obtain an absolute 1× 10−27 e cm false EDM at ω = 0.

The striking feature of this quantity is that it crosses the horizontal axis, in this
case at a frequency ω0 ≈ 0.5 ms−1. Indeed, for a correlation function taking the form
of a double exponential, the second order derivative evaluated at the origin C̈(0) =
−C(0)s f , which determines the sign of C(τ) at high frequencies (equation (4.30)), is
opposite to the origin value C(0). This is consistent with the prediction we gave at
the end of section 4.2 by comparing the high and low frequency regimes of the false
EDM. In principle one could then set the holding field to the zero-crossing value
B0 = ω0/γHg ≈ 10 µT in order to largely suppress the false EDM. This discussion
will be starting point of chapter 6.
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FIGURE 4.3: Mercury-induced false neutron EDM generated by a gra-
dient field B = G10Π10 as a function of the mercury precession fre-
quency. The false EDM is obtained either from the field-position cor-
relation function C(τ) or its associated PSD S(ω), which in this case

are featured in figure 4.2.
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4.5 Conclusion

One of the most concerning systematic effects plaguing the sensitivity of n2EDM is
the false EDM. In this chapter, we started from the theoretical description of pre-
cession frequency shifts and arrived through two different paths at two equivalent
formulations of the false EDM: one well-known and one new.

We began by introducing the precession frequency shift of spin-1/2 particles as
a result of spin-relaxation theory. As this quantity involves the auto-correlation of
a magnetic noise, which is a stationary and ergodic stochastic process, we then took
some time to define these terms and list their most relevant properties. We then de-
scribed the transverse magnetic noise of n2EDM as the sum of two contributions: a
non-uniform field, and a relativistic field generated by moving particles inside an
electric potential. Noticing that the false EDM is proportional to frequency shifts lin-
ear in the electric field amplitude E0, we arrived at the conclusion that this systematic
effect is generated by a combination of the two noises. Specifically, it depends on a
correlation function C(τ) which involves the position of the spin 1/2 particle and
the magnetic field it experiences.

In n2EDM the main culprits are not the UCNs but the mercury atoms, by virtue
of their much shorter interaction time. So what we refer to as the false EDM in this
experiment is in fact a shorthand for mercury-induced false neutron EDM. We finally
described the low frequency behavior of the false EDM, valid at the n2EDM standard
B0 = ω0/γHg = 1 µT, and its high frequency behavior, which hints at a suppression
of the effect for high B0 values.

In the third section, we presented a novel approach to the false EDM, which be-
gins with the frequency-domain formulation of spin-relaxation quantities in terms of
so-called power spectral densities (PSDs) of stochastic processes. This pivotal link be-
tween correlation functions and PSDs is granted by the Wiener-Khinchin theorem.
From this result we derived a frequency-domain expression of the false EDM, in-
volving the field-position PSD S(ω) associated to the field-position correlation func-
tion C(τ). Specifically, we showed that the false EDM is proportional to the Hilbert
transform of ωS(ω).

We concluded this chapter with the illustrative example of a magnetic field con-
sisting of a single gradient mode G10Π10. Assuming that the correlation function can
be described by a double exponential model, we determined its explicit expression
as a function of the correlation time with reasonable physical assumptions. We then
used our previous formulations of the PSD and false EDM in terms of the correlation
function to determine a model-dependent expression of both quantities as a function
of the precession frequency. Although these are not accurate representations of the
more complex experimental reality, they serve as an adequate template for the nu-
merical calculations to come. We expect in particular the false EDM curve to cross
the horizontal axis at a frequency (or magnetic field) value proper to the considered
magnetic configuration. The determination of these “magic field” values is the main
focus of chapter 6.

In the meantime, we will make use of the low-frequency expression of the false
EDM to study the impact of geometrical imperfections on its measurement.
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Chapter 5

False EDM measurement and
imperfect geometries
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This chapter focuses on the low-frequency false EDM, in order to first introduce
the so-called phantom modes as the most concerning contributions to this systematic
effect, and then evaluate the accuracy of this expression in the presence of geomet-
rical defects affecting the precession chambers. We begin by giving symmetrical
motivations to the presence of the phantom modes in the false EDM’s geometrical
average, and arrive at a measurement-ready expression in terms of the phantom
gradients (section 5.1). We then move to the study of non-ideal geometrical config-
urations. We derive a more general geometrical formula for the false EDM through
an independent definition of the magnetic frame (section 5.2), before applying it to
three realistic scenarios of geometrical defects (section 5.3).

5.1 Geometrical expression of the false EDM and phantom
modes

The low frequency formulation of the false EDM correlates the trajectories of mer-
cury atoms inside a precession chamber with the magnetic noise they perceive at
a same point in time. Because these atoms uniformly occupy the volume they are
injected in, this correlation can be assumed to depend only on the geometry of the
precession chambers. Specifically, the magnitude of the false EDM is modulated by
a volume averaged quantity

〈
ρBρ

〉
, which as we will show only involves a combina-

tion of harmonic modes that resist the cylindrical symmetry of the n2EDM appara-
tus.
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5.1.1 The false EDM in the cylindrical symmetry of n2EDM

In the double chamber configuration of n2EDM, the false EDM generated over the
entire apparatus is simply the average of the false EDM generated by each chamber.
A more geometrically explicit version of equation (4.28) is then
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n←Hg = − h̄

∣∣γnγHg
∣∣

4c2

[ 〈
xBx + yBy

〉
TOP +

〈
xBx + yBy

〉
BOT

]
= − h̄

∣∣γnγHg
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4c2

[ 〈
ρBρ

〉
TOP +

〈
ρBρ

〉
BOT

]
, (5.1)

where the horizontal coordinates correspond to the components of the trajectory of
the mercury atom inside either the top or the bottom chamber. That is, x = r · ex,
y = r · ey, and z = r · ez, with (ex, ey, ez) forming a basis defined such that ez points
up along the double chamber vertical axis and ex points towards the vacuum tubes.
Finally, r =

−−→
OT M is the trajectory of an atom at a point M inside the top chamber,

respectively r =
−−→
OB M for the bottom chamber, OT and OB being the centers of the

two chambers pictured in figure 5.1. In both chamber averages, the magnetic field
components are expanded in the n2EDM coordinate system, which consists of the
canonical (ex, ey, ez) basis and a coordinate origin O corresponding to the center
of the double chamber system, also shown in figure 5.1. This coordinate system is
chosen so that the field evaluated at the origin O is equal to the uniform vertical B0
field, i.e. B(0) = B0ez. The top (+) and the bottom (−) volume average terms can
then be written in polar coordinates as

〈
ρBρ(ρ, φ, z)

〉
TOP/BOT =

1
πR2H

∫ H/2

−H/2
dz
∫ 2π

0
dφ
∫ R

0
dρ ρ2Bρ(ρ, φ, z± H′/2), (5.2)

with R = 40cm and H = 12cm. Replacing Bρ with its harmonic expansion (3.2) one
can make the following intuitive observations. First, because of the rotational invari-
ance, all non-zero in m, m ∈N functions of the form cos (mφ), sin (mφ) average out
to zero for both the top and the bottom chambers. This excludes all Πl,m ̸=0 harmonic
terms. Second, because of the horizontal planar symmetry enforced by averaging
over the two chambers, all z-even terms yield H′-odd that also cancel out. This ex-
cludes the remaining Π2k,0 terms, k ∈ N. The geometrical contribution to the false
EDM is then a linear combination of Π2k+1,0 harmonic modes. However, not all of
these asymmetric terms are considered on the same footing when trying to estimate
the false EDM.

5.1.2 The odd-degree phantom modes

As alluded to in section 3.2, the field generated by a specific combination of these
l-odd, m = 0 harmonic modes can be monitored during data-taking thanks to mer-
cury co-magnetometers. This “visible” contribution is referred to as the top-bottom
gradient, as it is effectively a first order magnetic gradient, defined as

GTB =
⟨Bz⟩TOP − ⟨Bz⟩BOT

H′

= G10 − L2
3G30 + L4

5G50 − . . . (5.3)

where H′ = 40 cm is the height difference between the centers of the two chambers,
and where the second line is obtained by using the harmonic expansion of Bz. The
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FIGURE 5.1: Double chamber geometry of n2EDM with cylindrical
precession chambers. Its center O corresponds to the origin of the
harmonic expansion of the magnetic field. The n2EDM coil system
is designed so that B(0) = B0ez, with ez the vertical element of the
geometric frame. The size of the chambers is determined by the three

geometrical parameters R = 40cm, H = 12cm, and H′ = 18cm.

Ll are geometric coefficients with a unit of distance, derived in appendix section C.2
and given explicitly in table C.3. A field consisting only of these visible modes will
produce through (5.1) a false EDM directly proportional to the top-bottom gradient,
of the form

dfalse
n←Hg = − h̄

∣∣γnγHg
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2c2

〈
ρBρ

〉
= − h̄

∣∣γnγHg
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2c2

(−R2

4
GTB

)
(5.4)

for a given precession chamber. Generally however, the top-bottom gradient is not
the only contribution to the false EDM’s effective first-order gradient

〈
ρBρ

〉
/(−R2/4).

The remaining, “invisible” contribution we say is generated by phantom modes. These
modes, denoted Π́2k+1 as they must also be a combination l-odd, m = 0 harmonics,
are simply defined as modes that generate a false EDM while satisfying GTB = 0.
They are determined by requiring that a field configuration of the form

B = GTBΠ10 + Ǵ3Π́3 + Ǵ5Π́5 + . . . , (5.5)

generates through equation (5.1) a false EDM

dfalse
n←Hg =

h̄
∣∣γnγHg

∣∣
8c2 R2 (GTB + Ǵ3 + Ǵ5 + Ǵ7 + . . .

)
.. (5.6)

The explicit form of these modes is derived and given in appendix C.2, according
to the concepts first presented in section 4.7 of (al., 2022). Figure 5.2 gives a visual
representation of the vertical component of the third and fifth order phantom modes
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in the vertical plane. It is clear in equation (5.6) that the phantom gradients Ǵ2k+1 are
of the same dimension as the top-bottom gradient, that is, are first order magnetic
gradients. Their normalization is given by the normalizing distances D2k

2k+1, derived
in appendix section C.2 and featured in table 5.1, such that

Ǵ2k+1 = G2k+1,0D2k
2k+1. (5.7)
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FIGURE 5.2: Vertical component of the magnetic field produced by a
third order (left plot) and a fifth order (right plot) phantom mode, in
the n2EDM XZ plane. The rectangles represent the vertical cut of the

two precession chambers

Framed in this fashion, the magnetic dependency of the false EDM in the n2EDM
geometry is contained in a set of effective first order-gradients, shown in parenthesis
in equation (5.6). When n2EDM will measure the neutron and mercury precession
frequencies at B0 = 1 µT, the generated false EDM will be estimated through this
formula, thanks to the online monitoring of GTB, and previous offline measurements
of the Ǵ3, Ǵ5, and Ǵ7. As established in the requirements section 3.2, these should
be reproducible and accurately measurable within of 10−2 pT/cm (conditions (3.17)
and (3.18)).

The control of systematic uncertainties in n2EDM from the offline estimate of the
false EDM, through its low-frequency expression (5.1), will be the subject of the third
part of this thesis. In the meantime, we explore the legitimacy of this expression by
considering realistic scenarios of geometrical defects.

l 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Dl (cm) 1 18 23.7 −29.1 31.8 39.7 33.8

TABLE 5.1: Normalizing distances up to l = 7.
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5.2 The necessity of an independent magnetic frame

The validity of the geometrical false EDM formula (4.28), on which the measurement
strategy of the false EDM through (5.6) relies, is conditioned by a few key assump-
tions that must be made explicit. As we have established in the previous section,
the magnitude of the applied vertical magnetic field must be low enough to put the
mercury atoms in the low-frequency regime. At B0 = 1 µT, it is. Another assump-
tion, that until now we assumed was always satisfied, concerns the direction of this
magnetic field. There are in reality two vertical axes in n2EDM. One is the obvious
cylindrical vertical axis along which the two precession chambers are aligned. The
other, far less intuitive, is the axis that the magnetic perturbation is transverse to. It
is aligned with the average field over the precession volume and because of this is
proper to each chamber. In the ideal geometry considered up to now, we assumed
that the perturbation was along the cylindrical axis. For the study of mechanical
imperfections that will follow however, the distinction between the two axes, corre-
sponding to two frames, has to be made:

1. The geometric frame is the basis (ex, ey, ez) that is attached to the precession
chambers1. It is defined so that ez is along the common vertical axis of the two
chambers, pointing in the direction of the top chamber, and ex points towards
the vacuum tubes in the transverse cylindrical plane.

2. The magnetic frame is a basis (hx, hy, hz) for which hz is aligned with ⟨b⟩, that
is,

hz =
⟨B⟩
|⟨B⟩| . (5.8)

This stems from the definition of the magnetic perturbation in section 4.1 as
the null-average quantity b(t) = B(t) − ⟨B(t)⟩. Here it is implied that its
transverse contribution bT(t) = b(t) · (hx + ihy) is defined relatively to the
vertical, perturbed field ⟨B(t)⟩.

In the ideal n2EDM scenario, the two precession chambers satisfy the cylindri-
cal symmetry of figure 5.1 and a mostly uniform magnetic field is applied mainly
along the geometric axis ez, albeit with small transverse components. On average
however this field is along ez for both chambers. By the definition above, in this
case the geometric frame is a magnetic frame. Now in the case of non-ideal, asym-
metrical geometries, the magnetic field inside a given chamber could average along
an axis slightly tilted from the geometric axis. This would inevitably alter the form
of the so-called transverse perturbation and in turn lead to a redefinition of the vol-
ume averaged quantity in the false EDM (4.25). We will try to give here a general
framework for the calculation of false EDMs in these non-ideal geometries.

Consider a more general chamber geometry that slightly breaks the cylindrical
symmetry. In this case the average B0 field inside a given chamber is mostly vertical
in the geometric frame, but also carries a small radial component. We can without
loss of generality consider that the radial contribution is along the x axis and write:

⟨B⟩ = ⟨Bx⟩ ex + ⟨Bz⟩ ez, (5.9)

where it is implied that the magnetic field components are given relatively to the
geometric frame, with Bx = B · ex and Bz = B · ez. The magnetic axis hz defined

1Note that the geometrical frame is defined independently from gravity, so that there is no preferred
rotation of the cylindrical chambers with respect to gravity.
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by (5.8) can then be expressed in the geometric frame as a slight tilt of ez in the
(ex, ez) plane. We are free to choose hx in the (ex, ez) plane as well so that the entire
magnetic frame is rotated. Assuming that ⟨Bx⟩ / ⟨Bz⟩ ≈ ⟨Bx⟩ /B0 ≪ 1, the magnetic
frame can be written as a first-order rotation of the geometric frame(

hx
hz

)
=

(
1 −η
η 1

)(
ex
ez

)
, (5.10)

where

η ≈ ⟨Bx⟩
B0

(5.11)

is the tilt angle, from now on referred to as the magnetic angle. Figure 5.3 shows one
example of a non-zero magnetic angle for the top chamber in the case of a horizontal
shift between the two precession chambers.

The transverse perturbation responsible for the precession frequency shift can
now be properly expressed in the geometric frame, taking into account a possible
mismatch between this frame and its magnetic counterpart. Considering the n2EDM
magnetic noise given by (4.20) and consisting of the typical non-uniform field and
the additional motional field in the non-ideal geometric configuration, the transverse
component of the perturbation, expressed in the geometric frame, takes the form

bT(t) =
[

B(r(t)) +
E0

c2 ez × ṙ(t)
] [

ex + iey − ηez

]
. (5.12)

It is clear in this expression that the electric field is attached to the geometric frame,
since the electrodes are part of the mechanical structure of the precession chambers.
As before, r(t) refers to the random trajectory of the mercury atom inside the preces-
sion volume, which must satisfy ⟨r(t)⟩ = 0.

The E0-odd terms of this newly defined transverse magnetic noise will generate
through the initial frequency shift expression (4.5) a slightly shifted false EDM in the
considered precession chamber, of the form

dfalse
n←Hg =

h̄
∣∣γnγHg
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2c2

[ 〈
xBx + yBy

〉
− η ⟨xBz⟩

]
, (5.13)

where again the magnetic field and trajectory components are expressed in the geo-
metric frame, and the coordinate origin is the center of the considered volume. Note
that in the “ideal geometry” limit ⟨Bx⟩ → 0, we have η → 0 and recover as expected
the initial false EDM expression (4.28). This more general false EDM expression
(5.13) is valid even when the magnetic frame and the geometric frame are distinct,
which will help us tackle potentially harmful geometric misalignments.

5.3 Application of the revised false EDM formula to geomet-
rical defects

5.3.1 Horizontal shift of a single chamber

The first case we will consider is that of a horizontal shift of one precession chamber
with respect to the other. Specifically, we consider that the top chamber is shifted to
the right by a distance δ from the double chamber origin O along the geometric axis
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ex, and that the bottom chamber remains in its initial configuration. This could real-
istically occur because the groove inside the electrodes that the precession chamber
sits in is about 1 mm wider than the chamber walls (see the later discussed electrode
design 5.5). Such a scenario is illustrated in figure 5.3 for the top chamber. Because
the magnetic field is still applied along the geometric vertical axis attached to the
double chamber origin O, with B(0) = B0ez, the field in the top chamber will not
receive the same contribution from the right and from the left parts of the volume
and average in a direction hz that is tilted with respect to ez. The magnetic frame is
then distinct from the geometric frame.

The scale of this tilt can be estimated by considering a first order harmonic expan-
sion of the magnetic field sensitive to this asymmetry, in the (ex, ez) plane. Working
in the top chamber coordinate system, where (x, y, z) are expressed relatively to OT,
this expansion is written

B(x, z) =
[
−G10

x + δ

2
+ G11

(
z +

H′

2

)
+ G12 (x + δ)

]
ex +

[
B0 + G10

(
z +

H′

2

)
+ G11 (x + δ)

]
ez.

(5.14)
The so-called magnetic angle between ez and hz in the top chamber is given by
(5.11):

ηTOP ≈
⟨Bx⟩
B0

=
G11H′/2 + (G12 − G10/2)δ

B0
. (5.15)

There are two distinctive contributions to this tilt. The first, proportional to H′, is
not the result of the horizontal misalignment but of the structural vertical shift of
the top chamber with respect to O. It is easy to see that the false EDM generated by
this term will inevitably cancel out when averaging over the two chambers, since the
equivalent term in ηBOT will be proportional to−H′. The second term in δ character-
izes the considered geometrical defect and because it is asymmetrical will generate
additional contributions to the total false EDM.

FIGURE 5.3: Vertical cut of the top chamber in the case of a horizontal
displacement of the top chamber origin OT with respect to the double
chamber origin O by a distance δ. This induces a tilt η between the
vertical axes of the magnetic frame (in red) and the geometric frame

(in blue).
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Plugging ηTOP and the harmonic field expansion (5.14) in the modified false EDM
expression (5.13), we obtain for the top chamber:
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]
(5.16)

Similarly, one can express the false EDM in the bottom chamber as a function of
ηBOT = −G11 H′/2

B0
. The total false EDM is determined by taking the average of both

quantities, which results in
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Our work is not completely over yet because the expression above is not ex-
pressed in a field parametrization that is transparent with respect to what is easily
measured, and what is not. We recall from the previous section that only the top-
bottom gradient GTB is visible in the online monitoring, so for convenience’s sake we
should make this contribution explicit. In our shifted chamber scenario, equation
(5.3) yields GTB = G10 + G11δ/H′, which yields the working false EDM expression
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We then consider l = 2 harmonic gradients to go to second order in δ/H′. Skipping
similar calculations we finally arrive at
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(5.19)
The result above shows us the false EDM generated in a shifted double chamber
setup as a sum of effective first-order gradients (inside the square brackets). The first
term is the top-bottom gradient, isolated specifically because it is unproblematic. So
we are concerned only with the remaining gradients.

Among these, we focus first on the δ/H′ terms. Considering a displacement
δ = 1 mm and requiring, as for the phantom gradients, that the effective first or-
der gradient stays below 2× 10−2 pT/cm (conditions (3.17) and (3.18)), this sets a
limit on the l = 1 terms of 3.6 pT/cm. From the B0 mapping data featured in ap-
pendix D, that we will present in the third part of this thesis, we have in the worst
polarity |G11| < 1 pT/cm, which matches this limit. The remaining term modulated
by H′G11/B0 ≈ 10−5 will clearly yield completely negligible contributions. As for
the (δ/H′)2 terms, the limit imposed by a 1 mm displacement is 648 pT/cm, which
clearly is much larger than the effective l = 2 gradients of the coil’s harmonic spec-
trum.

We conclude that the limiting contribution is the (δ/H′) × G11 term and that
it is deemed unproblematic when confronted to the mapping data. Note that we
considered a particular radial displacement that favored the x axis, so in reality this
term would involve some combination of G11 (pure x displacement) and G1−1 (pure
y displacement). From the mapping data we have at worst |G1−1| < 1.4 pT/cm,
which also matches the 3.6 pT/cm limit for a 1 mm displacement. Conversely, we
can say that the maximum displacement allowed given the coil mapping data is
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δ = 2.5 mm.

5.3.2 Vertical tilt of the double chamber system

Another problematic scenario one could reasonably consider is that of a tilt of the
vertical axis of a precession chamber with respect to the coil’s vertical axis, along
which the uniform B0 field is generated. The tilt of a single chamber is unrealistic
because both chambers are attached to the central high-voltage electrode, so we only
consider a tilt of the entire double chamber apparatus. In this case the geometric
frame rotates along with the two chambers so that the electric field generated by the
electrodes remains along its vertical axis ez. This scenario is illustrated in figure 5.4.
Here the magnetic field is not applied along the geometric vertical axis but along the
coil’s vertical axis. Consequently, the magnetic axis hz that the field averages along
will again be tilted with respect to ez. We will see that for a tilt of the order of 1 mrad,
the magnetic angle is simply the tilt angle.

We consider again a first order harmonic expansion of the magnetic field in the
(ex, ez) plane, in the top chamber coordinate system:

B(x, z) =
[
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x− εz
2
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2
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2

)
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]
[ez + εex] , (5.20)

where it is clear that the vertical axis parallel to the uniform B0 component is ob-
tained by a first-order rotation of angle ε of the geometric vertical axis. Similarly the
x, z top chamber coordinates are a first order rotation of the field expansion coordi-
nates. With Bx = B · ex the magnetic angle between ez and hz in the top chamber
is

ηTOP = ε +
G11H′/2

B0
+ ε

G10H′/2
B0

≈ ε. (5.21)

Here the magnetic angle receives contributions from both the tilt angle and the struc-
tural H′ odd terms. The latter should as mentioned before cancel out in the double
chamber average. However by evaluating the largest of these H′ terms with the
mapping data to be G11 H′/2

B0
≈ 10−5, which is completely suppressed by ε ≈ 10−3, we

can already say that the magnetic angle reduces to the tilt angle.
Plugging ηTOP = ε and the harmonic field expansion (5.20) in the modified false

EDM expression (5.13), we obtain for the top chamber:
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Fortuitously, the effect of the tilt is completely absorbed by the top-bottom gradi-
ent. One can check that sending Bz = B · ez from equation (5.20) to the top-bottom
gradient definition (5.3) indeed yields GTB = G10 − εG11. This expression does not
depend on H′ hence will be valid for the bottom chamber as well. Surprisingly still,
l = 2 harmonic modes do not yield any extra terms, so finally,
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FIGURE 5.4: Vertical cut of the top chamber in the event of a global
tilt of the double chamber system by an angle ε in the (ex, ez) plane.
In this case the magnetic angle between the magnetic frame vertical
axis (in red) and the geometric frame vertical axis (in blue) reduces to

the tilt angle.

At this point one may wonder if pushing this calculation to l > 2 harmonic terms
could reveal non-GTB contributions. We argue that if these indeed existed they
would be completely negligible. The mapping data D.4 shows us that effective
first order gradients Dl−1

l Glm tend to decrease as the gradient order l rises. At
l = 3, possible tilt-generated effective false EDM contributions will be of the form
ε
∣∣D2

3G3m
∣∣ ≲ ε× 1 pT/cm, which for ε ≈ 10−3 is still one order of magnitude below

our 1× 10−2 pT/cm requirement.
We conclude that the effects of a first-order rotation of the double chamber sys-

tem in the vertical plane are entirely captured by the online measurement of the false
EDM. The problematic, invisible contribution to the false EDM is insensitive to this
tilt.

5.3.3 Off-centered cavity in the electrodes

Even if they are ideally positioned, the two precession chambers themselves could
present potentially harmful geometrical defects. This is because the precession vol-
ume is not exactly cylindrical, as it is assumed to be in the evaluation of the volume
average (5.2). We can identify three areas of the electrodes and chamber walls that
make them imperfect cylinders. These appear in the two technical designs of figure
5.5. The first is a central cavity located on both ground electrodes that allows the
UCNs to enter both precession volumes. These cavities do not break the cylindrical
symmetry of the double chamber system thus cannot generate any invisible false
EDM terms. A similar argument can be made for the second defect, the groove that
runs along the walls of the precession chambers at the intersection with the elec-
trodes. The third defect is an off-centered cavity meant to let in the mercury atoms,
which because of the rotational invariance we assume is located on the surface of the
ground electrode, at x0 = 20 cm, z0 = 6 cm, with respect to the chamber origin OT
for the top chamber. Unlike the first cavity this one breaks the cylindrical symmetry
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and will generate a correction to the false EDM which we will now try to estimate.
Figure 5.6 shows a vertical cut of the top chamber where the mercury cavity appears.

FIGURE 5.5: Vertical (left) and horizontal (right) cuts of the ground
electrode. The groove that support the chamber is in reality slightly
wider than the walls. Potentially problematic is the presence of an
off-centered cavity for mercury gas admission because it violates the
cylindrical symmetry of the double chamber system. The groove and

UCN cavity are unproblematic.

We write the first-order harmonic expansion in the top chamber coordinate sys-
tem as we normally would:
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(5.24)
The effect of the off-centered cavity is felt only when evaluating the magnetic an-
gle. Under the assumption that the volume of the cavity V0 is small compared to
the cylindrical precession volume V, the field inside the cavity can be considered
constant. This allows the local approximation

∫
V0

Bx(x, z)dV ≈ V0Bx(x0, z0). Let-
ting v = V0/(V + V0) and plugging in Bx from the line above, the sole non-zero
contribution to the magnetic angle arises from the volume average over the cavity:

ηTOP =
⟨Bx⟩V+V0

B0
≈ vG11z0

B0
. (5.25)

With an estimate of the volume ratio v ≈ 10−4 the tilt between the magnetic axis and
the geometric axis is negligibly small. We can compute the false EDM (5.13) while
setting ηTOP = 0. This explains why only the geometric axes feature on figure 5.6.

Averaging again over the realistic precession volume V + V0 we arrive at a final
expression of the false EDM over the two chambers:
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FIGURE 5.6: Vertical cut of the top chamber in presence of an off-
centered cavity at (xa, za) w.r.t. the top chamber origin. In this case
the tilt of the magnetic frame induced by this defect is completely

negligible, so ez = hz.

where we identified as usual part of the effective first order gradient with the com-
puted top-bottom gradient. Aside from the online-monitored GTB, the terms inside
the square brackets should not contribute to more than 10−2 pT/cm. With a volume
ratio v ≈ 10−4, and referring to the mapping data D.4, we estimate both the l = 1
(G1m) and the l = 1 (H′G2m) effective gradients terms to be at most of the order of
10−3 pT/cm. We conclude that the presence of the mercury cavity generates an un-
problematic additional false EDM one order of magnitude below our error budget
of 10−2 pT/cm.

5.4 Conclusion

The false EDM can easily be estimated when n2EDM operates at 1 µT, which puts
the mercury atoms in the low-frequency regime. In this chapter we focused on this
explicit, low-frequency formulation of the concerning systematic effect.

We began by recalling that, because of the cylindrical symmetry of the precession
chambers, the geometrical average involved in the false EDM selects specific modes
of the harmonic field expansion. These are l-odd, m = 0 gradients Πl,m. Fortunately,
some combination of these selected modes, the top-bottom gradient, is visible in the
online field analysis and can be used to accurately estimate part of the generated
false EDM. On the other hand, this implies that the remaining contribution to the
false EDM is not picked up by the online monitoring. The combinations of harmonic
modes that make up this invisible contribution are referred to as phantom modes. It is
precisely these modes that we will seek to measure in the third part of this thesis, in
order to provide an accurate estimate of the false EDM.

We then set out to test the validity of the low-frequency false EDM expression in
non-ideal geometrical configurations of the double-chamber system. We began by
proposing a more general expression of the systematic effect, based on a redefinition
of the axes of the magnetic perturbation. This consisted in defining a magnetic frame
independent from the cylindrical axes of the two chambers. We then introduced a
correction to the false EDM proportional to the angle between the vertical axes of
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the two newly-defined frames. We finally applied this formalism to three scenarios
of geometrical defects. First, we considered a horizontal shift δ of one chamber with
respect to the other. Confronting our calculations with the mapping data (which will
be presented in 9), we found that the additional false EDM generated by this shift
can be considered unproblematic as long as δ is kept under 2.5 cm. Second, we stud-
ied the effect of a global tilt of the double chamber system by an angle ε. In this case
we concluded that the additional systematic contribution is not concerning as it is
entirely captured by the visible top-bottom gradient. Finally, we examined the pres-
ence of holes and grooves inside the electrodes, among which the only potentially
harmful defect is an off-centered cavity for the injection of Hg gas. Relying again on
measurements of the coil’s harmonic spectrum, we concluded that this defect was
negligible as it generated an additional false EDM one order of magnitude below
our requirement.

We now move to the final chapter concerning the fundamental study of system-
atic effects, and abandon the low-frequency regime to consider numerical calcula-
tions of the false EDM’s entire frequency spectrum.
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Chapter 6

The magic field solution to the
false EDM
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We concluded chapter 4 with a pivotal observation: the false EDM is expected to
go to zero for a value of the applied magnetic field B0 that depends on the chosen
magnetic configuration. Yet this claim rests on an ad hoc model choice for the corre-
lation function associated with the false EDM, whose parameters can be constrained
by physical initial conditions. We will now present a series of numerical calculations
that are in agreement with this model for different magnetic configurations.

We will begin by recalling previous efforts on the calculation of correlation func-
tions achieved by a Monte-Carlo simulation tool, in order to present a first numerical
fit of the false EDM for a simplified magnetic configuration (section 6.1). In a second
section we will present our alternative determination of the false EDM through the
Wiener-Khinchin theorem. This will begin with a calculation of the power spectral
density of a mercury atom’s trajectory, and lead to a direct numerical calculation
of the false EDM and its magic value. By applying this new method to a gradient
field configuration we will show its consistency with the previous approach (sec-
tion 6.2). We will then turn to more realistic, higher-order magnetic configurations.
From the calculation of false EDMs generated by l-odd polynomial fields, we will in
a third section motivate the “magic field” determination strategy for n2EDM which
consists in canceling the fifth order phantom mode. We will also comment on the
experimental feasibility of operating at such high magnetic fields (section 6.3). In
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the final section we will look at dipole fields, which are even higher order structures
not efficiently described by a polynomial expansion. By determining a calculation
method for dipole-like correlation functions we will show that the false EDM gen-
erated by those dipoles is satisfyingly suppressed at the previously chosen magic
value (section 6.4).

6.1 Fitting the false EDM in the time domain

Our task is to determine the B0 field value that cancels the false EDM generated by
a given magnetic configuration, a value which we know to exist from chapter 4 on
the condition that the correlation function can be described by a double exponential
model. Although analytic expressions of the false EDM have been found in the high
and low frequency regimes ((4.28) and (4.30)), there are none valid for any frequency
value. Previous investigations thus naturally began from the general false EDM
formula

dfalse
n←Hg(ω0) =

h̄|γnγHg|
2c2

∫ ∞

0
dτ cos (ω0τ)

dC(τ)
dτ

, (6.1)

where C(τ) =
〈

x(τ)bx(0) + y(τ)by(0)
〉

is the function describing the correlation be-
tween the random trajectory of a mercury atom inside the chamber and the magnetic
field seen by that atom. It should be clear from the form of this correlation function
that the false EDM is proper to a given magnetic field, as well as a geometry of the
precession volume whose effect is felt in the ensemble average. Computing C(τ)
with a choice of magnetic field and geometry is then the key to determining the
frequency spectrum of the false EDM. The existing approach consists in fitting the
correlation function in the time domain to finally obtain the false EDM in terms of
the fit parameters.

6.1.1 Calculation of correlation functions with TOMAt

A 2019 article presented a calculation of such correlation functions along with the
generated false EDM (Pignol, 2019), thanks to the dedicated Monte-Carlo simulation
tool TOMAt (Trajectory Of Mercury Atoms) 1. We will briefly recall its operating
principle here. TOMAt functions in two modes: the first simulates trajectories of
mercury atoms inside a closed volume, the second calculates correlation functions
involving polynomial expansions of these trajectories.

In trajectory mode, ballistic trajectories (x(t), y(t), z(t)) inside a cylindrical vol-
ume are calculated by considering only wall collisions, which is a reasonable as-
sumption for rarefied gases. On collision the mercury atoms undergo diffuse reflec-
tion, so their velocities (vx(t), vy(t), vz(t)) are randomized at each wall according to
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. This yields trajectories such as the ones shown
in figure 6.1. Since the magnetic field experienced by a mercury atom at a given time
is a function of the atom’s position, TOMAt’s trajectory mode also indirectly allows
us to simulate a magnetic noise. In fact we already displayed both motional and
non-uniform magnetic noises generated by this code in chapter 4 with figure 4.1.

Correlation mode makes use of simulated trajectories to calculate polynomial-
type correlation functions, of the form Cijk

abc(τ) =
〈

xa(0)yb(0)zc(0)xi(τ)yj(τ)zk(τ)
〉
.

1https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/NEDM/tomat

https://gitlab.in2p3.fr/NEDM/tomat
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FIGURE 6.1: Trajectories of mercury atoms inside a cylindrical vol-
ume obtained with the Monte-Carlo simulation tool TOMAt. Each
point corresponds to a wall collision. The chosen geometry, R =

40 cm and H = 12 cm is that of n2EDM.

The code relies on an assumption of ergodicity:

Cijk
abc(τ) = lim

T→∞

1
T

∫ T

0
dt xa(t)yb(t)zc(t)xi(t + τ)yj(t + τ)zk(t + τ), (6.2)

which is indeed a property of the type of stochastic processes considered here, as de-
fined by 4.1.6 in chapter 4. It also benefits from the fact that, between two collisions,
the atom’s trajectory is a linear function of time. For a given time-difference τ, the in-
tegral above can then be efficiently computed by partitioning the time interval [0, T]
into smaller intervals [tn, tn+1] onto which the simulated trajectories x(t), y(t), z(t)
as well as their delayed counterparts x(t + τ), y(t + τ), z(t + τ) are all linear in t.
Repeating this process for Nτ = τmax/∆τ values of τ yields a time spectrum of the
correlation function. This approach will also be at the foundation of our later nu-
merical calculations (sections 6.2 and 6.4). For given cylindrical dimensions, TOMAt
is fed three parameters that affect its numerical precision:

• A number of collisions Nc per set of trajectories (that is, per value of τ),

• A maximum time-difference τmax,

• A time-difference step ∆τ.

The n2EDM field-position correlation function C(τ) can then be calculated by
plugging the correlation terms Cijk

abc into the appropriate harmonic field expansion
A.2. Consider for instance a magnetic field consisting of either a first or a third order
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harmonic mode. In this case the correlation functions are written2:

G10
〈

x(τ)Πx,10(0) + y(τ)Πy,10(0)
〉
=
−G10

2
C100

100(τ) +
−G10

2
C010

010(τ), (6.3)

G30
〈

x(τ)Πx,30(0) + y(τ)Πy,30(0)
〉
=

3G30

8

(
C100

300 + C100
120 − 4C100

102

)
+

3G30

8

(
C010

030 + C010
210 − 4C010

012

)
.

(6.4)

Note that because of the precession chamber’s rotational invariance, we can ex-
change x and y and equivalently compute the x terms twice. The field-position
correlation function is finally fitted with the double exponential model presented
in section 4.4:

C(τ) =
C0

f − s

(
f e−sτ − se− f τ

)
. (6.5)

This model depends on three parameters introduced earlier: the slow decay rate s,
the fast growth rate f , and the initial value C0 ≡ Cijk

abc(τ = 0) which we know a priori
from the volume average Cijk

abc(0) =
〈

xaybzcxiyjzk〉 but choose to leave free for the
sake of later testing.

The top plot of figure 6.2 displays the results obtained from TOMAt for an ele-
mentary correlation term C100

100(τ) = ⟨x(0)x(τ)⟩ inside an n2EDM-sized precession
chamber, where we set Nc = 106, τmax = 100 ms, and ∆τ = 0.1 ms. This choice
of parameters will be motivated in the following subsection when evaluating our
numerical precision on the magic field value. The double-exponential model, also
plotted in figure 6.2, is in excellent agreement with the data produced by TOMAt
for C100

100(τ), with a reduced chi-squared statistic χ2/ν = 0.03. Furthermore, it is
consistent with the physical expectations outlined in 4.4 through the top plot of fig-
ure 4.2. The latter depicts the field-position correlation function for a linear gradi-
ent field (−G10/2) ⟨ρ(τ)ρ(0)⟩ = (−G10/2) ⟨x(τ)x(0) + y(τ)y(0)⟩, which we wrote
in terms of TOMAt outputs in (6.3). The plot of C100

100(τ) presented here is propor-
tional to this field-position function to a factor −G10 = −78 fT/cm, since we have
⟨x(τ)x(0) + y(τ)y(0)⟩ = 2 ⟨x(τ)x(0)⟩ by the chamber’s rotational invariance. Re-
garding the asymptotic behaviour, we find C100

100(0) = 399.42(60) cm2 compared to
an expected

〈
x2〉 = R2/4 = 400 cm2 for a n2EDM precession chamber, and the cor-

relation function goes to zero at an infinite time-difference. The double-exponential
fit yields reasonable parameters s = 0.275(30)ms−1 and f = 1.054(26)ms−1, which
are of the order of the inverse correlation time of mercury atoms 1/τc = 0.2 ms−1 for
the slow decay rate and of −

〈
v2

x
〉

/(τc
〈

x2〉) = 1.25 ms−1 for the fast growth rate.
Lastly, figure 6.2 also features the position-velocity correlation function, which

is proportional to the time-derivative of the field-position correlation function Ċ(τ).
Its curve presents a minimum at the inflection point τI = ln(s/ f )/(s− f ) ≈ 1.73 ms
of C100

100(τ). The position-velocity function is central to our discussion, as its cosine
transform yields the false EDM through equation (6.1). Its plot can be interpreted
as follows: at a time difference τ = 0 between the mercury atom’s position and
its velocity, there is no correlation between the two quantities as the atom could go
in any direction. As the time difference increases towards the mean collision time,
which is then close to τI , the correlation between position and velocity is maximal

2While we favored the cylindrical notation in chapter 4’s more fundamental discussion, here we
retain the Cartesian coordinates which are more practical for Monte-Carlo simulations.
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in absolute value as the velocity is re-determined at the collision, and is negative as
the atom will bounce back in the opposite direction. The correlation then naturally
decreases as the number of collision grows.
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FIGURE 6.2: Correlation between two delayed trajectories as a func-
tion of the time delay given by TOMAt in the n2EDM geometry
(H = 12 cm, R = 40 cm). The blue dots give the average of the
correlation function over N = 20 runs for a choice of numerical
parameters. The statistical error bars are smaller than the points.
The light-blue curve corresponds to a fit with the double exponen-
tial model (6.5). The model and data are in agreement with a reduced

chi squared statistic χ2/ν = 0.03.

6.1.2 False EDM fitting and magic field

The false EDM generated by a particular magnetic configuration depends on the
field-position correlation function C(τ), which as we discussed can be expressed as
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a sum of correlation terms GlmCijk
abc given by the harmonic field expansion. The cor-

relation function fit model yields a model-dependent expression of the false EDM,
obtained by replacing C(τ) by (6.5) in (6.1):

dfalse
n←Hg(ω0) =

h̄
∣∣γnγHg

∣∣
2c2

C0s f (ω2
0 − s f )

(s2 + ω2
0)( f 2 + ω2

0)
, (6.6)

which is just the generalized version of equation (4.25).
In our introductory example of a vertical gradient field (Bx, By, Bz) = G10(−x/2,−y/2, z),

the field-position correlation responsible for the false EDM is given by equation (6.3).
We then have C0 = −G10R2/4 and the same exponential rates s, f from C100

100(τ). The
false EDM for this magnetic configuration is plotted as a function of the applied
field B0 = ω0/γHg in figure 6.3 (blue curve), where we set G10 = 78 fT/cm. We
also included the equivalent false EDM in the smaller nEDM geometry (in green),
which allows to check that the size of the precession chamber not only influences the
function’s value at the origin (∝ R2) but also its relaxation time. Indeed, delayed tra-
jectories decorrelate faster in a smaller volume, which means the cosine term in (6.1)
will “cancel out” the correlation function at higher frequencies. So while the false
EDM is more potent in n2EDM than in nEDM at the working field value B0 = 1 µT,
it is easier to reach the considerably higher magic field value that suppresses this
effect in n2EDM.
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FIGURE 6.3: False EDM obtained from the correlation function fit
as a function of the field amplitude B0 = ω0/γHg, for a vertical
gradient magnetic mode. In this magnetic configuration the field-
position correlation function is (−G10/2) ⟨ρ(0)ρ(τ)⟩, where we set
G10 = 78 fT/cm. The blue curve shows this scenario for a precession
chamber of n2EDM dimensions and the green curve for nEDM di-
mensions. The n2EDM curve notably crosses the horizontal axis at a

so-called magic value Bmag
1 = 11.28(9)µT.
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As already observed in the bottom plot of figure 4.2, the false EDM crosses the
horizontal axis at a single value of the applied field, which has been referred to in the
literature as the magic field and denoted Bmag (Pignol, 2019). Solving dfalse

n←Hg(γHgBmag) =

0 for Bmag with the model-dependent false EDM (6.6) yields

Bmag =

√
s f

γHg
, (6.7)

with γHg = 47.69× 10−3 ms−1 µT−1 (Graner et al., 2016). In the case of a magnetic
field consisting only of the vertical gradient mode Π10, we obtain Bmag

1 = 11.28(9)µT
over 20 computations of C100

100(τ) with TOMAt, with the same choice of parameters
Nc = 106, τmax = 100 ms, and ∆τ = 0.1 ms. The statistical stability of this value
can be evaluated by looking at figure 6.4, where we have computed Bmag

1 for sev-
eral independent variations of the three numerical parameters Nc, τmax, and ∆τ.
Clearly, the number of collisions per trajectory dominates the statistical precision on
the magic field. This statistical error is approximately divided by 2 for each order
of magnitude increase in Nc. For computational efficiency we settle on Nc = 106

collisions, τmax = 100 ms, and ∆τ = 0.1 ms, which over 20 runs yields Bmag
1 with

a precision of 0.04 µT. The accuracy of this magic field value is however undeter-
mined.

In conclusion, the correlation function approach to the false EDM provides a ro-
bust calculation of the magic field for a given polynomial field configuration, thanks
to an efficient Monte-Carlo simulation of Hg atom trajectories for the calculation of
correlation functions. TOMAt allowed us to estimate the magic field that cancels the
false EDM generated by a vertical magnetic mode Π10 to Bmag

1 = 11.28(9)µT, which
we will attempt to verify through an alternative route in section 6.2. We have not
yet looked at higher degree polynomial functions which TOMAt is capable of com-
puting, but will do so in section 6.3 when seeking to cancel phantom modes. The
limitations of the correlation function approach using TOMAt are twofold. First, it
does not provide us with a direct numerical calculation of the false EDM. Rather, it
gives us a model-dependent estimate relying on the assumption that the correlation
function is a double exponential function. It is therefore very sensitive to parameters
that affect the correlation function fit, a fact that is reflected in the expression of the
magic field (6.7) which depends explicitly on the fit parameters. Second, TOMAt
does not allow the calculation of non-polynomial correlation functions. These are
encountered for dipole-like magnetic fields for which a polynomial expansion is im-
practical, and will be the subject of section 6.4. In the meantime, let us present an
alternative approach which does not share the same limitations.
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FIGURE 6.4: Magic field value for a gradient field configuration
G10Π10 in the n2EDM geometry. The blue points with statistical er-
ror bars correspond to the average magic field over N = 20 TOMAt
calculations of ⟨x(0)x(τ)⟩ for an independently varying choice of nu-
merical parameters: number of collisions per time-difference τ (top

plot), τ step (middle plot), and maximum τ (bottom plot).

6.2 Calculating the false EDM directly in the frequency do-
main

Back in chapter 4, we introduced a secondary path to the false EDM that does not
rely on the field-position correlation function C(τ) but on its Fourier transform S(ω),
referred to as the Power Spectral Density (PSD). By invoking the Wiener-Khinchin
theorem we determined the frequency domain false EDM to take the form of a
Hilbert transform:

dfalse
n←Hg(ω0) = −

h̄|γnγHg|
4πc2 P.V.

∫ +∞

−∞
dω

ωS(ω)

ω−ω0
. (6.8)

The goal of this section is to present a direct numerical calculation of the quantity
above, in order to provide a complementary estimate of the magic field value Bmag

1 .
We will tread cautiously and begin by calculating the PSD alone, as its numerical
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estimate can easily be confronted to the correlation function fit model via the Wiener-
Khinchin theorem. This intermediary step will also allow us to tune our numerical
parameters to the most optimal combination of physical accuracy and computational
efficiency. We will end with the numerical calculation of (6.8) and of the magic field
in our usual gradient field configuration.

6.2.1 Power spectral density calculation

Because C(τ) describes the correlation between two stationary processes, a trajec-
tory and a magnetic field, its associated PSD S(ω) can be understood as a power
distribution of those same processes. In order to calculate S(ω) independently from
C(τ) we simply start from its definition (4.47). Taking into account n2EDM’s cylin-
drical symmetry, this expression reduces to

S(ω) = lim
T→∞

1
T

〈(∫ T

0
dt1 x(t1)e−iωt1

)∗ (∫ T

0
dt2 bx(t2)e−iωt2

)〉
, (6.9)

where the angle brackets indicate an ensemble average, and where we have utilized
the stationarity of processes x(t) and bx(t) to shift the integral over positive time
values3. Our first step would be to build a realistic simulation of the time series x(t)
and bx(t). Fortunately these are already provided to us by TOMAt’s trajectory mode,
again on the assumption that bx(t) can be satisfyingly described by a polynomial
expansion. What is left to do is to calculate the Fourier transforms inside the angle
brackets for lengthy enough trajectories, before averaging these over a large enough
trajectory sample. At this point one may already notice that our statistical sensitivity
will depend on two parameters:

• The duration of a trajectory T, which is proportional to the number of collisions
it contains Nc,

• The number of trajectories considered for the ensemble average, which we will
denote Nt.

The Fourier transform of a polynomial noise

We begin by considering the most general Fourier transforms involved in (6.9). Be-
cause of the harmonic field expansion, these consist of polynomial terms of the form

Fabc(ω) =
∫ T

0
dt e−iωtxa(t)yb(t)zc(t). (6.10)

Recall that the mercury atom trajectories are supposed ballistic, which means the
time series (x(t), y(t), z(t) are simply a set of collision points between which the
atom’s path is a linear function of time. This prompts us to split, much like in
TOMAt’s correlation mode, the total time interval [0, T] into Nc− 1 “linear” intervals
[tn, tn+1] between collisions n and n + 1, leading to:

Fabc(ω) =
Nc

∑
n=1

∆tn I(n)abc (ω), I(n)abc (ω) =
1

∆tn

∫ tn+1

tn

dt e−iωtxa(t)yb(t)zc(t) (6.11)

3To be more accurate, the stationarity we invoke here is strict-sense stationarity (definition 4.1.2),
which is stronger than our usual wide-sense stationarity and a reasonable assumption for ballistic
trajectories
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where we let ∆tn = tn+1− tn and defined the elementary integral I(n)abc for every linear
interval.

We focus on the calculation of I(n)abc . For t ∈ [tn, tn+1], we have under the assump-
tion of linearity4 trajectories of the form x(t) = λt + µ, with λ, µ ∈ R. With a change
to a dimensionless variable θ = (t− tn)/∆tn we obtain

x(∆tnθ + tn) = λ [(tn+1 − tn)θ + tn] + µ

= [x(tn+1)− x(tn)] θ + x(tn)

= ∆xnθ + xn, (6.12)

where we denote the collision points xn = x(tn), and let ∆xn = xn+1− xn. Applying
this to (x, y, z) and the change of variable to the elementary integral yields

I(n)abc = e−iωtn

∫ 1

0
dθ e−iω∆tnθ(∆xnθ + xn)

a(∆ynθ + yn)
b(∆znθ + zn)

c. (6.13)

We express I(n)abc itself as a sum of dimensionless integrals Jk:

I(n)abc = e−iωtn
N

∑
k=0

c(n,k)
abc Jk(λ), (6.14)

where we let N = a + b + c and the dimensionless variable λ = ω∆tn. The N-length
dimension coefficients c(n,k)

abc are determined by identifying (6.13) with (6.14):

c(n,0)
abc = xa

nyb
nzc

n, c(n,1)
abc =

(
a
1

)
∆xnxa−1

n yb
nzc

n + . . . , . . . , c(n,N)
abc = ∆xa

n∆yb
n∆zc

n. (6.15)

Or more generally by

c(n,k)
abc =

a,b,c

∑
α,β,γ

δα+β+γ,k

(
a
α

)(
b
β

)(
c
γ

)
xa−α

n yb−β
n zc−γ

n ∆xα
n∆yβ

n∆zγ
n , (6.16)

where δα+β+γ,k is the Kronecker delta, and where the terms in parenthesis are bino-

mial coefficients. In a nutshell, c(n,k)
abc is the sum of all permutations that factor θk.

Finally, the dimensionless integrals are defined as:

Jk(λ) =
∫ 1

0
dθ θke−iλθ . (6.17)

• In the case λ = 0, we directly get

Jk(0) =
1

k + 1
. (6.18)

• In the case λ ∈ R∗, the integrals can be determined recursively. Notice that

J0(λ) = i
e−iλ − 1

λ
, Jk+1(λ) = i

d
dλ

Jk(λ). (6.19)

4The term linear is used broadly to include affine functions and not only functions that satisfy x(γt+
t′) = λx(t) + x(t′), λ ∈ R.
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By induction we then have

Jk(λ) = ik+1 dk

dλk

(
e−iλ − 1

λ

)
, λ ∈ R∗. (6.20)

We conclude that the Fourier transform of polynomial terms of the form xa(t)yb(t)zc(t)
involved in equation (6.9) are given by

Fabc(ω) =
Nc

∑
n=1

N

∑
k=0

∆tnc(n,k)
abc ×


1

k + 1
if ω = 0,

ik+1e−iωtn Jk(ω∆tn) if ω ∈ R∗,
(6.21)

where N = a + b + c, where the c(n,k)
abc coefficients are given by (6.16), and the dimen-

sionless integrals Jk by (6.20). The numerical parameter that conditions the statistical
precision of this calculation is the number of collisions Nc of the considered trajecto-
ries.

The numerical ensemble average

Coming back to the field-position PSD (6.9), our final task is to evaluate an ensemble
average involving two Fourier transforms: one of a trajectory x(t), and another of a
magnetic field component with harmonic expansion bx = GlmΠx,lm. Because of this
expansion, S(ω) is expressed as a sum of ensemble averages of the form

lim
T→∞

1
T
⟨F∗100(ω)Fabc(ω)⟩ , (6.22)

where the Fourier transforms of x(t) (F100) and of polynomial terms of the mag-
netic expansion (Fabc) are given by equation (6.21). In principle, the ensemble aver-
age is obtained automatically by iterating the Fourier transform calculation over a
large number of trajectories Nt. Alternatively, we choose a more practical approach
where we simulate even longer trajectories and split these into Nt equal parts, all
of which can be considered standalone trajectories by the strict-sense stationarity of
these processes. Considering a total trajectory of duration NtT, and assuming that all
sub-trajectories are of equal duration T = Nc∆T, with ∆T the average time between
two collisions, we then write the numerical version of (6.22) as

1
∆TNcNt

Nt

∑
m=1

F∗(m)
100 (ω)F(m)

abc (ω). (6.23)

The notation F(m)
abc implies that (6.21) is summed not from 0 to Nc but from mNc to

(m + 1)Nc.

Let us summarize. Using TOMAt we simulate trajectories consisting of Nt × Nc
collisions that last a total time t(Nt × Nc) = NtNc∆T = NtT. For each sub-trajectory
of Nc collisions and of duration T, we calculate the Fourier transforms product
F∗100(ω)Fabc(ω) for the appropriate magnetic configuration. We finally average this
result over the Nt sub-trajectories and arrive at a numerical estimate of the field-
position PSD. A consequence of this approach is that we cannot maximize Nc and
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Nt independently for trajectories of a given length. Instead, we optimize our numer-
ical efficiency by determining the appropriate allocation of statistical power between
the two quantities. The example that follows will grant us this opportunity.

Consistency check with correlation function fit

In order to evaluate the consistency of this result with the calculation of associated
correlation functions by TOMAt, we finally fit the entire frequency spectrum with
the PSD equivalent of a double-exponential. In section 4.1 we already determined
this to be a combination of Lorentzian functions. Indeed, by the Wiener-Khinchin
theorem we simply take the Fourier transform of the exponential model (6.5) of C(τ)
to obtain

S(ω) = C0
2s f ( f + s)

( f 2 + ω2)(s2 + ω2)
, (6.24)

which depends as expected on the three parameters C0, s, f of the correlation func-
tion fit.

Example: vertical gradient field

We consider again our false EDM generating correlation function in the case of a
vertical gradient field C(τ) = −G10 ⟨x(0)x(τ)⟩. It is an auto-correlation function,
which as we know from 4.3.0(ii) yields a real-valued field-position PSD, here of the
form

S(ω) = lim
T→∞

−G10

T

〈∣∣∣∣∫ T

0
dt x(t)e−iωt

∣∣∣∣2
〉

= lim
T→∞

−G10

T

〈
|F100(ω)|2

〉
(6.25)

with F100 given by (6.21) and T the duration of a sub-trajectory. The results of the
calculation of the numerical quantity

〈
|F100(ω)|2

〉
/T are shown in figure 6.5, for 500

values of ω in a range [−5, 5]ms−1 (zoomed in), and with Nt = 103 and Nc = 103.
Each blue dot with statistical error bars corresponds to the average PSD at a given
frequency value over N = 20 total iterations.

Figure 6.5 also shows the fit of the entire frequency spectrum with the Lorentzian
model (6.24). It is in very good agreement with the data with a reduced chi-squared
χ2/ν = 0.19, and matches the expected shape of the field-position PSD S(ω) of
chapter 4’s figure 4.2, to a factor −G10. We have thus verified the Wiener-Khinchin
theorem for an exponential form of the correlation function. In terms of physical
expectations, the origin value given by our calculation

S(0) =
−G10

∆TNcNt

Nt

∑
m=1

∣∣∣∣∣(m+1)Nc

∑
n=mNc

∆tn
xn+1 + xn

2

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(6.26)

should be compared with S(0) = −G10
〈

x2〉 τc. As explained in section 4.1, this
equality arises from the WK theorem result S(0) = −G10

∫ +∞
−∞ dτ ⟨x(0)x(τ)⟩, which

is proportional to the correlation time given by definition 4.1.4(iii). We obtain from
the PSD’s numerical estimates τc = 4.63(9)ms, compared to a correlation time of
mercury atoms that we know to be of the order of 5 ms. Turning now to high fre-
quency values, the Lorentzian model given by (6.24) tells us that the PSD should
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FIGURE 6.5: Results of the power spectral density calculation of a hor-
izontal trajectory x(t) as a function of frequency (in blue). The trajec-
tory is provided by TOMAt, and the calculation is performed N = 20
times. The ensemble average concerns Nt trajectories, consisting of
each of Nc collisions. The results are fitted with the Lorentzian PSD
model (in light-blue), which yield a reduced chi squared χ2/ν = 0.19

over a [−5, 5]ms−1 frequency range.

go to zero as O(1/ω4). The plot in figure 6.6 gives the PSD’s asymptotic behav-
ior for several choices of numerical parameters in a logarithmic scale, which should
then decrease as ln S(ω) ∼ −4O(ω). The −4 slope is only reached for Nc = 103

and above, and tends to settle to −2 at infinity. We will comment on this feature in
the next paragraph. The figure’s table displays the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
between our numerical calculation of S(ω) and its Lorentzian fit, which naturally
decreases with the averaging sample size Nt.

Let us now study the impact of the parameters Nt and Nc on our numerical ef-
ficiency. For a total number of collision points Nt × Nc = 106, which is of the same
order of magnitude as the statistics used for the correlation function calculation, we
look at different allocations of this fixed statistic to Nc and Nt. Three allocations are
featured in both the d ln (S(ω))/dω plot and the RMSE table of figure 6.6. The role
of the number of trajectories Nt is straightforward: it is simply the size of the av-
eraging sample. A higher Nt naturally leads to a more precise calculation of S(ω).
The impact of Nc is less obvious but can be witnessed in the d ln (S(ω))/dω plot. At
high frequencies, the lower-Nc curve exhibits a−2O(ω) logarithmic decrease which
does not match the expected −4O(ω), while for higher-Nc curves the −4 slope is
reached before slowly going to −2 as well. We believe this is a numerical feature
attributable to the choice of Nc. To see this, consider this simplified expansion of the
PSD in powers of 1/ω, deduced from the form of F100 (6.21):

S(ω) =
−G10

T

〈
|F100(ω)|2

〉
∝
−G10

T

Nc

∑
n,n′

c(n)100c(n
′)

100

(
αnn′

ω2 +
βnn′

ω3 +
γnn′

ω4

)
, (6.27)

where the αnn′ , βnn′ , γnn′ are functions of xn, xn′ , tn, tn′ . In order for the 1/ω4 term
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to dominate at high frequencies as we would expect it to, the coefficients αnn′ and
βnn′ should sum out to zero. But the larger the frequency, the more suppressed the
1/ω4 term is, thus the more collisions Nc are needed to cancel the 1/ω2 and 1/ω3

terms at a comparable scale. At low Nc our calculation is then less accurate for high
frequencies. In summary, Nt determines the precision of our calculation and Nc its
accuracy. Our choice of Nc = 103 is accurate for frequencies ω ≲ 5 ms, which are
largely dominant in the PSD’s spectrum. After fixing Nc = 103 we then set Nt as
high as possible.

0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5 20.0
 [ms 1] 

4

3

2

1

0

dl
n[

S(
)]/

d
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m
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s]

Nt100, Nc10000
Nt1000, Nc1000
Nt10000, Nc100

(Nt, Nc) (102, 104) (103, 103) (104, 102)

RMSE
[
S(ω)− Sfit(ω)

]
(cm2 ms) 715 242 155

FIGURE 6.6: An evaluation of the accuracy and precision of the PSD
calculation. The plot shows the derivative of the logarithmic PSD
as a function of the frequency, for three allocations of the statistic
Nc × Nt. The table shows the RMSE between the calculation and the

Lorentzian fit for the same statistics.

6.2.2 False EDM calculation and gradient field results

Having validated the consistency of the frequency domain approach to the false
EDM with the correlation function approach through the Wiener-Khinchin theorem,
we now extend the method presented above to a direct calculation of the false EDM.
As opposed to the model-dependent estimate of section 6.1, we do not have to resort
to a fit of the PSD. Instead, we use our calculation of S(ω)(6.22) to obtain an explicit
expansion of the false EDM. Recall that, because of the harmonic expansion of bx,
S(ω) is expressed as a sum of polynomial Fourier transforms ⟨F∗100Fabc⟩. Each of
these will generate through equation (6.8) polynomial false EDM terms of the form5

5Here we only show the case ω ̸= 0, which is general enough for the numerical calculation.
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dabc(ω0) = −
h̄|γnγHg|

4πc2
GN

∆TNcNt

Nt

∑
m=1

P.V.
∫ +∞

−∞
dω

ω

ω−ω0
F∗(m)

100 (ω)F(m)
abc (ω)

= − h̄|γnγHg|
4πc2

GN

∆TNcNt

Nt

∑
m=1

(m+1)Nc

∑
n,n′=mNc

N

∑
k,k′=0

(−1)kik+k′c(n,k)
100 c(n

′,k′)
abc

× P.V.
∫ +∞

−∞
dω

ωeiω(tn−t′n)

ω−ω0
J∗k (ω∆tn)Jk′(ω∆tn′),

(6.28)

where GN is a dimensional coefficient corresponding to a magnetic gradient of order
N = a + b + c.

We will not give the full expansion of the false EDM here. Instead, we observe
that the integrals Jk(ω∆tn) are sums of terms of the form eiα/ωl≤k. This motivates
us to let dabc = ∑p apKp/ω

p
0 , where the Kp are dimensionless Hilbert transforms

defined as

Kp(α) = P.V.
∫ +∞

−∞
dν

eiαν

νp(ν− 1)
, (6.29)

with ν = ω/ω0 and α ∈ R∗. We will now show that these converge for p ≥ 0.

Calculation of the Kp Hilbert transforms

The integrals defined by (6.29) can be determined explicitly by integrating in the
complex plane and using the residue theorem. We have to consider the cases p = 0
and p = 1 separately because of the different choices of contour, before we generalize
to all p ≥ 0.

R−R
.

z2
.

z1 Re z

Im z

CεCη

CR

FIGURE 6.7: Contour in the complex plane over which f (z) is in-
tegrated. This allows to determine Kp in the limit R → +∞ and
ε, η → 0. For p = 0 we only consider the pole z1 = 1, while for
p = 1 we consider z1 as well as z2 = 0. The counter-clockwise path

chosen for α > 0 is shown here.
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(i) Case p = 0:
We define the complex-valued function on the complex plane

f (z) =
eiαz

z− 1
. (6.30)

This function is holomorphic on C \ {z1}, with a simple pole z1 = 1. Consider the
closed contour γ consisting of a half-circle in the positive complex plane and part of
the real axis which circles around the simple pole. That is, γ = ΓR ∪ CR ∪ Cε with
ΓR = [−R, 1− ε] ∪ [1 + ε, R], CR = {Reiθ | 0 ≤ θ ≤ π}, and Cε = {1 + εeiθ | 0 ≤ θ ≤
π} with R, ε > 0 (see figure 6.7). In order to ensure that the portion of the integral
on CR converges, we choose an orientation of γ that depends on the sign of α:

• If α > 0, we take γ in the counter-clockwise direction.

• If α < 0, we take γ in the clockwise direction.

The purpose of this approach lies in the fact that, in the limit ε → 0 and R → +∞,
the real line portion of the contour integral goes to K0:

K0(α) = lim
R→+∞,

ε→0

∫
ΓR

f (z)dz

= lim
R→+∞,

ε→0

(∮
γ
−
∫
CR

−
∫
Cε

)
f (z)dz. (6.31)

We tackle the three integrals in (6.31) one by one. The integral over the entire
contour γ is given by the residue theorem. Since we carefully avoided the func-
tion’s only pole z1 and given that f is holomorphic outside z1, we meet the required
conditions to apply B.3.1 and get: ∮

γ
f (z)dz = 0 (6.32)

The integral over the outside circle’s arc can be shown to go to zero in the large
radius R limit. Because f is of the form f (z) = eiαzg(z), with g(z) holomorphic along
CR, Jordans’s Lemma (B.3.1) applies:∣∣∣∣∫CR

eiαz

z− 1
dz
∣∣∣∣ ≤ π

αR
, (6.33)

where we assumed α > 0. Clearly this integral vanishes for R → ∞. Note that we
would have obtained the same result for α < 0 and a contour going in the opposite
direction.

The sole contribution to K0 ultimately comes from the integral over the infinites-
imally small half-circle Cε around z1. This contour is parameterized by z = 1 + εeiθ .
Integrating over it for γ in the counter-clockwise direction yields

∫
Cε

eiαz

z− 1
dz =

∫ 0

π

eiα(1+ε cos θ+iε sin θ)

εeiθ iεeiθdθ

= ieiα
∫ 0

π
eiα(ε cos θ+iε sin θ)dθ. (6.34)
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Taking the limit ε → 0 leads to
∫
Cε

f (z)dz = −iπeiα. In the case α < 0 we swap the
integral bounds to obtain the same result to a −1 factor.

Combining the above in equation (6.31), for α > 0 and α < 0, we finally obtain

K0(α) = sgn(α)iπeiα, α ∈ R∗. (6.35)

(ii) Case p = 1:
This time the function f is of the form

f (z) =
eiαz

z(z− 1)
, (6.36)

and is holomorphic on C \ {z1, z2}, with a simple pole z1 = 1 as well as a simple
pole z2 = 0. The approach is practically identical to the p = 0 case with a slightly
modified contour that goes around the extra pole at 0. Here γ = ΓR ∪ CR ∪ Cε ∪ Cη ,
where Cη = {ηeiθ | 0 ≤ θ ≤ π} and ΓR = [−R,−η] ∪ [η, 1− ε] ∪ [1 + ε, R] (see
figure 6.7). The extra integral along Cη , with z = ηeiθ and γ going in the counter-
clockwise direction, is expressed as

∫
Cη

eiαz

z(z− 1)
dz =

∫ 0

π

eiαη(cos θ+i sin θ)

ηeiθ(ηeiθ − 1)
iηeiθdθ. (6.37)

This reduces to
∫
Cη

f (z)dz = iπ in the limit η → 0. We again get the opposite
quantity for α < 0. Finally,

K1(α) = lim
R→+∞,
ε,η→0

∫
ΓR

f (z)dz

= lim
R→+∞,
ε,η→0

(∮
γ
−
∫
CR

−
∫
Cε

−
∫
Cη

)
f (z)dz

= sgn(α)iπ
(

eiα − 1
)

, α ∈ R∗. (6.38)

General case p ≥ 0:
To determine the higher order integrals, we notice that the following recurrence re-
lation holds for all p ≥ 0:

∂

∂α
Kp+1(α) = P.V.

∫ +∞

−∞
dν

ieiαν

νp(ν− 1)
= iKp(α). (6.39)

This result is somewhat painful to utilize because p + 1 order terms are obtained by
integrating p order terms, thus can only be determined up to a constant. Fortunately
we can evaluate Kp(α = 0) to determine this constant. For instance let us check that
we can obtain K1 from K0 using this method:

i
∫

K0(α)dα = i
∫ (

iπ sgn(α)eiα
)

dα

= iπ sgn(α)
(

eiα + C
)

, (6.40)
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with C a real constant. We then show using the Cauchy principal value definition
(B.12) that

K1(0) = lim
ε→0

(∫ −ε

−∞
+
∫ 1−ε

ε

∫ +∞

1+ε

)
dν

ν(ν− 1)

= lim
ε→0

([
ln
∣∣∣∣ν− 1

ν

∣∣∣∣]−ε

−∞
+

[
ln
∣∣∣∣ν− 1

ν

∣∣∣∣]1−ε

ε

+

[
ln
∣∣∣∣ν− 1

ν

∣∣∣∣]+∞

1+ε

)
= 0 (6.41)

On the other hand we have K1(0) = iπ sgn(α)(1 + C), which leads to C = −1. We
finally recover the K1(α) = iπ sgn(α)

(
eiα − 1

)
from (6.38). From now on we suppose

that Kp(0) = 0 for p ≥ 1.

Doing this a few times allows us to guess the pattern that the Kp(α) follow. In
fact we claim that, for any p ≥ 0, these integrals are given by:

(Pp) Kp(α) = iπ sgn(α)

(
eiα −

p−1

∑
k=0

(iα)k

k!

)
. (6.42)

We will prove by induction that (Pp) is true for all p ≥ 1.

(i) K1(α) = sgn(α)iπ
(
eiα − 1

)
= iπ sgn(α)

(
eiα −∑1−1

k=0(iα)
k/(k!)

)
, so (P1) is true.

(ii) Assume that (Pp) is true. Then by the recurrence relation (6.39),

Kp+1(α) = i
∫

dα

(
iπ sgn(α)

(
eiα −

p−1

∑
k=0

(iα)k

k!

))

= iπ sgn(α)

(
eiα −

p−1

∑
k=0

(iα)k+1

(k + 1)!
+ C

)

= iπ sgn(α)

(
eiα −

p

∑
k=1

(iα)k

k!
+ C

)
(6.43)

Using Kp+1(0) = 0 yields C = 1, so finally Kp+1(α) = iπ sgn(α)
(
eiα −∑

p
k=0 e(iα)k/(k!)

)
.

We have shown that if (Pp) is true, then (Pp+1) is true.

(iii) From (i) and (ii) we conclude that (Pp) is true for all p ≥ 1.

Results for a vertical gradient field

We have now all the tools in hand to give a full expansion of the frequency domain
false EDM in a given magnetic configuration. As usual we focus on the simple case
of a vertical gradient field, which generates a false EDM through the PSD of two
noises x(t) and bx(t) = −G10x(t). In our formalism, this false EDM is simply

dfalse
n←Hg(ω0) =

G10

GN
d100(ω0) (6.44)
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with d100 given by equation (6.28). Using the coefficients c(n,k)
100 from (6.16) and ex-

panding the Jk terms given by equation (6.20) we give its explicit expansion:

dfalse
n←Hg(ω0) =−

h̄|γnγHg|
4πc2

G10

∆TNcNt

Nt

∑
m=1

(m+1)Nc

∑
k,l=mNc

×{
1

ω0

[
xk+1xl+1K1(ω0∆tl+1,k+1)− xk+1xlK1(ω0∆tl,k+1)− xkxl+1K1(ω0∆tl+1,k) + xkxlK1(ω0∆tl,k)

]
+

i
ω2

0

[(
∆xl

∆tl
xk+1 −

∆xk

∆tk
xl+1

)
K2(ω0∆tl+1,k+1)−

(
∆xl

∆tl
xk+1 −

∆xk

∆tk
xl

)
K2(ω0∆tl,k+1)

]
+

i
ω3

0

[(
∆xl

∆tl
xk −

∆xk

∆tk
xl+1

)
K2(ω0∆tl+1,k)−

(
∆xl

∆tl
xk −

∆xk

∆tk
xl

)
K2(ω0∆tl,k)

]
+

1
ω4

0

[
∆xk∆xl

∆tk∆tl
(K3(ω0∆tl+1,k+1)− K3(ω0∆tl,k+1)− K3(ω0∆tl+1,k) + K3(ω0∆tl,k))

]}
,

(6.45)

where we let ∆tk,l = tk − tl and where the dimensionless integrals Kp are given for
all p ≥ 0 by (6.42).

We computed the gradient field false EDM for 100 value of ω0 in the range
[−3, 3]ms−1, with the PSD’s choice of statistics (Nc, Nt) = (103, 103). Figure 6.8
shows these results (in red) as a function of the magnetic field B0 = ω0/γHg in a
region of interest, averaged over 20 runs. These are compared with the false EDM
obtained from the correlation function fit (in blue) and presented in section 6.1. Both
are in very good agreement with a reduced chi-squared χ/ν = 0.61.

The magic field value Bmag
1 was determined using a simple zero-crossing search

algorithm, wherein we select two points ω1, ω2 such that dfalse
n←Hg(ω1) > 0 and dfalse

n←Hg(ω2) <

0 and calculate the false EDM at ω3 = (ω1 + ω2)/2. If dfalse
n←Hg(ω3) > 0 we reiterate

this process with ω3 and ω2, if not we reiterate with ω1 and ω3. The results are dis-
played in the table at the bottom of figure 6.8 and compared with those of the C(τ)
fit. With this method we are able to reach within 20 iterations a precision on the
magic value comparable to that of the correlation function method, and a compati-
ble magic field value within one sigma.

In conclusion, the PSD approach allows a direct calculation of the false EDM for
a given value of the applied field B0. Using only the results of TOMAt’s simulation
of mercury atom trajectories, we gave a calculation of a polynomial field-position
PSD which we showed was consistent with the field-position correlation function in
the case of a vertical field gradient. Doing this we also chose the parameters that
optimized both the precision and the accuracy of our numerical estimate. We finally
built on this approach to arrive at a frequency-domain false EDM calculation which
was also in agreement with its time-domain fit, as was its corresponding magic
value Bmag

1 . The benefit of our approach is that it provides an unbiased estimate
of this crucial quantity, as it does not depend on the arbitrary assumption that the
field-position correlation of mercury atoms follows a double exponential model. Al-
though both methods boast comparable numerical efficiency, we acquired the much
needed confirmation that our estimate of the false EDM was consistent with the cor-
respondence of time and frequency domain expressions of spin-relaxation theory.
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FIGURE 6.8: Comparison of two methods to estimate the false EDM
and its magic field in a gradient field configuration. The plot shows
the results of the direct false EDM calculation in the frequency do-
main over N = 20 iterations (in red). It is in agreement with the
estimate given by the time-domain correlation function fit (in blue),
with a reduced chi-squared χ/ν = 0.61. The table shows the zero

crossing, or magic field, of both quantities.

6.3 The magic field value for n2EDM

We now turn to the experimental reality of n2EDM. Although the magnetic noise
we are concerned with in terms of systematic consists mainly of a vertical gradient,
additional contributions arise from more intricate combinations of harmonic modes.
We introduced these field combinations in chapter 5 as the phantom modes of odd
degree l. Here we present the application of the correlation function calculation
to the phantom gradients and subsequently determine the magic field value most
appropriate to the magnetic environment of n2EDM. We then show that our field
generating instrument, the B0 coil, is capable of functioning at this much higher
value of B0 in a way that allows us to satisfyingly suppress the false EDM.

6.3.1 Correlation functions of phantom modes and choice of magic value

The realistic non-uniform magnetic field of n2EDM consists as we know from the
introductory section of chapter 5 of l-odd, m = 0 harmonic modes, that resist the
cylindrical symmetry of the apparatus. Some combinations of these in particular
are invisible to our online monitoring, i.e. do not generate a measurable top-bottom
gradient, and as such are considered problematic. These are the phantom modes
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Ǵ2l+1Π́2l+1. We also know that the false EDM generated by a very general magnetic

field configuration is of the form dfalse
n←Hg =

h̄|γnγHg|
8πc2 R2 (GTB + Ǵ3 + Ǵ5 + Ǵ7 + . . .

)
,

where the contribution of the phantom gradients is made explicit.
Our goal here is to give the frequency spectrum of the false EDM generated by

each of these modes, in order to then determine their respective zero-crossing, or
magic value. This has already been carried out and presented in the experiment’s
design article for phantom modes of order l = 3 and l = 5 (al., 2022); here we extend
it to phantom modes of order l = 7. We start again from the general false EDM
formula (6.1), valid for any frequency ω, but this time consider correlation functions
of the form

C(τ) = Ǵ2l+1
〈

x(0)Π́x,2l+1(τ)
〉
+ Ǵ2l+1

〈
y(0)Π́y,2l+1(τ)

〉
= Ǵ2l+1

L2k
2k+1

D2k
2k+1

[
(−1)k ⟨x(0)x(τ)⟩+ 1

L2k
2k+1
⟨x(0)Πx,2l+1(τ)⟩

]

+ Ǵ2l+1
L2k

2k+1

D2k
2k+1

[
(−1)k ⟨y(0)y(τ)⟩+ 1

L2k
2k+1

〈
y(0)Πy,2l+1(τ)

〉]
, (6.46)

where we have replaced the phantom mode with its harmonic expression, given in
appendix (A) by equation (C.13). With the help of the harmonic expansion A.2, we
see that C(τ) is simply a sum of polynomial terms of the form

〈
x(0)xi(τ)yj(τ)zk(τ)

〉
that we can ask TOMAt to compute. Just as in the case of the vertical field gradient,
we then fit the simulated correlation function (6.46) with the double exponential
model (6.5). All of this is done for k = 1, 2, 3 in order to obtain up to order l = 7
phantom gradients. The results of these calculations and fits are shown as a function
of the applied field B0 = ω/γHg in figure 6.9, where we set all phantom gradient
coefficients to 78 fT/cm.

To each false EDM generated by a specific magnetic configuration corresponds
a magic field value, which can be determined from the correlation function’s fit pa-
rameters through (6.7). Figure 6.10 shows a zoomed in version of the false EDM plot
where all zero-crossings are visible. Their values are given in the table below. The
magic field strategy of n2EDM will be to set B0 to a value that completely cancels the
false EDM generated by one particularly problematic mode and most suppresses the
others. That value is the fifth order phantom mode’s magic field Bmag

5 = 10.6 µT. The
amount of suppression induced by setting B0 to Bmag

5 instead of 1 µT is represented

by the ratio
∣∣∣dfalse

n←Hg(Bmag
5 /γHg)/dfalse

n←Hg(1/γHg)
∣∣∣, which shows that this choice of

magic field suppresses the contributions of all phantom gradients by more than 95%.
We will now give a numerical estimate of the false EDM generated at the magic field
from the harmonic gradient measurements performed at B0 = 10 µT.

6.3.2 Experimental viability of the magic field range

Although the analysis of magnetic field measurements is the subject of the third part
of this thesis, we present here some data obtained during one of the B0 coil’s map-
ping campaigns that directly concerns the magic field option to cancel the false EDM.
Figure 6.11 shows the harmonic coefficients Glm extracted from a series of B0 field
measurements, for two different values of the current driven through the B0 coil.
The first of these produces the usual B0 = 1 µT in which n2EDM will mainly oper-
ate, and the second produces a 10 µT field in the range of the values that will cancel
the false EDM when implementing the magic field strategy. Both measurements are
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FIGURE 6.9: False EDM generated by a given magnetic setup as a
function of the applied field B0. We show four magnetic configura-
tions: a vertical gradient mode, and phantom modes of order three,
five, and seven. The field gradient coefficients are set to 78 fT/cm so

that the false EDM at B0 = 0 is 1× 10−27 e cm.

compared by scaling the 1 µT measurements up to the magic field measurements
to a factor 10. Finally, let us note that these were recorded in a “default” magnetic
environment, with full magnetic shielding but without field optimization.

The two scaled spectra are of the same magnitude. This suggests that the har-
monic spectrum of the B0 coil scales linearly with the applied current, at least up
to the magic field range. A crucial implication of this linearity is that we can safely
extrapolate the 10 µT harmonic spectrum from the much more abundant measure-
ments performed at 1 µT.

Let us now return to our discussion on the suppression of the false EDM when
operating at B0 = Bmagic

5 . We use the measured harmonic gradients, given by figure
6.11 up to l = 5, to estimate the false EDM generated by each phantom mode at
the chosen magic value, in a realistic n2EDM magnetic environment. The results are
shown in figure 6.10 (table’s third line). Recalling from 3.2 that our systematical re-
quirement stands at dfalse

n←Hg < 3× 10−28 e cm, we conclude that the fifth and seventh
order gradients generate a null or negligible false EDM, while the third order modes’
false EDM is one order of magnitude above the limit. However these results only
apply for a “bare”, non-optimized field. As will be thoroughly discussed in chapter
9, there exists a field optimization strategy in which we fine tune the currents run-
ning through the trim coil array and gradient coils so as to largely reduce the most
problematic harmonic modes. The last line of table 6.10 shows the false EDMs gen-
erated at Bmagic

5 with phantom gradients G2k+1 extrapolated from the optimized field
measurements recorded at 1 µT. In this case the false EDM is completely suppressed
for all phantom modes.
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FIGURE 6.10: A zoomed in view of figure 6.9 that highlights the zero-
crossings - or magic fields - corresponding to each magnetic configu-
ration. The magic field values are given in the attached table, along
with the suppression of each false EDM when functioning at the cho-
sen magic value Bmagic

5 . The third line gives the exact false EDM gen-
erated by each configuration at the Bmagic

5 , based on the harmonic gra-
dients measurements given by 6.11. The last line gives the same value
but in the case where use optimization coils to lower non-uniformities
(9). Note that the harmonic gradients values are extrapolated from

the optimized 1 µT field measurements.

6.4 Suppression of magnetic dipoles with the magic field ap-
proach

We began this chapter by considering simplistic magnetic configurations in order to
carefully justify the magic field approach to correcting the false EDM. We then es-
tablished that it was possible to implement this strategy for more complex magnetic
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FIGURE 6.11: Harmonic spectrum of the B0 field extracted from the
magnetic mapping data, for two values of the current driven through
the B0 coil. The 11.25 mA current generates the 1 µT uniform field,
while the 112.5 mA current generates a field in the region of the magic
field value Bmag

5 ≈ 10 µT. The 1 µT spectrum is scaled up for compar-
ison.

fields that involved up to order l = 7 harmonic field expansions. Yet our claims al-
ways rested on the assumption that the magnetic field could be accurately described
by a polynomial expansion. A cause for concern is then the existence of high-order
magnetic structures, such as dipole fields, that contribute to the total non-uniformity
in a non-negligible way and for which the harmonic expansion is ineffective.

Here we present a method to calculate correlation functions not of polynomial
terms but of the form ⟨x(τ)Bx(0)⟩, where Bx takes the form of a dipole field. We
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then calculate the associated false EDM with the usual fit method. From our results
given in the previous section, we finally estimate the amount of suppression of the
dipole-induced false EDM at the chosen magic field Bmag

5 .

6.4.1 The dipole field correlation function

FIGURE 6.12: Top vertical cut of the n2EDM vacuum vessel with top
precession chamber visible in white, taken from (al., 2022). The color
scale gives the maximum dipole strength allowed by the systemati-
cal requirements 3.1 of n2EDM, and is the result of a study by (Pais,
2021). The most critical dipoles are located around the chamber and

the cesium magnetometers, represented as white discs.

The area inside the vacuum vessel of n2EDM, depicted in figure 6.12, is likely
to contain small ferromagnetic impurities which are especially problematic if they
are located near the precession chambers or the cesium magnetometers. It has been
estimated that such an impurity, modeled as a spherical iron dust of 20 µm, possesses
a magnetic moment m = 1 × 105 nA cm2 (Abel et al., 2019). The magnetic field
generated by this iron sphere which we assume to be localized at rd can be described
by the dipole field

B(r) = ∇×
(

µ0

4π

m× (r− rd)

|r− rd|3
)

=
µ0

4π

(
3(m · (r− rd))(r− rd)

|r− rd|5
− m
|r− rd|3

)
, (6.47)

where m is the dipole’s strength. Of course it is always possible to give a polyno-
mial expansion of the dipole field at a point where it is properly defined and differ-
entiable, but the amount of terms needed for this expansion to be accurate goes far
beyond our numerical capabilities, which stop at polynomial degree 7. This diffi-
culty increases the closer we are to the singularity rd, which is a likely scenario when
the dipole is located close to the precession volume.
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Having ruled out a polynomial form of the field-position correlation function
computable by TOMAt, we decide to directly evaluate

C(τ) = ⟨x(τ)Bx(r(0))⟩+
〈
y(τ)By(r(0))

〉
, (6.48)

where Bx and By are transverse projections of the dipole field (6.47). Here we will
only show the calculation of the x contribution of C(τ), as the method to determine
the y contribution is obtained by a simple x ↔ y substitution. The first steps of
our approach follow those presented in the calculation of the polynomial correlation
functions and PSDs (see section 6.2), so we will only cover them briefly. We assume
the ergodicity of the correlation function in the limit T → ∞ and calculate

⟨x(τ)Bx(r(0))⟩ =
1
T

∫ T

0
dt x(t + τ)Bx(r(t)). (6.49)

Partitioning the time integral in intervals on which both r(t) and r(t + τ) are linear
functions of t we write:

⟨x(τ)Bx(r(0))⟩ =
1
T ∑

n
∆tn In, In =

1
∆tn

∫ tn+1

tn

dt x(t + τ)Bx(r(t)). (6.50)

We then apply the change of integration variable θ = (t− tn)/∆tn, with ∆tn = tn+1−
tn. Using the linearity (6.12) we have in this case r(∆tnθ + tn) = ∆rnθ + rn = (∆xnθ +
xn, ∆ynθ + yn, ∆znθ + zn). Rewriting the delayed trajectory as x̃(t) ≡ x(t + τ), the
elementary integral becomes

In =
∫ 1

0
dθ (∆x̃nθ + x̃n) Bx(∆rnθ + rn)

=
µ0

4π

∫ 1

0
dθ (∆x̃nθ + x̃n)

(
3(m · (∆rnθ + rn − rd))(∆xnθ + xn − xd)

|∆rnθ + rn − rd|5
− mx

|∆rnθ + rn − rd|3
)

≡ µ0

4π

(
3|m|
|∆rn|5

[
b3

1 J23(u, v, λ) + b3
2 J22(u, v, λ) + b3

3 J21(u, v, λ) + b3
4 J20(u, v, λ)

]
− |m|
|∆rn|3

[a1 J11(u, v, λ) + a2 J10(u, v, λ)]

)
,

(6.51)
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where we define the length coefficients ai, bi, the unit vectors u, v, and the dimen-
sionless ratio λ by{

a1 = mx∆x̃n/|m|
a2 = mx x̃n/|m| (6.52)
b3

1 = ∆x̃nm · ∆rn∆xn/|m|
b3

2 = (∆x̃nm · ∆rn(xn − xd) + ∆x̃nm · (rn − rd)∆xn + x̃nm · ∆rn∆xn)/|m|
b3

3 = (∆x̃nm · (rn − rd)(xn − xd) + x̃nm · ∆rn(xn − xd) + x̃nm · (rn − rd)∆xn)/|m|
b3

4 = x̃nm · (rn − rd)(xn − xd)/|m|
(6.53)

u = ∆rn/|∆rn|
v = (rn − rd)/|rn − rd|
λ = |rn − rd|/|∆rn|

(6.54)

Finally, we define the dimensionless integrals

Jij(u, v, λ) =
∫ 1

0
dθ

θ j

|uθ + λv|2i+1 , (6.55)

and give their explicit expansion in the next paragraph.

Calculation of the Jij integrals

The integrals Jij(u, v, λ) converge for integer values of i and j only if v ̸= 0. This
means that we cannot consider a dipole anywhere inside the integration volume,
i.e. inside the precession chamber. In the case where v ̸= 0, we consider different
configurations of u and v:

1. If u = 0, which corresponds to rn+1 = rn (impossible in principle but a particle
locked inside a corner of the chamber goes to this limit), then the denominator
does not depend on θ and we simply have

Jij =
1

λ2i+1

∫ 1

0
dθ θ j

=
1

(j + 1)λ2i+1 . (6.56)

2. If u ̸= 0, then we study the sign of the second degree θ-polynomial |uθ + λv|2.
Its determinant is ∆ = 4λ2 ([u · v]2 − 1

)
. By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality

we have ∆ ≤ 0, and two new cases arise:

(i) If u and v are collinear, i.e. u = v since both are unit vectors, then ∆ = 0.
In this case,

Jij =
∫ 1

0
dθ

θ j

|θ + λ|2i+1

=
j

∑
k=0

(
j
k

)
(−λ)j−k

k− 2i

(
1

(1 + λ)2i−k −
1

λ2i−k

)
. (6.57)
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(ii) If u and v are linearly independent, which is by far the most common
case, then ∆ < 0. This allows us to complete the square with the substitu-
tion w = 2√

|∆|
(θ + λu · v):

Jij =
∫ 1

0
dθ

θ j

(θ2 + 2λu · vθ + λ2)(2i+1)/2

=

(
4
|∆|

)(2i+1)/2 ∫ 1

0
dθ

θ j(
4
|∆| (θ + λu · v)2 + 1

)(2i+1)/2

=

(
4
|∆|

)i ∫ w(1)

w(0)
dw

(√
|∆|
2 w− λu · v

)j

(w2 + 1)(2i+1)/2

=

(
4
|∆|

)i j

∑
k=0

(
j
k

)
(−λu · v)j−k

(√
|∆|
2

)k ∫ w(1)

w(0)
dw

wk

(w2 + 1)(2i+1)/2

(6.58)

which is just a sum of converging integrals

Kij =
∫ w(1)

w(0)
dw

wj

(w2 + 1)(2i+1)/2
. (6.59)

These are determined thanks to the substitution tan z = w:

Kij =
∫ atan w(1)

atan w(0)
dz (tan z)j(cos z)2i−1, (6.60)
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which for our dipole function (6.51) yields

K10 = [sin z]w(1)
w(0) =

[
w√

1 + w2

]w(1)

w(0)
(6.61)

K11 = − [cos z]w(1)
w(0) =

[ −1√
1 + w2

]w(1)

w(0)
(6.62)

K20 =

[
sin z− sin3 z

3

]w(1)

w(0)
=

[
w√

1 + w2
− w3

3(1 + w2)3/2

]w(1)

w(0)
(6.63)

K21 =

[− cos3 z
3

]w(1)

w(0)
=

[ −1
3(1 + w2)3/2

]w(1)

w(0)
(6.64)

K22 =

[
sin3 z

3

]w(1)

w(0)
=

[
w3

3(1 + w2)3/2

]w(1)

w(0)
(6.65)

K23 =

[
cos3 z

3
− cos z

]w(1)

w(0)
=

[
1

3(1 + w2)3/2 −
1√

1 + w2

]w(1)

w(0)
. (6.66)

Results for a dipole on the vertical axis.

We are now able to calculate the dipole correlation function (6.48) of a dipole of
arbitrary strength m and position rd outside of the precession volume. Our first
application is that of a dipole located on the vertical axis of a cylindrical chamber,
with rd = zd ez, and with a vertical magnetic moment m = m ez. In this case, the
dipole field generated at a point r = z ez + ρ eρ inside the cylindrical volume is
expressed in cylindrical coordinates as

B(r) =
µ0m/(4π)

[ρ2 + (z− zd)2]3/2

[
3(z− zd)ρ

ρ2 + (z− zd)2 eρ +

(
3(z− zd)

2

ρ2 + (z− zd)2 − 1
)

ez

]
. (6.67)

The correlation function for this particular magnetic configuration has the advantage
of being comparable at τ = 0 to a straightforward geometrical average

〈
xBx + yBy

〉
=〈

ρBρ

〉
. In fact, this quantity is already given to us by a 2012 article investigating pre-

cession frequency shifts induced by both large-scale and small-scale magnetic inho-
mogeneities (Pignol and Roccia, 2012). We recall here its expression in terms of the
precession volume’s geometry:

〈
ρBρ

〉
=

1
πR2H

2π
∫ zd+H

zd

dz
∫ R

0
dρρBρ

=
µ0m

2πR2H

2H +
R2 + 2z2

d√
R2 + z2

d

− R2 + 2(zd + H)2√
R2 + (zd + H)2

 . (6.68)

Figure 6.13 shows the results of the dipole-C(τ) calculation for two dipoles on
the vertical axis: one close to the precession chambers at zd = 10 cm above the ori-
gin, and another further away at zd = 60 cm. These were obtained from TOMAt
trajectories of Nc = 106 collisions. Their values at τ = 0 agree with the analytical
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predictions (6.68), plotted as dotted lines on figure 6.13. It is clear that the dipole
field that correlates the most with the mercury atom’s trajectories is the one closer
to the precession volume. Both correlation functions are finally fitted with the dou-
ble exponential model (6.5), which will now be used to determine the false EDM
generated by these dipoles.
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FIGURE 6.13: Field-position correlation function for a dipole field.
Two dipole are considered, one placed at zd = 60 cm above the pre-
cession chamber’s origin on the vertical axis (in blue), another at
zd = 10 cm (in green). The number of collisions in the trajectory sim-

ulation was Nc = 106.

6.4.2 The dipole-induced false EDM and its magic field suppression

In the same manner we dealt with polynomial fields, we estimate the false EDM
generated by a dipole of arbitrary strength and position through the fitted formula
(6.6). Figure 6.14 shows dfalse

n←Hg as a function of B0 for several dipole positions, with
normalized dipole strengths so that all generate a 1 × 10−27 e cm systematic effect
at B0 = 0 µT. Two of these are positioned around the precession volume: one at
ρd = 0 cm, zd = 6 cm above the cylindrical chamber’s center, which is in the ground
electrode along the vertical axis, and another at ρd = 40 cm, zd = 6 cm, at the edge of
the ground electrode. A third is located at ρd = 0 cm, zd = 60 cm, around the ceiling
of the vacuum vessel. We also plot the false EDM generated by a vertical gradient
field Π10.

We first notice that the curve for furthermost dipole is the closest of all to the
gradient field curve. This is to be expected, as the dipole field resembles a gradient
field when evaluated far from the source. We then check that dipoles closer to the
precession volume are indeed the most problematic, as they generate a false EDM
of the same magnitude as more distant dipoles at a weaker magnetic moment. The
values of m considered “problematic” in n2EDM depend on the precise location of
these dipoles. A previous PhD student studied the effect of dipole-like impurities on
the accuracy of the cesium array’s field measurements and determined that, when
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FIGURE 6.14: False EDM generated by a magnetic dipole as a func-
tion of the applied field, for different dipole locations and for a verti-
cal gradient field. The magnetic moments are normalized so that all

dipoles generate a 1× 10−27 e cm false EDM at the origin.

located on the ground electrodes, the maximal allowed dipole field was of the order
of m ≈ 1× 105 nA cm2 (Pais, 2021). This result is visible in figure 6.12 (second darkest
shade of purple).

In the case where the electrodes do host problematic dipoles, the magic field ap-
proach helps us greatly suppress the false EDM these may generate, for a wide range
of dipole positions. Figure 6.15 shows two perspectives on this suppression. In both
top plots dfalse

n←Hg is plotted as a function of the radial position of a dipole located ei-
ther above (up pointing arrows) or below (down pointing arrows) the ground elec-
trode, for vertical (left plot) and transverse (right plot) dipole orientations. In each
case the false EDM is evaluated both at B0 = 1 µT (in red) and at the magic field value
Bmag

5 (in green). A second vantage point on the amount of suppression is given by
the two bottom plots of figure 6.15, where this time the false EDM at the magic field
is given in units of the false EDM at 1 µT, for the same dipole orientations and radial
positions. As expected, the inner-electrode dipoles yield the most extreme values.
Although the amount of suppression varies with the dipole’s radial position and
orientation, the dipole false EDM at magic field represents on average just around
10% of the 1 µT false EDM. By comparing the top and bottom plots we see that this
suppression only fails to cover a crossing point around the ρ = 35 cm mark affecting
transverse dipoles, where the two false EDMs are of the same order of magnitude
yet are both small compared to other radial positions. Returning to the problematic
dipoles of figure 6.12, the magic field approach uniformly relaxes our requirements
on dipoles situated on the electrodes by one order of magnitude.
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FIGURE 6.15: Top plots: false EDM generated by a dipole with ver-
tical (left) and transverse (right) magnetic moments, as a function of
the dipole’s radial position. The vertical position of the dipole is ei-
ther above (up pointing arrows) or below (down pointing arrows) the
ground electrode. In red are the false EDM values when operating
at the n2EDM standard 1 µT, and in red at the magic field Bmag

5 . The
magnitude of the magnetic moments are normalized so that strongest
dipole generates a 1× 10−27 e cm false EDM. Bottom plots: false EDM
generated by both vertical (left) and transverse (right) dipoles at Bmag

5 ,
in units of the false EDM generated at 1 µT.

6.5 Conclusion

This last chapter dedicated to the fundamental study of systematic effects in n2EDM
concludes our investigations on the mercury-induced false neutron EDM. Retracing
our steps back to the beginning of this second part, we essentially left chapter 4 with
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two claims to be tested. (1) The false EDM expressed as a function of the preces-
sion frequency ω should cross the horizontal axis at a single “magic” frequency -
or field B0 = ω/γHg - value. Importantly, this claim was based on the assumption
that the false EDM could be described by a Lorentzian function, inherited from the
ad hoc exponential model of the field-position correlation function C(τ). (2) There
exists an alternative calculation of the false EDM in the frequency domain, allowed
by the Wiener-Khinchin theorem, that involves the field-position PSD S(ω). In more
specific terms, the false EDM is given by the Hilbert transform of ωS(ω). The deci-
sive edge of a direct frequency-domain calculation of this systematic effect over its
time-domain counterpart is that it is unbiased by the fit of the correlation function.

The introductory section of this chapter verified the first claim from the existing
literature for a vertical magnetic gradient. We used an existing Monte-Carlo simu-
lation tool to calculate the field-position correlation function C(τ) for this magnetic
configuration, and then determined the associated false EDM as a function of ω from
the fit parameters of C(τ). The numerical results were in excellent agreement with
both the exponential model and our physical expectations from chapter 4. After
optimizing our choice of numerical parameters, we were finally able to precisely es-
timate the magic field value Bmag

1 = 11.28(9)µT as a function of the fit parameters
and thus verify the first claim.

We then turned to our frequency-domain formulation of the false EDM for a pos-
sible model-independent calculation that would not carry the same bias as the time-
domain calculation that is currently proposed. Using only the results of TOMAT’s
simulation of the trajectories of mercury atoms, we first determined a numerical
calculation of the field-position PSD S(ω) based on the partitioning of the Fourier
transform over linear trajectories. This allowed us to test the Wiener-Khinchin theo-
rem by verifying that the numerical results of S(ω) could be fitted with the Fourier
transform of the correlation function’s fit model. We also determined the optimal
allocation of our numerical power between two parameters: the number of trajecto-
ries Nt over which the PSD is averaged, which determines our numerical precision,
and the number of collisions per trajectory Nc, which determines the faithfulness, or
accuracy, of our calculation. We then proposed a novel method for the direct calcula-
tion of the false EDM, by proving the convergence of elementary Hilbert transforms
of ωS(ω), and applied it successfully to the vertical gradient magnetic configuration.
We obtained in this scenario a model-independent frequency spectrum of the false
EDM which we showed to be in very good agreement with the time-domain fit. This
confirmed our second claim. Similarly, we gave an independent calculation of the
magic field value Bmag

1 = 11.34(6)µT which is within one sigma of the time-domain
one, granting vital legitimacy to the magic field approach.

In a third section, we studied the experimental viability of the magic field ap-
proach. We began by verifying previous false EDM calculations for phantom mag-
netic configurations Π́3 and Π́5, and extended them to Π́7. The cancellation of such
combinations of harmonic modes is the main goal of the magic field approach as
these generate a problematic false EDM, invisible to the online field monitoring.
From these updated calculations, we confirmed n2EDM’s current choice of magic
field Bmag

5 = 10.6 µT, which cancels the fifth order phantom mode and suppresses
phantom modes of order 3 and 7 by more than 95%. We then presented the results of
a dedicated mapping of the B0 coil in the 10 µT range which confirms that the coil’s
harmonic spectrum grows linearly with the current driven through it. Extrapolating
the 1 µT field measurements, we concluded that the optimized B0 field, discussed in
more detail in chapter 9, generates an acceptable false EDM when functioning at the
magic field value Bmag

5 .
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The final section was dedicated to the study of dipole fields, which have the
troublesome particularity of not being effectively described by an order l = 7 har-
monic field expansion. We first determined a non-polynomial calculation of the
field-position correlation function for dipole fields, valid for a dipole of arbitrary
position and magnetic moment outside the precession volume. The numerical re-
sults of this calculation were in agreement at τ = 0 with theoretical predictions.
We finally fitted these functions to determine the false EDM generated by prob-
lematic dipoles, situated above and below the surface of the ground electrodes, of
both transverse and vertical magnetic moments. We concluded that, at Bmag

5 , these
dipole-induced false EDMs were either suppressed by around 90% or negligible.
This relaxes n2EDM’s requirement regarding dipole-like contamination by one or-
der of magnitude when functioning at the magic field.

The magic field approach has been legitimized and expanded to more complex,
higher-order magnetic fields. We now turn to the last part of this thesis, which will
confront our analysis of the mapping data to the requirements of n2EDM regarding
the false EDM.
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Magnetic field mapping and
non-uniformities
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Chapter 7

The n2EDM mapper and its
accuracy
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We reach the third part of this thesis equipped with an understanding of the main
systematic effect generated by magnetic non-uniformities, and an awareness of the
requirements that the n2EDM magnetic field should satisfy in order to minimize
this effect. The remaining three chapters are dedicated to the characterization of
the n2EDM magnetic environment through the confrontation of field mapping data
to the systematical requirements. In chapter 7, we introduce the robotic “mapper”
which the experiment relies on for magnetic field measurements. The first section
provides a brief description of the apparatus, recalls the harmonic gradient extrac-
tion method, and presents the n2EDM mapping strategy through which we obtain
the data presented in the next chapters (section 7.1). We then evaluate the mapper’s
inherent accuracy through a study of several mechanical defects (section 7.2).

7.1 Introduction to magnetic field mapping

7.1.1 The mapper

In n2EDM, the offline mapping of the magnetic field is performed using an au-
tomated field mapper. The mapper consists of a three-axis low-noise Bartington
MAG13 fluxgate ( n.d.[c]), mounted on a motorized system that allows it to explore
a cylindrical volume of 78 cm radius and 82 cm height. Figure 7.1 shows the mapper
arm inside the otherwise empty vacuum vessel and gives the main properties of the
fluxgate. The fluxgate resides inside a cart travelling along the radial axis on the
arm, which itself rotates around and moves up and down the vertical axis, in order
to achieve the full cylindrical volume coverage. The cart can also be rotated along the
radial axis for the purpose of calibrating the fluxgate. The apparatus discussed here
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Fluxgate properties

Measuring range ± [70, 1000] µT

Bandwidth ≤ 3 kHz

Noise level ≤ 6 pT Hz0.5

FIGURE 7.1: Top: the n2EDM mapper inside the empty vacuum ves-
sel. The fluxgate is inserted in a cart mounted on the mapper arm,
which can rotate around as well as move up and down the vertical
axis. The cart travels on the arm along the radial axis and can rotate
along this axis as well. Bottom: properties of the Bartington MAG13

fluxgate ( n.d.[c]).

is an adaptation of the nEDM mapper, described thoroughly in a previous PhD’s
student thesis dedicated to magnetic field mapping (Ferraris-Bouchez, 2020).

The purpose of the mapper is to obtain an accurate offline measurement of the
magnetic field that complements the online measurement. Let us briefly justify this.
We know from section 5.1 that the magnetic modes responsible for the false EDM can
be split between the top-bottom gradient GTB, deemed unproblematic as it can be
monitored during data-taking, and the invisible thus problematic phantom modes
Ǵ3, Ǵ5, Ǵ7. This is illustrated by equation (3.16) and gives rise to our systematical
requirement on the phantom measurement accuracy (3.18), which we recall here:

δǴ3 < 20 fT/cm, δǴ5 < 20 fT/cm, δǴ7 < 20 fT/cm. (7.1)

Meeting these conditions ensures that the accuracy on the false EDM satisfies δdfalse
n←Hg <

3× 10−28 e cm. As the phantom modes are simply a linear combination of harmonic
modes, the magnetic field measurement process relies on the extraction of the har-
monic gradient spectrum, which we will soon recall.

In n2EDM, the field’s harmonic spectrum can be extracted both online thanks to
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the cesium magnetometers, and offline with the mapper. This redundancy ensures
that the critical systematic parameters are well under control. Furthermore, the on-
line and offline systems are designed to target different modes of the harmonic spec-
trum. With its 121 magnetometers positioned around the precession chambers, the
cesium array offers more limited statistics than the mapper’s fluxgate who can con-
tinually record the magnetic field at any point of the cylindrical volume. Since the
magnetometers are static, it is also impossible to determine their respective offsets.
The n2EDM strategy is to trust the cesium array for the extraction of the usually
dominant third-order phantom gradient in real-time, while the mapper should pro-
vide a measurement of the rest of the harmonic spectrum, in particular of the fifth
and seventh order phantom gradients. While it offers greater statistics, the mapper’s
design comes at the cost of not being operable around the precession chambers.
The measurement is then performed offline, and on the condition that it is repro-
ducible enough, provides an estimate of the false EDM that remains valid during
data-taking. This last caveat is what we formalized as the reproducibility condition
(3.17), which we also recall here:

σ(Ǵ3) < 20 fT/cm, σ(Ǵ5) < 20 fT/cm, σ(Ǵ7) < 20 fT/cm. (7.2)

Let us now briefly explain how the harmonic gradient extraction is performed in
n2EDM.

7.1.2 Extracting the harmonic spectrum from a map

The main command executed by the mapper is the recording of a map, which con-
sists in a series of rings in φ performed at a given (ρ, z) and covering the entire
cylindrical volume. A plot of the vertical field projection of a B0 coil map is shown
in figure 7.2. The characterization of the magnetic field consists in the extraction
of the harmonic spectrum {Glm}l≤7, where −l − 1 ≤ m ≤ l + 1, of the polynomial
expansion (3.2), from a map. This analysis was first developed for the nEDM ex-
periment and presented in a 2022 article (Abel et al., 2022). One implementation of
the analysis was the subject of a PhD thesis (Ferraris-Bouchez, 2020). We will briefly
recall it here.

The harmonic extraction is performed by first fitting all map rings (ρi, zi) with a
Fourier series in φ. The z probe for instance is fitted with

Bz(ρi, φ, zi) =
lmax+1

∑
m=0

a(z)m (ρi, zi) cos (mφ) + b(z)m (ρi, zi) sin (mφ). (7.3)

We thus obtain a set of Fourier coefficients (a(z)m (ρi, zi), b(z)m (ρi, zi)) which are them-
selves fitted in ρ and z with the harmonic field expansion. For instance,

a(z)m =
lmax

∑
l=0

GlmΠ̃z,lm(ρ, z), (7.4)

which involves the reduced harmonic polynomials functions Π̃z,lm(ρ, z), defined
such that

Πz,lm(ρ, φ, z) =

{
Π̃z,lm(ρ, z) cos (mφ), if m ≥ 0,
Π̃z,lm(ρ, z) sin (mφ), if m < 0.

(7.5)

The final fit parameters are thus the set of generalized gradients {Glm}l≤lmax , with
in our case lmax = 7. This entire process is explained much more thoroughly in
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FIGURE 7.2: Each point in this plot corresponds to the average value
of the vertical magnetic field projection around a point of cylindrical
coordinates (ρ, φ, z), with a φ averaging step of 10◦. The plot rep-
resents a typical n2EDM map consisting of 121 rings uniformly dis-
tributed in a volume {(ρ, φ, z) | ρ ≤ 78 cm, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π, |z| ≤ 41 cm}.

(Ferraris-Bouchez, 2020). Lastly, note that an important step of the analysis is the
determination of the fluxgate’s offset, without which it is impossible to determine
the uniform gradients G0m of the three magnetic field directions. To this end each
map must contain a ring at the origin (ρ = 0, z = 0) in both up and down orientation
of the Bz probe, whose difference allows the extraction of the Bz offset. As for the
Bρ and Bφ offsets, they are extracted from the zero-order Fourier coefficient of any
(ρ = 0, z) rings. The main goal of our analysis code is to perform the harmonic
spectrum extraction, but it also includes additional features which allows us to easily
implement simulations on the mapping data 1.

The harmonic fit method must then be applied to data acquired from a carefully
planned mapping strategy.

7.1.3 The n2EDM mapping strategy

Maps of the magnetic field are taken according to a measurement plan whose goal
is to determine not only the individual average values of the harmonic spectrum
µ(Glm) but more importantly:

1https://github.com/bouillaud/n2edm_mapping

https://github.com/bouillaud/n2edm_mapping
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• Their repeatability τ(Glm), defined as the standard deviation of measurements
performed successively without altering the magnetic environment. The field’s
repeatability is influenced mainly by the precision of the mapping apparatus.

• Their reproducibility σ(Glm), defined as the standard deviation of measure-
ments separated by a full reset of the magnetic environment. Generally, this
implies that the field-generating coil is turned off and on again and that MSR
is fully demagnetized, or degaussed, between each of these measurements. The
intention is to emulate the variations of the magnetic field over the time-scale
that separates a mapping campaign from physical data-taking.

We will now go over the strategies behind the two mapping campaigns which
produced the data presented in chapters 7, 8, and 9 of this thesis. These results are
collected in appendix D. For both campaigns we adopted the following conventions:

• A cycle refers to a single file where mapper data may be stored.

• A run refers to a set of successive cycles.

First mapping campaign

FIGURE 7.3: The mapper inside the empty MSR.

The first mapping campaign took place from January to May 2022, after mount-
ing the B0 coil and before installing the vacuum vessel, in the state of the MSR shown
in figure 7.3. It consisted in a series of preliminary measurements aimed not at de-
termining the full harmonic spectrum, but at giving a basic characterization of the
B0 coil. Specifically, we wished to check the alignment of the coil with the MSR and
evaluate the performance of the B0 coil with respect to the top-bottom resonance
matching condition (3.12). We performed magnetic field measurements in sequences
of simple vertical scans, where:

• A z-scan is a mapping cycle where the mapper is moved from z = 0 cm, to
z = 39 cm, to z = −39 cm and back to z = 0 cm, at a radial position ρ = 0
cm. The back and forth motion is there so that possible fluxgate backlashes are
cancelled when fitting the entire scan.
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• A z-scan run is a set of z-scans performed successively in the same magnetic
configuration. In this campaign each sequence contained 20 z-scans.

• A z-scan sequence is a set of z-scan runs performed successively according to
a specific MSR degaussing pattern. The typical pattern used in this mapping
campaign is referred to as AABB, where we:

(1) Degauss layers 5 and 6S (using straight coils) of the MSR (A).

(2) Do a z-scan run.

(3) Degauss layers 5 and 6S of the MSR (A).

(4) Do a z-scan run.

(5) Degauss layers 5 and 6C (using crossed coils) of the MSR (B).

(6) Do a z-scan run.

(7) Degauss layers 5 and 6C of the MSR (B).

(8) Do a z-scan run.

The goal of these sequences is to extract the m = 0 generalized gradients, specifi-
cally G10, while canceling possible contributions of a poor degaussing. Indeed, the
harmonic expansion gives us the vertical field projection over the cylindrical axis as

Bz(z, ρ = 0) = ∑
l≥0

Gl0zl , (7.6)

which allows us to easily determine the Gl0 from a z-scan without requiring a full
cylindrical map.

Second mapping campaign

The second mapping campaign of n2EDM began after installing the vacuum ves-
sel inside the MSR (visible in 7.1) and took place from September 2022 to January
2023. It occurred in two phases: the first sought to characterize the residual field
before turning on the B0 coil, and the second was after the main challenge: the char-
acterization of the B0 coil. This time the measurements consisted of high-resolution
cylindrical maps from which the harmonic spectrum of the magnetic field could be
extracted.

• A ring is a mapping cycle where the fluxgate is moved from φ = 0◦, to φ =
360◦, and back to φ = 0◦, at a given (ρ, z) position. The back and forth mo-
tion is there so that possible fluxgate backlashes are cancelled when fitting the
entire scan.

• A map is a set of rings that cover the volume of a cylinder. The maps shown
here follow the following pattern:

(1) Calibrate the Bz sensor. This is done as such:

(i) Do a ring at (ρ = 0, z = 0) with the Bz sensor pointing up.
(ii) Do a ring at (ρ = 0, z = 0) with the Bz sensor pointing down.

The Bz offset is obtained by taking the half sum of the zero order Fourier
coefficients of these two rings.
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(2) Do all 121 rings in ρ = {0, 8, 16, . . . , 72, 78}× z = {−41,−32,−24,−16, . . . , 16, 24, 32, 41},
starting from the lowest z, and for each z from the lowest ρ. The offsets of
the Bρ and Bφ sensors can be determined from any of the ρ = 0 rings by
taking the zero order Fourier coefficients of these rings for their respective
probes.

(3) Calibrate the Bz sensor.

A plot of Bz over a map is shown in figure 7.2. The standard deviation between
successive maps gives their repeatability.

• A mapping sequence is a set of maps performed successively according to a
specific pattern. One of two different patterns is followed.

Residual field pattern (B0 coil is turned off):

(1) Degauss all 6 layers of the MSR.

(2) Do N cylindrical maps successively.

B0 field pattern:

(1) Set I = 11.25 mA and degauss layer 6 of the MSR.

(2) Do a map (with B0 ↑).
(3) Set I = −11.25 mA and degauss layer 6 of the MSR.

(4) Do a map (with B0 ↓).

The standard deviation between maps taken from different sequences (of the
same polarity in the case of B0 maps) gives the harmonic spectrum’s repro-
ducibility.

Chapters 8 and 9 will go over the characterization of the vacuum vessel and of
the B0 coil according to this mapping strategy. But before we can trust our analysis
of the mapping data, we wish to evaluate the mapper’s inherent ability to accurately
determine the harmonic spectrum, through dedicated measurements of its mechan-
ical imperfections.

7.2 Mechanical sources of mapping inaccuracy

The goal of this section is to study the effect of realistic mechanical defects affecting
the mapper on the accuracy of the harmonic gradients extraction. We consider three
problematic scenarios:

(1) A displacement of the mapper’s origin O.

(2) A non-orthogonality of the mapper’s eρ and ez axes.

(3) A roll α or pitch β of the fluxgate2 (drawn in figure 7.4).

Our approach is simple. We consider two mapping datasets that associate a field
(Bρ, Bφ, Bz) to a position in space (ρ, φ, z): one consisting of the original fluxgate
measurements, another consisting of data transformed in a way that simulates the

2A yaw may in principle also exist but because of the mapper’s geometry is insignificant compared
to the other two angles.
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considered effect. We then apply the analysis algorithm to both datasets and con-
sider the inaccuracy generated by that effect to be the difference between the two
harmonic spectra. Scenario (1) was tested with the use of n2EDM’s gradient coils,
while for scenarios (2) and (3) we compared laser measurements of the fluxgate’s
position over ρ-scans and z-scans with the intended orthogonal trajectories. We now
present the simulations before discussing the results of the phantom gradient extrac-
tion.

FIGURE 7.4: The purple, orange, and black arrows correspond respec-
tively to the roll, pitch, and yaw angles of the fluxgate. The blue and

green dots represent the markers 1 and 2 used for laser-tracking.

7.2.1 Simulations of mechanical defects

Displacement of the mapper origin

One concerning source of mapping inaccuracy would be a displacement of the ge-
ometrical center O of the coil with respect to the origin O′ of the mapper. We recall
that the n2EDM coordinate system consists of the origin O of the coil system and
the geometrical basis (ex, ey, ez). The point O is defined as the position at which the
field generated by three gradient coils G11, G10, and G1−1, which produce vertical
field components linear in x, y, and z respectively, is equal to zero. Note that, ad-
ditionally, the vertical axis ez is defined by the B0 coil such that the field produced
at the coil origin O is along this axis3. As for the point O′, it is simply the coordi-

nate origin of the fluxgate. If
−−→
O′O ̸= 0, then fitting the coil generated-field with a

harmonic field expansion in the mapper coordinate system will naturally lead to a
biased estimate of the generalized gradients Gmap

lm . Our goal is to calculate the mea-
surement error on the phantom gradients δǴ2l+1 ≡ Ǵmap

2l+1 − Ǵ2l+1 in the event of
such a displacement, and confront it to the systematical requirement (7.1).

(i) Measurement of the displacement
Fortunately, the origin of the coil system can be measured in the mapper’s coordi-
nate system by using a dedicated set of gradient coils. As mentioned in section 2.6,

3Until now the n2EDM coordinate system has been defined geometrically, such that O is the center
of double chamber system, and ez is along the vertical cylindrical axis. As discussed here, the absolute
reference is in reality the coil system.
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the coil system consists not only of the coil responsible for the B0 ≡ G00 field, but
also of 56 trim coils and 7 gradient coils. The latter are meant to generate individ-
ual modes of the expansion G0−1, G01, G1−1, G10, G11, G20, and G30. In our case, the
linear gradient field coils G1−1, G10, G11 are particularly useful. For a current I run-
ning through each of these coils, we write the generated vertical field component
according to table A.2 as, respectively,

Bz(I) = Bres
z + α1−1 Iy′, (7.7)

Bz(I) = Bres
z + α10 Iz′, (7.8)

Bz(I) = Bres
z + α11 Ix′, (7.9)

where the αlm are coil constants, defined such that we measure Glm = αlm I for a
given current I. Bres

z corresponds to the residual field present at zero current. Fi-
nally, r′ = x′ex + y′ey + z′ez locates the fluxgate with respect to the mapper origin
O′, while r = xex + yey + zez locates the fluxgate with respect to the coil origin O.
The origin displacement δr = r− r′ = δxex + δyey + δzez is then determined by mea-
suring Bz in opposite polarities along the axis aligned with the magnetic gradient.
We briefly illustrate this process for the G10 coil with figure 7.5. A scan is performed
along the ez axis with the G10 coil plugged in at I = 10 mA, and then at I = −10 mA.
The zero-crossing of ∆Bz = (Bz(I) − Bz(−I))/2 = α10 Iz′, independent from the
residual field, is then equal to δz. Repeating a similar process for the two other coils,
we determine the origin displacement to be (δx, δy, δz) = (0.2, 0.2, 1.2) cm. We now
propose two alternative methods of calculating the measurement error generated by
this displacement.
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with G10 gradient coil
Coil origin: z  = 1.2 cm

FIGURE 7.5: Difference of the vertical field projection measured in
positive and negative polarities of the G10 coil, which generates a lin-
ear gradient field, over a vertical scan. The curve should cross the
horizontal axis at the mapper position z′ = 0 if the mapper origin O′

corresponds to the center of the coil system O. In this case the coil
origin is 1.2 cm above the mapper origin.

(ii) Error prediction
We first estimate the error on the harmonic gradients δǴ2l+1 by determining which
extra modes of the harmonic expansion Glm “picks up” from the origin displace-
ment, at first order in the displacement.
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Let r =
−−→
OM be a vector giving the coordinates of a point M in the coil frame of

origin O, and r′ =
−−→
O′M in the mapper frame of shifted origin O′. Let δr =

−−→
O′O such

that r′ = r+ δr. We define two magnetic fields B and B′ with expansions taking their
origins at O and O′ respectively. Then,

B(r) = B′(r′). (7.10)

Consider the harmonic expansion of the vertical component of the field along the
vertical axis

Bz(r) =
∞

∑
k=0

Gk0zk, (7.11)

with (x, y, z) the geometrical coordinates of r. This is a polynomial expansion with
coefficients given by

Gk0 =
1
k!

∂kBz(r)
∂zk

∣∣∣∣
r=0

(7.12)

Using a first order Taylor expansion of the vertical field component in the mapper
frame

B′z(r + δr) = B′z(r) + δr ·∇B′z(r) + o(δr2), (7.13)

we can express the coil coefficients Glm in terms of the mapper coefficients G′lm, by
substituting (7.13) into (7.12):

Gk0 = G′k0 + (k + 1)
(
δx G′k+1,1 + δy G′k+1,−1 + δz G′k+1,0

)
. (7.14)

Table 7.1 gives the errors δǴk = Dk−1
k (G′k0 − Gk0) computed using equation (7.14)

and the mapping data D.4, for a displacement (δx, δy, δz) = (0.2, 0.2, 1.2) cm.

(iii) Error simulation
The same errors δǴk can be simulated simply by extracting the harmonic spectrum
from a map of the B0 coil with transformed coordinates r → r′ = r + δr, and com-
paring them to the original spectrum. The simulated results for the measured dis-
placement are presented in the last line of table 7.1 and compare well with the first
order prediction. They are also featured along other mechanical defects as the red
bars in figure 7.8, which we will later discuss.

δǴ3 δǴ5 δǴ7 Requirement

Predicted (fT/cm) 8.2 5.6 < 20

Simulated (fT/cm) 10.6 6.6 0.1 < 20

TABLE 7.1: Predicted accuracy on phantom modes given by equation
(7.14), and simulated accuracy with coordinate transformation (7.15),

using a constant displacement δr = (0.2, 0.2, 1.2) cm.

Non-orthogonality of the mapper axes

The orthogonality of the eρ and ez axes of the mapper was assessed by laser-tracking
of the fluxgate’s position during both radial and vertical scans. The tracked points
are placed on top of the fluxgate, at equal radial and vertical distance from the map-
per arm, and separated by a distance d = 5 cm (in blue and green on figure 7.4).
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Results of the laser measurement during a z-scan (top plot of figure 7.6) and a ρ-scan
(bottom plot of figure 7.6) tell us that the angle between the mapper’s eρ and ez cylin-
drical axes are indeed not perfectly orthogonal. From the top plot we see that the
angle between the two axes exceeds 90◦ during a z-scan at ρ = 0 by a constant value
of approximately 0.30◦, as well as during a ρ-scan at z = 0, peaking at around 0.15◦.
Furthermore, the varying vertical distance between the two markers during the ρ-
scan, and the cart’s inclination during both scans, indicates that the fluxgate’s pitch
and roll angles are also modified. This will be the subject of a dedicated discussion.

This non-orthogonality of the mapper axes biases our estimate of the mapper’s
position in the coil’s frame, and in turn generates an error in the extraction of the
magnetic field’s harmonic spectrum. This error can be simulated by transforming
the mapper’s position at every point of a given cycle according to a change of coor-
dinates extrapolated from the fluxgate’s trajectories. Specifically, let r = (x, y, z) be
the position of the mapper cart with respect to the mapper origin assuming orthogo-
nality, and let r′ = (x′, y′, z′) be its actual position. We then write the transformation
as 

x′ = x + F12(y) + F13(z)
y′ = F21(x) + y + F23(z)
z′ = F31(x) + F32(y) + z

(7.15)

where the Fij are polynomial functions of x, y, or z obtained by fitting the trajectory
of fluxgate marker 2 over ρ and z scans4. The polynomial fits appear in figure 7.6.
For instance, the bottom’s plot blue curve corresponds to F31(x) when φ = 0. After
applying the change of coordinates r → r′ to all cycles of a B0 coil map, we extract
its harmonic spectrum and compare it to the original to obtain the results shown in
figure 7.8 (blue bars).

Roll and pitch of the fluxgate axes

As the axes along which the fluxgate travels are not orthogonal, we can further as-
sume that its three probes rotate in the geometrical frame during those movements.
During a vertical scan for instance, the fluxgate should exhibit a non-zero pitch,
equal at first order to the slope of the linear trajectory pictured in the top plot of
figure 7.6. This particular pitch angle is plotted in the top figure of 7.7. Similarly,
the ρ-scan trajectory plotted in figure 7.6 should generate a varying pitch equal to
the slope of the tangent of the green curve, as well as a varying roll equal to the
vertical distance between the green and blue curves over d. Both of these effects are
represented in the middle and bot plots of figure 7.7.

To simulate the inaccuracies on the phantom modes generated by such tilts of
the fluxgate axes, we consider that the field projections measured by the fluxgate
(B′ρ, B′φ, B′z) can be obtained by a first-order rotation of the actual field projections
(Bρ, Bφ, Bz): B′ρ

B′φ
B′z

 =

 1 γ −β
−γ 1 α
β −α 1

Bρ

Bφ

Bz

 (7.16)

4We choose marker 2 over marker 1 to consider the worst-case non-orthogonality.
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FIGURE 7.6: Trajectories of the mapper cart carrying the fluxgate in
the (ρ, z) plane while performing (1) a scan along the z axis (op plot),
and (2) a scan along the ρ axis (bottom plot). The dots on the bottom-
most plots represent the trajectories of two markers placed on top of
the cart, at the same radial distance from the mapper’s vertical axis,
and separated by a horizontal distance d = 5 cm. Their positions
were obtained by laser-tracking. The topmost plot only shows the
trajectory of one of the two markers, as the two overlap. The full lines

correspond to polynomial fits of these trajectories.

By plugging the appropriate roll or pitch angles α, β from figure 7.7 into equation
(7.16) at each ring of a B0 map and setting the yaw γ to zero, we obtain a map sim-
ulating the mechanical defect and from which the harmonic spectrum is again ex-
tracted. The associated errors on the phantom modes are shown in figure 7.8 (orange
and purple).

7.2.2 Results and mapping accuracy

Figure 7.8 shows the difference between the phantom gradients extracted from a
standard B0 coil map and the spectrum extracted from a map simulating a mechan-
ical defect for the three scenarios presented above. We conclude that none of the
considered defects generate an inaccuracy on the phantom gradient measurement
larger than our statistical requirement of 20 fT/cm. Still, the largest of these effects,
the displacement of the mapper origin, was largely corrected by moving the vertical
mapping coordinate by 1.2 cm in the mapper software. We also note that the effect
of the fluxgate pitch is very suppressed compared to the other effects, likely because
its main contribution at larger rings is constant (top plot of 7.7) and cannot mimic
the behavior of an l-gradient mode. Finally, the effects of the remaining mechan-
ical issues are most strongly felt for the third order phantom gradient, which will
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FIGURE 7.7: The top and middle plots show the evolution of the flux-
gate pitch angle during a z-scan and a ρ-scan respectively, while the

bottom plot shows the evolution of the roll angle during a ρ-scan.

anyways be complemented by the online measurements provided by the cesium
magnetometers.

7.3 Conclusion

In this first chapter dedicated to magnetic field mapping, we presented the n2EDM
mapping apparatus and evaluated its accuracy. We began by introducing the “map-
per” as a robotized fluxgate capable of covering a large cylindrical volume inside
the vacuum vessel and exceeding the volume of the two precession chambers. We
then recalled the numerical method to extract the harmonic field spectrum of a map
recorded by this system, widely used in the previous experiment. Returning to
n2EDM, we presented the new experiment’s mapping strategy to evaluate both the
measurement accuracy and the reproducibility of the generated B0 field, which will
lead to the mapping results discussed in the following chapters.
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FIGURE 7.8: Errors on the phantom modes generated by several me-
chanical defects. The colored bars give the absolute difference be-
tween the phantom spectrum obtained when simulating the mechan-
ical defects and without the defects. All errors are under the 20 fT/cm

requirement.

After this introductory section, we studied the impact of several mechanical de-
fects on the ability of the mapper to accurately determine the phantom gradients
Ǵ2l+1, which must satisfy stringent statistical requirements. Focusing on three me-
chanical sources of inaccuracy, we first presented a measurement of the defect before
simulating it in our harmonic gradient extraction code. By comparing the harmonic
gradients extracted from the modified map with the original we finally determined
a measurement error δǴ2l+1. The first scenario was of a displacement of the map-
per origin, measured using a dedicated set of linear gradient coils, whose error was
easily both predicted and simulated. We then showed through laser-tracking of the
fluxgate during a radial and a vertical scan that the mapper’s eρ and ez axes were not
perfectly orthogonal, and simulated the defect by extrapolating a global change of
coordinates in a map of the coil from the fluxgate’s trajectories. We finally considered
a third defect wherein the inclination of the fluxgate varies slightly as it travels along
the paths shown earlier, which leads to a rotation of its three axes in the geometrical
frame. Fortunately, in all three scenarios the resulting inaccuracy on the phantom
gradient extraction matched the statistical requirement, with δǴ2l+1 < 20 fT/cm.

Having ensured that the inherent accuracy of the n2EDM mapper allows it to
satisfy the experimental requirements on magnetic field uniformity, we now turn to
the measurements it provides in order to characterize the n2EDM magnetic field.
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The task of the mapper is to characterize the magnetic environment of n2EDM
before physical data-taking takes place. The latter can be thought of as the superpo-
sition of two fields: one generated by the n2EDM coil system, and a residual field,
defined simply as the difference between the total field and the generated field. This
chapter focuses on the study of the residual field.

In n2EDM, the magnetically shielding room is given the task of suppressing the
ambient magnetic field to minimal levels. Measuring the residual field then amounts
to mapping the inside of the functioning MSR with the B0 coil turned off. This char-
acterization of the MSR has already been performed using a Bartington MAG03 flux-
gate ( n.d.[c]), installed in a Plexiglas tube running along the vertical axis of the MSR,
and led to a 2022 article (Ayres et al., 2022). One of its main results is that the resid-
ual field in the central 1 m3 is of the order 100 pT for the three field components.
However the residual field story does not end here, as subsequent mapping of the
MSR after installing the aluminum vacuum vessel led to the surprising discovery of
a much larger magnetic pattern.

We show in the first section of this chapter that the n2EDM vacuum vessel hosts
an unstable residual field which varies in amplitude within the cylindrical volume
and is strongly correlated to temperature gradients existing inside the MSR. As such
we attribute the residual pattern to a thermo-electric Seebeck effect (section 8.1).
Having defined a sufficiently stable thermal state of the MSR, we then confront the
residual field to the experimental requirements. We first look at the field mapping
data to both establish the reproducibility of the harmonic-fitted field and to rule
out any unruly systematic contribution from the harmonic field residuals. We then
briefly turn to the online analysis to investigate a potential bias of the cesium mag-
netometers induced by the residual field pattern (section 8.2).
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8.1 The issue of thermal stress on the vacuum vessel

8.1.1 Qualification of the vacuum vessel pattern

FIGURE 8.1: Back lid of the vacuum vessel inside the magnetic shield-
ing room. The vacuum vessel is 160 cm wide in the ex and ey direc-

tions, and 120 cm tall in the ez direction.

The two 2022 mapping campaigns of n2EDM introduced the use of the map-
per for magnetic field measurements, and sought to confirm the initial residual
field characterization of the MSR before evaluating the B0-coil generated field. The
first mapping campaign of n2EDM was hindered by mechanical issues affecting the
movement of the mapper, which had the consequence of only allowing vertical scans
inside the MSR. The installation of the vacuum vessel was then delayed and the goal
of the campaign became a primitive characterization of the B0 coil using only m = 0
generalized gradients. Full-scale mapping of the MSR equipped with the vacuum
vessel (as shown in figure 8.1), with extraction of the entire harmonic spectrum, be-
gan with the second mapping campaign of n2EDM in late 2022. Its initial task was
merely to verify that the field residuals once the vacuum vessel had been introduced
were as negligible as they were during the empty MSR characterization discussed
above, before turning to the main challenge in the mapping of the B0 coil. However,
after the first few maps an unexpected hurdle appeared in the form of the “vacuum
vessel pattern”, a large high-order magnetic signal visible especially in rings close to
the walls of the vacuum vessel. The increased performance of the n2EDM magnetic
shielding which had allowed us to drastically reduce the residual field inside the
MSR had in fact revealed structures that were previously concealed by the higher
noise level.

A plot of the pattern is featured at the top of figure 8.2. The green and orange
points show the vertical field projection measured by the mapper’s fluxgate when
performing a ring at respectively (ρ, z) = (40,−41) cm and (ρ, z) = (78,−41) cm.
Only rings on the bottom plane are shown as this is where the pattern is the most
striking. Clearly, the effect increases with the proximity to the walls of the vacuum
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FIGURE 8.2: The top plot shows in light green and orange the data
recorded by the fluxgate, for the Bz probe, over two rings of a cylin-
drical map. While mapping, the MSR contained only the vacuum
vessel and the B0 coil was turned off. The darker green and orange
full lines correspond to the harmonic fit of the entire map evaluated
over the two rings. The bottom plot shows the root-mean-square er-
ror between the harmonic fit and the mapping data for all map values
of ρ (x-axis) and for 3 map values of z. The dotted red line represents
the measurement deviations attributable to the noise of the Barting-
ton fluxgate. The continuous black line indicates where the preces-

sion chamber walls would stand.

vessel, which are barely ≈ 5 cm away from the fluxgate for the closest point of the
ring-scan at (ρ, z) = (78,−41) cm. The pattern is considered problematic chiefly
because it is not successfully captured by the harmonic fit up to order l = 7. To
see this we look again at figure 8.2, whose top plot also shows the harmonic fit of
the entire map (121 rings), evaluated over the two rings. While the ring at mid-radial
distance is well described by the fit, the outermost ring exhibits high-order structures
that are not captured by the fit. The figure’s bottom plot provides the root-mean-
square error (RMSE) between the harmonic fit and the mapping data of the vertical
field, for several rings indexed by ρ (x-axis) and z (three different values are shown).
While rings ρ ≤ 64 cm yield acceptable RMSEs of the order of the fluxgate’s noise
level (dotted red line at 15 pT), which are therefore not attributable to the fit, rings
towards the edges of the vacuum vessel spike up well above 50 pT. The problematic
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character of these residuals will be the subject of a dedicated discussion in section
8.2.

While investigating the response of the pattern to several stimuli of the mag-
netic environment, the amplitude of the field was found to be strongly correlated
to temperature gradients existing inside the MSR. This was observed after installing
nine temperature sensors around the vacuum vessel, whose positions are shown in
the bottom drawing of figure 8.3. Several dedicated tests were performed, such as
modifying the air flow inside the MSR or locally heating and cooling the exterior of
the MSR. Most significant was the observation that the degaussing of the MSR it-
self injects heat inside the vacuum vessel. Contrarily to all other heat sources which
could be eliminated or controlled, degaussing is of course an essential procedure
that allows the MSR to greatly suppress the external magnetic environment. The
core principle of degaussing is to erase the magnetic “memory” of a material by ap-
plying strong sinusoidal magnetic fields of alternating polarity that slowly decay to
zero through dedicated magnetic coils. In n2EDM, doing this for the 6 layers of the
MSR using a well-studied coil layout achieves the ∼ 100 pT field at the center of the
MSR, yet generates heat through the degaussing coils. Recent reviews of degauss-
ing for magnetic shielding rooms can be found in (Thiel et al., 2007; Voigt et al., 2013;
Altarev et al., 2015).
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FIGURE 8.3: The top plot shows both the total field amplitude
recorded by the mapper and the temperature gradients measured by
the sensors over a series of maps performed after a full degaussing
of the MSR. The horizontal temperature gradient aligned with ey was
obtained from sensors T01 and T03, shown in the bottom two fig-
ures. The Pearson correlation coefficient between the two data sets is

ρT,B = 0.99.

The top plot of figure 8.3 illustrates the impact of degaussing on the thermal
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environment of the MSR. The blue points correspond to the quadratic sum of the
three field amplitudes over the ring closest to the lower edge of the vacuum vessel,
extracted from maps performed in succession after a full degaussing of the MSR. The
orange points correspond to the average temperature gradient along the n2EDM ey
axis over each of these maps, obtained from sensors T01 and T03. The correlation
between the temperature gradient and the field amplitude is striking, with a similar
exponential decay and a Pearson correlation coefficient ρT,B = 0.99. The scale of the
effect is also surprising. Figure 8.3 tells us that, in the relaxed state of the vacuum
vessel, a 1 mK/cm horizontal temperature gradient should generate an about 20 nT
increase in the total field amplitude (12 nT increase for Bz only). In more intuitive
proportions, a 1 mK temperature difference across the entire 160 cm width of the
vacuum vessel should generate a 125 pT field increase (75 pT for Bz only).

8.1.2 An explanation in the thermo-electric Seebeck effect

The physical grounds for this phenomenon lie likely in the Seebeck effect, where the
presence of a temperature gradient inside a heat-conductive material generates a
current density through it. In the case of our aluminum vacuum vessel, the Seebeck
current density can be expressed as

j = −σAlSAl∇T, (8.1)

where σAl = 3.77× 105 Ω−1 cm−1 is the conductivity of aluminum, and SAl = −2.2×
10−9 V mK−1 is its Seebeck coefficient. Considering a temperature gradient of the order
of |∇T| = 0.1 mK cm−1, we expect a current density of magnitude

|j| ≈ 83× 10−4 A cm−2 (8.2)

A thermo-electric current of this magnitude could potentially induce a magnetic
field such as the one witnessed in the vacuum vessel pattern.

We will try to estimate the field produced by a current flowing through the floor
of the vacuum vessel, where the strongest temperature gradients arise. Consider an
idealistic scenario of a strictly horizontal temperature gradient occurring along an
infinite sheet of aluminum of thickness h. Then from equation (8.1) the current flows
along the temperature gradient, and for a gradient in the ey direction its density is
written j = −σAlSAl(∂T/∂y)ey. We apply Ampere’s Law by considering the current
going through a rectangular surface of height h and length L in the (ex, ez) plane,
perpendicular to the aluminum sheet:∮

B · dl = µ0

∫ h

0
dz
∫ L

0
dx j · ey. (8.3)

Since the surface current flows in the ey direction, we know from symmetry reasons
that the magnetic field at any point above the aluminum sheet will be strictly in the
ex direction, so only the top and bottom parts of the contour integral contribute. This
leads to

2BxL = −µ0σAlSAlhL
∂T
∂y

. (8.4)

The magnetic field generated by the temperature gradient is then of the form

B = −µ0σAlSAl
h
2

∂T
∂y

ey. (8.5)
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For a width of the vacuum vessel floor h ≈ 1 cm and given µ0 = 1.25× 10−4 T cm A−1,
we expect an induced field of magnitude

|B| ≈ 50 nT
mK/cm

× ∂T
∂y

. (8.6)

Confronted with the data shown in figure 8.3, this result provides a reasonable order-
of-magnitude estimate of the amplitude of the vacuum vessel pattern, which we can
extrapolate to 20 nT for a 1 mK/cm horizontal temperature gradient. The Seebeck
effect is a plausible explanation for the witnessed magnetic pattern.

What is problematic in regards of the n2EDM experimental requirements is not
so much the existence of thermal gradients in itself but the fact that these evolve
through time. If left unchecked, the fluctuating magnetic pattern induced by such
thermo-electric currents would lead to a poor reproducibility of the total magnetic
field that jeopardizes the n2EDM sensitivity through condition (7.2). This issue was
addressed first-hand by a meticulous thermal insulation of the MSR that blocks out
all air flow through the vacuum vessel. As for the heat deposited by the degaussing,
one should simply wait long enough for the pattern to relax to its initial state. The
time scale of this relaxation is provided by figure 8.3. Both the temperature gradi-
ents and the total field amplitude were fitted with an exponential decay Ae−t/τ + B
, A, B, τ ∈ R, which gives us comparable decay rates for the two quantities of about
τ = 8 hours. Waiting 2τ = 16 hours after degaussing will suppress the vacuum ves-
sel pattern brought by the degaussing by just under 90%. In the eyes of the offline
analysis, observing a 2τ rest-time allows us to achieve a sufficiently stable magnetic
state. Subsequent cylindrical mappings of the residual field which aimed at evaluat-
ing its reproducibility were performed in this state. We will now discuss the results
of these measurements.

8.2 Matching the systematical requirements for a stabilized
field

The effect of the vacuum vessel pattern may not only be felt in the offline mapping
but also in the online field measurements performed by the cesium magnetometers,
so we divide our approach accordingly. We first use the mapping data to check that
the residual field satisfies the n2EDM systematical requirements, and then simulate
the ability of the cesium array to accurately extract harmonic modes in the presence
of the vacuum vessel pattern.

8.2.1 Offline analysis of the vacuum vessel pattern

The goal of the offline analysis is to accurately extract the harmonic spectrum of the
total magnetic field and ensure that it is reproducible. As we just have observed,
the presence of the high-order structure due to the vacuum vessel challenges this
approach because the pattern is not successfully described by the harmonic fit up to
l = 7. It is then not enough to check that the requirements on the phantom modes
are met in order to satisfy the core systematical requirement

dfalse
n←Hg < 3× 10−28 e cm. (8.7)

Our new approach is straightforward. We proceed in two steps by considering the
residual magnetic field as the sum of two contributions:
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1. The harmonic fit, for which we need to satisfy (7.1) and (7.2),

2. The residuals of the harmonic fit, for which we need to satisfy more generally
(8.7).

Reproducibility of the fitted field

After characterizing the thermo-electric effect, systematic mapping of the residual
field proceeded according to the second mapping campaign’s strategy detailed in
7.1. Since the B0 coil was turned off at this point, the mapping sequence consisted
only of cylindrical maps taken in succession after one full degaussing. In order to
evaluate the reproducibility of the stabilized magnetic field, a 16 hours relaxation time
after degaussing was observed when comparing data obtained from different map-
ping sequences.

Ǵ3 Ǵ5 Ǵ7
Require-

ment

Average µ (fT/cm) −7.2 1.0 2.3

Repeatability τ (fT/cm) 7.8 2.9 0.9 < 20

Reproducibility σ (fT/cm) 6.2 1.7 0.2 < 20

TABLE 8.1: Average values, repeatability, and reproducibility of
phantom modes obtained during the second mapping campaign of
n2EDM before turning on the B0 coil. The measurements consisted of
6 mapping sequences of each 5 to 8 high-resolution cylindrical maps,
performed according to the strategy defined in 7.1. A rest-time of
about 16 hours was observed after degaussing. The repeatability cor-
responds to the standard deviation of maps within a sequence, and
the reproducibility to the standard deviation between the averages of

each sequence.

The results of the harmonic spectrum {Glm}l≤7 extraction from these sequences
are condensed in table 8.1, where we provide only the problematic odd-degree phan-
tom modes Ǵ2k+1 = D2k

2k+1G2k+1,0. The entire spectrum is given in appendix D un-
der the “bare” field columns. The results featured in the mapper repeatability line,
which all fall under the 20 fT/cm requirement, tell us that the mapper is able to ex-
tract the phantom modes precisely enough for us to estimate the false EDM under
its limit. More importantly, the reproducibility results also satisfy their systematical
requirement, which allows the offline estimate of the false EDM to remain valid dur-
ing data-taking within an acceptable margin. Under the condition that enough time
elapses after degaussing of the MSR, we conclude that the non-reproducibility of the
total field attributable to the vacuum vessel pattern is not concerning with respect to
the n2EDM systematical requirements.

False EDM generated by field residuals

There are two ways of addressing the issue of the harmonic fit residuals. The first
is to notice in figure 8.2 that the field over the double chamber precession volume
{(ρ, z) | |z| ≤ 12, ρ ≤ 40} is successfully described by the harmonic field expansion.
Indeed, below the black line in the bottom plot corresponding to the vertical cham-
ber walls, the field RMSE is comparable to the inherent measurement error due to
the fluxgate noise. The effectiveness of the fit is also noticeable in the top plot of
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the same figure over the (ρ = 40, z = −41) cm ring. With that in mind one should
not worry about strong residuals outside of the precession volume. The second ap-
proach, more cautious, is to consider that even these far-residuals may contribute to
the false EDM in a way that escapes the harmonic field description. Therefore we
must directly calculate the low-frequency false EDM generated by these residuals
and ensure that it satisfies (8.7).

Unfortunately, any direct numerical estimate of
〈
ρBρ

〉
inside the precession cham-

bers volume is dominated by the fluctuations of the fluxgate offset. To understand
this, recall that because of the chamber’s cylindrical symmetry the φ-average can-
cels out all m ̸= 0 modes in the Fourier expansion of Bρ over a map’s ring (given by
(7.3)):

〈
ρBρ(ρ, φ, z)

〉
=

〈
ρ

lmax+1

∑
m=0

a(ρ)m (ρi, zi) cos (mφ) + b(ρ)m (ρi, zi) sin (mφ)

〉
(8.8)

=
〈

ρ a(ρ)0 (ρi, zi)
〉

. (8.9)

Therefore the only modes that contribute to the false EDM are extracted from the
zeroth order Fourier coefficients of every ring (ρi, zi), which are recorded at differ-
ent times and therefore vary with the uncompensated part of the Bρ fluxgate offset.

As expected, the result of the residual effective gradient (4/R2)
〈

ρ
(

Bρ − Bfit
ρ

)〉
=

246(241) fT/cm is inconclusive.
Alternatively, we chose to model the field residuals with a dipole field and cal-

culate the false EDM generated by that dipole. This approach seems appropriate
given that the residuals consist of high-order magnetic structures for near dipoles.
The dipole field fit is performed by considering the field generated at r by a dipole
located at rd as a linear transformation of its magnetic moment m:

Bdip(r) = M(r− rd)m, (8.10)

where M(r′), with here r′ = r− rd is obtained by identifying (6.47) with the above:

M(r′) =
µ0

4π


x′2
|r′|5 − 1

|r′|3
x′y′

|r′|5
x′z′
|r′|5

y′x′

|r′|5
y′2

|r′|5 − 1
|r′|3

y′z′

|r′|5
z′x′
|r′|5

z′y′

|r′|5
z′2
|r′|5 − 1

|r′|3

 . (8.11)

The minimization of the chi-squared function

χ2 =
1
σ2 ∑

i

(
Bi − Bdip(ri)

)2
, (8.12)

where Bi, ri are the fields and position data points of a given scan, is then a linear
problem. We readily obtain the magnetic moment vector through

∇m(χ2) = 0 ⇔ m =

(
∑

i
M2(ri, rd)

)−1(
∑

i
M(ri, rd)Bi

)
(8.13)

Figure 8.4 shows the residuals of the harmonic fit for the Bz probe over the three
outermost rings at the lowest scan height. These residuals were fitted for the mag-
netic moment m with (8.12) using the data from all three probes and for several
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FIGURE 8.4: Vertical field projection of the harmonic fit residuals,
plotted for three rings of a cylindrical map with B0 off. The best
dipole fit shown here considers a dipole located at (xd, yd, zd) =
(85, 0,−30) cm and returns a magnetic moment (mx, my, mz) =

(1.18,−5.11,−4.12)× 107nA cm2.

reasonable dipole positions rd. The fit shown in 8.4 figure assumes a dipole located
on the lower end of the vacuum vessel wall, at the closest position to the φ = 180◦

scan points (in the ey direction) where the largest unfitted structure appears. We
finally evaluate the false EDM generated by this supposed dipole field:

− h̄
∣∣γnγHg

∣∣
2πc2

〈
ρ Bdip

ρ

〉
≈ 1.8× 10−28 e cm, (8.14)

which satisfies the core systematical requirement (8.7). This estimate is still quite
conservative as the dipole field is constantly larger in magnitude than the residuals
over rings inside the chamber volume. Therefore we do not consider the harmonic
field residuals to contribute significantly to the false EDM; evaluating the false EDM
contribution of harmonic modes l ≤ 7 is enough to qualify the remnant field.

8.2.2 Effect of the vacuum vessel pattern on cesium array accuracy

The vacuum vessel pattern could also be particularly harmful to the cesium mag-
netometers, who are responsible for the extraction of the harmonic field spectrum
during data-taking thanks to their wide coverage of the area around the precession
chambers. Compared to the mapper however, their lower measurement statistics
(112 magnetometers) do not allow them to perform such a high-order fit. Their task
is to provide an accurate measurement of the l = 3 phantom gradient. However
this attempt could be thwarted by the presence of a high-order structure such as
the vacuum vessel pattern, which could dangerously bias the cesium’s harmonic fit.
Our goal is to estimate the scale of this bias and ensure that it satisfies a requirement
similar to (7.1): ∣∣∣Ǵ3 − ǴCS

3

∣∣∣ < 20 fT/cm. (8.15)

To this end we simulate the extraction of ǴCS
3 by the cesium array using the
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harmonic fitted field from the maps presented earlier. Our Monte Carlo simula-
tion draws at every position of the 112 cesium magnetometers a value of the CS-
measured field from a normal distribution, whose mean is given by the l = 7 har-
monic fit of the mapper-measured field and standard deviation is the residual of
this fit. The simulated CS-measured field is then fitted with a l = 3 harmonic ex-
pansion from which we obtain ǴCS

3 . The distribution of ǴCS
3 over 1000 iterations of

the simulation is shown in figure 8.5 and tells us two things. First, the difference
between the distribution’s average third order mode and the mapper’s third order
mode corresponds to the inaccuracy of the cesium magnetometers attributable to
modes 3 < l ≤ 7 of the vacuum vessel pattern. Second, the width of the distribution
determines the cesium array’s precision and is attributable to the field residuals. In
numbers,

µ
(

Ǵ3 − ǴCS
3

)
= 0.3 fT/cm, (8.16)

σ
(

Ǵ3 − ǴCS
3

)
= 31.8 fT/cm. (8.17)

Among these, (8.16) comfortably satisfies the cesium accuracy requirement (8.15).
From (8.17), we remark that after 10 successive field measurements performed by the
cesium magnetometers, their precision reaches σ

(
Ǵ3 − ǴCS

3

)
/
√

10 ≈ 10.1 fT/cm,
which is half of the systematical limit. We can safely conclude that the vacuum
vessel pattern does not significantly bias the extraction of the third order phantom
mode by the cesium magnetometers.
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FIGURE 8.5: Distribution of the third order phantom gradients ob-
tained from a MC simulation of the magnetic field measured by the
cesium magnetometers. At every point of a cylindrical map, the sim-
ulated field is drawn from a normally distributed random variable
whose mean is the mapper’s harmonic fit to order l = 7 and stan-
dard deviation is the harmonic fit’s residuals. The blue distribution is
obtained for N = 1000 iterations. The orange bar corresponds to the

third order gradient given by the mapper’s harmonic fit.
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8.3 Conclusion

This chapter provided the first step in the characterization of the magnetic environ-
ment of n2EDM by studying the residual field present before turning on the B0 coil.
Although the field inside the empty MSR after demagnetization had already been
established to be incredibly small (∼ 100 pT), the introduction of the aluminum vac-
uum vessel came with the appearance of a fluctuating magnetic pattern of several
nanotesla which could harm the reproducibility of the residual field.

We began with the characterization of the “vacuum vessel pattern”, which we at-
tributed to the presence of thermo-electric Seebeck currents running around the walls
of the vacuum vessel. We confirmed the plausibility of the Seebeck effect by ap-
plying Ampere’s Law to an idealized version of the vacuum vessel floor and found
that the thermo-electric currents could generate a magnetic field comparable to the
measured field. Additionally, the decay constants of horizontal temperature gra-
dients inside the vacuum vessel and of the total field amplitude were found to be
in excellent agreement. The most concerning source of thermal currents being the
degaussing of the MSR layers, we defined a stable-enough thermal state of the vac-
uum vessel at 16 hours after degaussing, corresponding to two decay constants of
the pattern. Having characterized the thermo-electric effect, we concluded that the
issue with the vacuum vessel pattern was twofold. (1) It possesses high-order struc-
tures not captured by the harmonic fit and therefore not adapted to the formalism of
our systematical requirements. (2) It is unstable in time due to the changing thermal
environment of n2EDM, which could lead to a poor field reproducibility.

Both issues were addressed in the section that followed. Although the high-
order structure generated by thermo-electric currents inside the vacuum vessel is
not successfully captured by the harmonic fit towards the edges of the volume, we
showed that neither the fitted field nor its residuals were concerning with respect to
the core systematic requirement dfalse

n←Hg < 3× 10−28 e.cm. We found the fitted part
of the measured field to be reproducible under this limit, and argued using a dipole
field model that the residuals of the harmonic fit produced a false EDM smaller
than this limit. We finally extended our analysis to the cesium magnetometers by
evaluating the impact of the vacuum vessel pattern on the accuracy of real-time
magnetic field measurements. Through a Monte Carlo simulation of the third-order
phantom gradient extraction by the cesium array using the offline mapping data, we
established that the difference between the cesium-measured and mapper-measured
gradients was around two orders of magnitude below the accuracy requirement for
the false EDM.

We conclude that the vacuum vessel pattern is unproblematic with respect to
the systematical requirements of n2EDM, both regarding the online and the offline
magnetic field measurements. We are now ready to superimpose the coil generated
field to the residual noise.
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Characterization of the B0 field
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We finally come to the end of the discussion opened in chapter 3 on the issue of
magnetic field uniformity, where we suggested that the field generated by the B0 coil
of n2EDM was in reality not entirely uniform. The characterization of the B0 field is
the subject of this chapter, and the last step in demonstrating that the entire magnetic
environment of n2EDM satisfies the experimental requirements set in section 3.2.

The design of the coil system of n2EDM and optimization of its simulated har-
monic spectrum was the subject of a 2019 PhD thesis (Flaux, 2019). The coil was
then assembled at PSI in 2021 before the first mapping campaign of 2022. The work
presented here relies on the results of the two mapping campaigns that followed.
We begin by revisiting the group-theoretical considerations of chapter 3 in order to
link specific modes of the harmonic spectrum, which we will later measure, to a
symmetry-breaking of the coil system (section 9.1). The second section discusses the
field mapping results. We first show that, after a minute vertical displacement of
the B0 the coil, the generated field satisfies the statistical requirements of n2EDM
with a remarkable achievement in field uniformity. We then demonstrate our ability
to measure a reproducible false EDM and thereby match our systematical require-
ments (section 9.2). Finally, we implement a field optimization strategy, allowed by
auxiliary coils of the n2EDM coil system, to produce an even more uniform field for
the n2EDM experiment (section 9.3).

9.1 Symmetries of non-ideal coil geometries

In chapter 3 we considered the ideal geometry of the coil system and showed that
a specific subset of modes {Π2k,4n}k,n∈N of the field generated by this coil are al-
lowed by its symmetry. Specifically, these modes belong to a subspace of modes
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FIGURE 9.1: Schematic drawing of the B0 coil in its ideal (top plot)
and symmetry-broken (bottom plots) geometries. The ideal coil is
invariant with respect to the 3 plane reflections and the π/2 rotation
around the z axis. The tube-broken coil (left) loses the rotation, while
the door-broken coil loses both the rotation and the reflection w.r.t.

the y = 0 plane (right).

that is affected by an irreducible representation (irrep) ρ00 of the ideal coil symme-
try group D4h. A significant consequence of this observation is that one should ex-
pect the harmonic spectrum of the coil-generated field to not only consist of the
intended G00 gradient but also of potentially problematic non-uniform gradients
(G20, G40, G44, . . .).

The goal of this section is to find which harmonic gradients we expect to appear
in the coil’s spectrum given a non-ideal geometrical configuration of the coil. We do
this by considering subgroups ofD4h that describe a symmetry-broken configuration
of the coil and determine the modes allowed by the new, less restrictive, symmetry.
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9.1.1 Symmetry breaking 1: vacuum tubes and UCN guides

We consider the non-ideal geometries already anticipated in the coil design and
drawn in figure 3.1 from Pierrick Flaux’s thesis (Flaux, 2019). The green boxes indi-
cate regions where the current loops have been adapted to the presence UCN guides
and vacuum tubes running from outside of the MSR all the way to the precession
chambers and thus crossing the coil walls. We will later see that the coil’s simulated
spectrum, although optimized to suppress non-uniform modes, exhibits a certain
pattern of modes arising from this geometrical defect. Here we predict what these
modes are.

The presence of holes in the coil’s walls along the y axis breaks the ideal-coil
symmetry described by the D4h group (3.19), by removing the π/2 rotation around
the z axis Rz. This is represented schematically in the left plot of figure 9.1. The
symmetry-broken coil is now invariant under transformation of a subgroup of D4h,
consisting of the set

D2h = {I, P, σx, σy, σz, R2
x, R2

y, R2
z}, (9.1)

and matrix multiplication ×. It is easy to check that the set above is stable under ×
and satisfies all the other group axioms. We can also show that all of the elements
of D2h can be obtained by combining only three of them, as

〈
σx, σy, σz

〉
= D2h. This

implies that σx, σy, σz are generators of D2h (B.1.3). Just like the symmetry of the
ideal coil was given by the character of the current representation ρc of D4h in table
3.3, the symmetry of the tubes-broken coil is given by the character of the current
representation ρtubes

c of D2h, featured in table 9.1.

irrep Cl(I) Cl(P) Cl(σx) Cl(σy) Cl(σz) Cl(R2
x) Cl(R2

y) Cl(R2
z)

ρtubes
c 1 1 −1 −1 1 −1 −1 1

TABLE 9.1: Character table ofD2h for the current representation. With
the disappearance of Rz, all elements become their own conjugacy

classes.

The symmetries of this coil are conserved in the magnetic field it generates.
When taking into account the harmonic expansion, the transformations of D2h on
the set of generalized gradients are described by the harmonic representation ρtubes

h .
Back in 3.3, we showed that the harmonic representation ρh of the ideal coil sym-
metry group was reducible, such that all of its irreducible components ρlm acted
on smaller sets of generalized gradients, some of dimension 2, some of dimension
1. The actions of the 8 inequivalent irreps on targeted gradients for the 3 generators
were described in table 3.3, which is enough to obtain the action of all possible irreps
acting on all possible gradients. Similarly we determine the representation elements
ρtubes

lm (M), for M = σx, σy, σz from equation (3.39), and store them in table 9.2. Here
all irreps are of dimension 1. We observe that irrep ρtubes

00 (green table line) shares the
same character as ρtubes

c , and conclude that gradients G2k,2n affected by equivalent
irreps, share the same symmetries as the coil. These gradients, represented in green
in the drawing of figure 9.2, are then allowed by the tube-broken coil symmetry.
We now expect gradients such as G22 to appear alongside G20 in the coil’s harmonic
spectrum, on a scale that depends on the amount symmetry-breaking caused by the
holes inside the coil walls. We also note that:

1. There are still 23 = 8 group elements determined by the minimal number of
generators.
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2. The dimension-2 irreps of D4h affecting m-odd modes break down into two
dimension-1 irreps when losing the Rz symmetry. This phenomenon is under-
stood by looking at table 3.4, which shows that only Rz mixes harmonic modes
of different m. Meanwhile the 0 + 4n and 2 + 4n irreps combine into one 2n
irrep.

irrep l m Cl(σx) Cl(σy) Cl(σz)

ρtubes
0,0 2k 0 + 2n −1 −1 1

ρtubes
0,1 2k 1 + 2n 1 −1 −1

ρtubes
0,−1 2k −1− 2n −1 1 −1

ρtubes
0,−2 2k −2− 2n 1 1 1

ρtubes
1,0 2k + 1 0 + 2n −1 −1 −1

ρtubes
1,1 2k + 1 1 + 2n 1 −1 1

ρtubes
1,−1 2k + 1 −1− 2n −1 1 1

ρtubes
1,−2 2k + 1 −2− 2n 1 1 −1

FIGURE 9.2: Top: character table of the 3 group generators of the D2h
group for the 8 inequivalent harmonic irreps. Each line corresponds
to equivalent irreps that affects different harmonic modes of indices
l and m (second and third columns), for values of k, n ∈ N. Each
of the three last columns gives the elements of that representation
for the conjugacy class of a group generator, with Cl(σx) = {σx},
Cl(σy) = {σy}, and Cl(σz) = {σz}. Bottom: visual decomposition
of the harmonic modes on the 8 subspaces of Rn acted on by the 8

harmonic irreps.

9.1.2 Symmetry breaking 2: coil door

We apply the same reasoning when including a further geometrical feature of the
B0 coil: the door represented in blue in figure 3.1. This removes both the Rz and σy
symmetries from D4h, as shown in the right plot of figure 9.1. The largest subgroup
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that we can construct without this element is then

C2v = {I, σx, σz, R2
y}, (9.2)

together with matrix multiplication. There are now 2 generators, σx and σz. The coil
symmetry is given by the current character ρdoor

c in table 9.2.

irrep Cl(I) Cl(σx) Cl(σz) Cl(R2
y)

ρdoor
c 1 −1 1 −1

TABLE 9.2: Character table of C2v for the current representation.

The character of all harmonic ρdoor
m irreps is given by table 9.3, where we find 4 in-

equivalent irreps. The subset of gradients affected by ρdoor
0 and its equivalent irreps

is yet again enlarged, to now include all modes of the form G2k,2n and G2k+1,−1−2n,
with k, n ∈ N. These are highlighted in green in the table and drawing of figure
9.3. Most notably, we now also expect G1,−1 to appear in the spectrum of the coil-
generated field. Note that none of the inequivalent irreps discriminate between even
and odd l anymore.

irrep l m Cl(σx) Cl(σz)

ρdoor
0 2k, 2k + 1 0 + 2n,−1− 2n −1 1

ρdoor
1 2k, 2k + 1 1 + 2n,−2− 2n 1 −1

ρdoor
−1 2k, 2k + 1 −1− 2n, 0 + 2n −1 −1

ρdoor
−2 2k, 2k + 1 −2− 2n, 1 + 2n 1 1

FIGURE 9.3: Top: character table of the 3 group generators of the C2v
group for the 4 inequivalent harmonic irreps. Each line corresponds
to equivalent irreps that affects harmonic modes of indices l and m,
for values of k, n ∈ N. Each of the three last columns gives the ele-
ments of that representation for the conjugacy class of a group gener-
ator. Bottom: visual decomposition of the harmonic modes in the 4

subspaces of Rn acted on by the 4 harmonic irreps.

We see that the less restrictive the coil symmetry is, the more harmonic modes are
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allowed by it. Our knowledge of the relationship between targeted modes of the B0
harmonic spectrum and types of symmetry-breaking will prove crucial when eval-
uating later measurements. To this end, table 9.3 indicates which harmonic modes
are allowed by different likely symmetry breaking of the ideal coil symmetry, while
figure 9.4 provides a visualization of said modes up to l = 2.
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FIGURE 9.4: Horizontal cut at z = 0 of harmonic modes Πz,lm allowed
by breaking some reflection symmetry of the ideal coil geometry

Broken symmetries Subgroup of D4h Allowed modes {Πlm}
D4h {Π2k,4n}

Rz D2h {Π2k,2n}
Rz, σx C2v {Π2k,2n} ∪ {Π2k+1,1+2n}
Rz, σy C2v {Π2k,2n} ∪ {Π2k+1,−1−2n}
Rz, σz C2v {Π2k,2n} ∪ {Π2k+1,2n}

TABLE 9.3: Harmonic modes allowed by several symmetry breaking
of the ideal coil geometry and their corresponding symmetry groups,

with k, n ∈N.
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9.2 Matching the experimental requirements on the B0 field

This section will follow the chronology of the two mapping campaigns on n2EDM
and aim to show that the field generated by the B0 coil alone, pictured in figure 9.5,
satisfies the statistical and systematical requirements summarized in table 3.1.

9.2.1 Coil displacement and top-bottom gradient

FIGURE 9.5: Opened B0 coil inside the MSR during the first mapping
campaign of n2EDM. The mapper is mounted inside the wooden case

and can perform vertical scans along ez.

The first measurements of the B0 field were obtained during the first mapping
campaign, which because of mechanical limitations consisted solely of vertical scans
along the central axis of the MSR, performed according to the measurement strategy
detailed in section 7.1. Nevertheless this allowed the extraction of the vertical gra-
dient G10, which is constrained by our first statistical requirement: the top-bottom
resonance matching condition (3.12).

The gradient values extracted from the vertical scans of both B0 coil polarities,
plotted on figure 9.6 as the rightmost red and blue points, were far above the 0.6
pT/cm limit. COMSOL simulations performed by Pierrick Flaux indicated that a
vertical displacement of the coil with respect to the MSR origin would generate a ver-
tical gradient proportional to the displacement δz, with G10/δz = 6.45 (pT/cm)/mm
(Flaux, 2019). This can be intuited by considering that a vertical coil displacement
breaks the reflection symmetry w.r.t. the transverse plane σz, which allows a further
set of modes that includes G10 (second to last line of table 9.3).

It was therefore decided to move the coil down, by first 1 mm, in order to test this
claim. Data recorded after this displacement yielded the middle set of points shown
in figure 9.6 and confirmed our prediction, as the slope of the linear fit (in purple)
matched the one provided by the simulation. The coil was moved again by 2 mm in
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order to reach the satisfactory values shown as the leftmost set of points in figure 9.6.
A more thorough mapping of the coil in its final geometrical configuration, including
estimates of reproducibility with respect to degaussing between scan sequences, led
to the values given in the first line of table 9.5. We conclude that the B0 coil satisfies
without optimization the top-bottom resonance matching condition (3.12).
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FIGURE 9.6: Linear vertical gradient as a function of the vertical dis-
placement of the B0 coil with respect to its initial position. The three
measurements were performed from right to left during the first map-
ping campaign of n2EDM. The slope of the linear fit matches the sim-

ulated value from (Flaux, 2019).

9.2.2 A remarkable field uniformity

The remaining statistical requirement on the uniformity of the vertical field (3.13)
could only be evaluated after mapping the entire cylindrical volume accessible by
the mapper with the B0 coil turned on. This occurred in the second mapping cam-
paign of n2EDM, after the characterization of the residual field presented in chapter
8. The harmonic spectrum extracted from these maps is recorded in appendix D.

A depiction of the vertical component of the measured B0 field in the z = 0 plane,
for a positive coil parity, appears in the bottom-left plot of figure 9.7. The top plot
of this figure shows the same quantity for the simulated data. The scale of these
non-uniformities in a ρ < 78 cm disc is comparable: they are situated in a 300 pT
range for the simulated field and in a 500 pT range for the measured field. Over
the mapped cylindrical volume of radius 78 cm and height 82 cm, the measured
values are in a 1600 pT range. Regarding the statistical requirements, our numerical
estimate of the vertical non-uniformity of the measured field

σ(Bz) = 49 pT < 170 pT (9.3)

comfortably satisfies condition (3.13).
We also note that the gradient extraction of the B0 field map, plotted up to l = 2 in

figure 9.8, is consistent with this estimate. As expected and simulated, the dominant
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FIGURE 9.7: Horizontal cut at z = 0 of the vertical field projection of
the B0 field, in the positive coil polarity. The simulated values from
(Flaux, 2019) are compared to the 2022 measurements before and after
optimization with trim coils and gradient coils. The latter successfully

cancels the main contributions of the Π20 and Π22 modes.

contributions to σ(Bz) are Π20, who is allowed by the ideal coil symmetry D4h, and
Π22, who is allowed by the less restrictive symmetry D2h without the π/2 rotation
around the z axis. The presence of the Π22 in particular confirms the presence of
holes around the vacuum tubes and UCN guides in the coil wiring. Inserting the
measured generalized gradients into the polynomial expansion (3.2), we obtain

σ(G20Πz,20) = 21 pT, σ(G22Πz,22) = 28 pT. (9.4)

The orthogonality of the trigonometric functions of mφ (appendix equation (A.7))
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enforces that modes of different m-index add up quadratically inside σ(Bz). This is
detailed more thoroughly in appendix C.3. Both modes then participate to 35 pT of
the total non-uniformity, which is consistent with our numerical estimate (9.3).

The dominance of the Π20 and Π22 modes in the measured harmonic spectrum
is a significant and expected feature of the B0 field. Let us evaluate their weight in
the transverse plane plots of figure 9.7. Considering only these two modes in the
polynomial expansion 3.2, we write the vertical field component as Bz = −(G20/2−
G22)x2 − (G20/2 + G22)y2. For the measured field, the harmonic spectrum of figure
9.8 gives G20 > −2G22 > 0. This leads to a negative parabola along the y axis and
to a sharper negative parabola along the x axis. In the case of the simulated field,
we have 2G22 < G20 < −2G22, so the vertical field projection follows a negative
parabola along the x axis but a positive parabola along the y axis. These features are
confirmed in the two first plots of figure 9.7, which can be thought of as two different
linear combinations of Π20 and Π22, drawn in the z = 0 plane in figure 9.4.

As for the y-odd structure that appears only in the measured fields, this can be
attributed to the presence of l-odd harmonic modes, especially of Π1,−1 (also plotted
in figure 9.4). The vertical field consisting only of this mode writes Bz = G1,−1y.
The measured G1,−1 > 0 explains the shift of the parabolic curve on the y axis. This
presence of the Π1,−1 mode indicates a breaking of the reflection symmetry w.r.t. the
y = 0 plane, which can be attributed to the presence of the MSR door in this same
plane and is described by the C2v symmetry. Figure 9.8 shows that this feature had
been taken into account in the simulation, but that its measured magnitude is much
larger than expected.

We conclude that the field generated by the B0 coil is consistent with a non-ideal
coil symmetry where the presence of the neutron guides, vacuum tubes, and MSR
door has been taken into account. More importantly, its vertical component com-
fortably satisfies the n2EDM requirements on field uniformity.
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FIGURE 9.8: Harmonic spectra of the B0 coil in the positive polarity,
simulated in (Flaux, 2019), and measured during the second mapping
campaign, before and after optimization with trim coils and gradi-
ent coils. The transparent bars refer to purely transverse harmonic

modes.

9.2.3 A reproducible estimate of the false EDM

We finally turn to the systematical requirements and evaluate the reproducibility of
the false EDM generated by the B0 coil.

The harmonic spectra of the B0 field extracted during the second mapping cam-
paign allow us to determine the reproducibility of the problematic phantom modes
of orders three, five and seven. We first check that variations on the values of these
modes are indeed dominated by the non-reproducibility of the field rather than our
lack of mapping precision reflected by the repeatability. For the least consistent
phantom mode Ǵ3 we recorded a repeatability of 7.4 fT/cm, which is about a third
of its reproducibility of 22.2 fT/cm (results in appendix D). One may also notice that
these reproducibility values are practically identical to those measured without the
B0 coil, shown in table 8.1 of the previous chapter, which means that the vacuum ves-
sel pattern is the main contributor to the non-reproducibility of the phantom modes.
We then verify that the reproducibility of the false EDM generated by each phantom
mode is small enough to allow an estimate of the false EDM below 3× 10−28 e cm.
This is confirmed by figure 9.9, which shows the false EDMs generated by the three
phantom modes for both polarities of the B0 coil, and their reproducibility as error-
bars. The blue values for the measured field without optimization indeed match
the reproducibility condition but the generated false EDM is still above the require-
ment. n2EDM can still function in this coil configuration simply by measuring the
false EDM.

We conclude that the total n2EDM magnetic field matches the requirements on
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FIGURE 9.9: False EDM generated by phantom modes of orders three,
five, and seven, in three different field configurations: residual field
(B0 coil is turned off), B0 coil turned on in on of two polarities, and
B0 coil turned on along with a combination of trim coils and gradient
coils meant to reduce the total non-uniformity. The optimized field
satisfies the statistical requirement (red dotted line). The error bars

are determined by the magnetic field’s reproducibility.
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field uniformity w.r.t. both statistical errors and systematical errors. In particu-
lar, offline measurements show that problematic phantom modes are reproducible
enough to either (1) allow for an estimate of the generated false EDM through the
low-frequency expression (3.16), or (2) cancel these modes so as to bring the sys-
tematic effect below the sensitivity requirement dfalse

n→Hg < 3 × 10−28 e cm. We will
now show how the second option, referred to as field optimization, is made possible
through specific combinations of the trim coils and gradient coils of the n2EDM coil
system.

9.3 Field optimization for an even greater uniformity

The second mapping campaign concluded with a last effort to not only make the
false EDM measurable but to also strongly suppress it, via the use of coils dedicated
to the generation of specific modes of the harmonic spectrum. The optimization
strategy is in essence straightforward. Prior individual mapping of the 56 trim coils
and 7 gradient coils, visible in figure 2.9, determined their respective coil coefficients.
These correspond to the ratio between the current driven through the coil and the
amplitude Glm of the generated harmonic modes, for all modes of the spectrum. One
may then use this information to determine the coil currents that cancel particularly
problematic modes of the measured harmonic spectrum.

While the gradient coils can only perform one task, which is to produce one spe-
cific mode G0−1, G01, G1−1, G10, G11, G20, or G30, the trim coils are only operable in
conjunction with one another within a very large number of combinations. Our pre-
vious considerations on the symmetries of the B0 coil considerably ease this choice
of combinations, as one can simply match the symmetries of a targeted harmonic
mode with the geometry of the trim coil array. Figure 9.10 shows a flattened repre-
sentation of the cubic coil array, where each colored box represents a single square
coil with a current running around its edges. The color code is chosen so that coils
of a same color are invariant with respect to all symmetries of the ideal coil system,
meaning that applying any transformation of D4h to a trim coil of a color yields a
trim coil of the same color (appendix definition B.1.8). There are 6 distinct invariant
sets of coils under the ideal coil symmetry, and 1 non-invariant set of coils. Among
the 6 invariant sets, 1 is unused because their coil constants were not completely
determined (in grey).

By applying a current in either the clockwise or counter-clockwise direction around
each of the trim coils, each of these invariant sets can be made to form a set of cur-
rents that matches the character of a harmonic mode irrep from table 3.3. Here we
skip the group-theoretical determination of the current sets as they can be intuited
from figure 9.10. Table 9.4 shows the character of all signed current combinations
of coils within an invariant colored set and their matching harmonic irrep. The har-
monic modes affected by that irrep can then be generated by a set of coils that exhibit
the same symmetries with a particular current configuration. We notice that some
modes are easier to generate than other. For instance the light green modes of figure
3.3 such as Π0,2 can only be generated by a trim coil set capable of producing currents
with the same character as ρ0,2, which means these currents must be anti-symmetric
with respect to σx and Rz and symmetric with respect to σz. From 9.10 we see that
only the orange coils are capable of generating that particular set of gradients.

After the current signs have been decided in order to produce a specific harmonic
mode, we determine the amplitude that cancels the measured gradient. This is done
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FIGURE 9.10: Flattened representation of the trim coil array. Each
color corresponds to an invariant set of coils under the ideal coil sym-
metries. Only the white coils are not invariant. Around each colored
coil, a current flows in either the clockwise or counter-clockwise di-
rection. Note that the grey coils have not been entirely mapped and

are therefore not used in the analysis.

by inverting a linear application consisting of coil constants, that maps a set of cur-
rents to a set of harmonic gradients. We denote this currents-to-gradients transition
matrix TG and its inverse TI . The components of a vector G consisting of harmonic
gradients we wish to cancel are then written in terms of those of the current vector I
driven through the trim coils as

Gik = [TG]ij Ijk. (9.5)

Inverting TG then yields the currents that cancels the given gradients through

Iik = [T−1
G ]ijGjk = [TI ]ijGjk. (9.6)

Let us apply this cancellation strategy to the “red” magnetic modes (G10, G30, G34, . . .)
of the ideal coil symmetry, represented in figure 3.3. For the symmetry reasons given
in table 9.4, these modes can be generated by all 5 invariant sets of coils. We can then
choose 5 gradients to cancel simultaneously. The currents-to-gradients map is then
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a 5× 5 matrix of the form

TG10 =


G10/Ired G10/Igre G10/Iora G10/Iyel G10/Iblu
G30/Ired G30/Igre G30/Iora G30/Iyel G30/Iblu
G34/Ired G34/Igre G34/Iora G34/Iyel G34/Iblu
G50/Ired G50/Igre G50/Iora G50/Iyel G50/Iblu
G54/Ired G54/Igre G54/Iora G54/Iyel G54/Iblu

 , (9.7)

with entries given by the appropriate coil constants. The gradient-to-currents ma-
trix TI10 = T−1

G10
finally provides in each row the currents we should drive through

the 5 invariant coil sets in order to produce a given red mode G2k+1,4n. With the ap-
propriate linear combination of trim coil currents we are then able to cancel several
problematic gradients.

The optimization strategy of n2EDM is to use the gradient coils to cancel G20 and
part of G30, for which we also need the trim coils because of current limitations of the
gradient coil, and trim coils to cancel modes G22, G50, and the rest of G30. Our intent
is to cancel both phantom modes and dominant modes of the B0 spectrum allowed
by the realistic coil symmetry. Measurements of the optimized B0 field are featured
in figures 9.7, 9.8, and 9.9. The exact coil current values that cancel these modes are
given in appendix D.2. The major accomplishment of the B0 optimization is shown
in figure 9.9: we see that the phantom modes of the optimized field all generate a
false EDM below the systematical requirement materialized by the dotted red line,
for both coil polarities. In addition, the suppression of the Π20 and Π22 modes, as

Trim coil irrep Cl(σx) Cl(σz) Cl(Rz) Harmonic irrep Πlm

Red coils −1 1 1 ρ00 Π2k,0+2n

−1 −1 1 ρ10 Π2k+1,0+4n

Green coils −1 1 1 ρ00 Π2k,0+4n

−1 −1 1 ρ10 Π2k+1,0+4n

1 −1 −1 ρ1,−2 Π2k+1,−2−4n

1 1 −1 ρ0,−2 Π2k,−2−4n

Orange coils −1 1 1 ρ00 Π2k,0+4n

−1 −1 1 ρ10 Π2k+1,0+4n

−1 −1 −1 ρ12 Π2k+1,2+4n

−1 1 −1 ρ02 Π2k,2+4n

Yellow coils 1 −1 1 ρ1,−4 Π2k+1,−4−4n

−1 −1 1 ρ10 Π2k+1,0+4n

−1 −1 −1 ρ12 Π2k+1,2+4n

Blue coils 1 −1 1 ρ1,−4 Π2k+1,−4−4n

−1 −1 1 ρ10 Π2k+1,0+4n

1 −1 −1 ρ1,−2 Π2k+1,−2−4n

TABLE 9.4: Character table of the 3 group generators of theD4h group
for the trim coil irreps. Each color corresponds to a set of coils invari-
ant under the symmetries ofD4h. Each line corresponds to the charac-
ter of a trim coil irrep for a possible combination of current signs (the

exact signs are omitted). These are matched with harmonic irreps.
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shown by the harmonic spectrum plot 9.8, reduces the vertical non-uniformity to

σ(Bz) = 35 pT, (9.8)

nearly one order of magnitude below the statistical requirement. The last plot of
figure 9.7, depicting the vertical field component of the optimized field, confirms
that it is indeed the suppression of the parabolic modes Π20 and Π22 that lowers the
non-uniformity.

In conclusion, we are not only able to match the reproducibility requirements
for the control of the false EDM, but also to largely suppress it. Furthermore, the
optimized B0 vertical field is nearly one order of magnitude more uniform than the
design requirement. All experimental requirements discussed in this section and
confronted with the B0 field data are summarized in table 9.5.

Required B0 ↑ alone B0 ↑ optim. B0 ↓ alone B0 ↓ optim.

Statistical requirements

Vertical uniformity σ(Bz) (pT) < 170 49.1± 1.5 34.7± 1.5 42.4± 1.1 25.5± 1.5

Top-bottom condition |G10| (pT/cm) < 0.6 0.35± 0.25 0.16± 0.21 −0.21± 0.31 −0.14± 0.22

Systematical requirements

dfalse
n←Hg(Ǵ3Π́3) (10−28 e cm) < 3 81.7± 2.9 2.3± 1.2 80.2± 2.4 3.0± 1.1

dfalse
n←Hg(Ǵ5Π́5) (10−28 e cm) < 3 9.2± 0.7 0.7± 1.1 10.2± 0.7 0.5± 0.6

dfalse
n←Hg(Ǵ7Π́7) (10−28 e cm) < 3 0.3± 0.1 0.2± 0.1 0.3± 0.1 0.0± 0.1

TABLE 9.5: Table of the n2EDM requirements on magnetic field gen-
eration for statistical and systematical errors, and their measured val-
ues with associated reproducibility. Both the field produced by the
B0 coil alone, and the optimized field produced by the B0 coil and
a well-chosen combination of trim coils and gradient coils, are pre-
sented. The systematical requirements concern both the measured

false EDM values and their reproducibility.
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9.4 Conclusion

The magnetic environment of n2EDM is now fully characterized. In this chapter,
we approached the coil-generated field by first revisiting chapter 3’s discussion on
the symmetries of the B0 coil, in order to predict the presence of specific modes in
the measured harmonic spectrum of the coil. Two realistic geometries of the B0 coil
were considered. In both cases, a breaking of the ideal coil symmetry group occurs
such that the realistic coil satisfies a less restrictive symmetry which allows more
harmonic modes in its spectrum. First, we consider the presence of holes inside the
coil walls meant for the vacuum tubes and UCN guides. We confront this particular
coil symmetry group with its representations on all harmonic modes, to show that
a larger set of modes {Π2k,2n}k,n∈N is now allowed in the coil’s spectrum. Second,
we study the impact of the coil’s door in the y = 0 plane, and similarly show that
an even larger set of modes {Π2k,2n}k,n∈N ∪ {Π2k+1,−1−2n}k,n∈N is allowed by this
smaller symmetry group.

With these tools in hand we turn to the B0 field data provided by the two map-
ping campaigns of n2EDM. During the first campaign we noticed a strong vertical
gradient caused by a breaking of the reflection symmetry w.r.t. the transverse plane.
This was resolved by adjusting the height of the coil according to the results of prior
simulations. We concluded that the displaced coil satisfies the top-bottom resonance
matching condition (3.12) on the vertical gradient. The second mapping campaign
consisting of high-resolution maps allowed the extraction of the complete B0 field
spectrum. We confirmed that the generated field comfortably satisfies the unifor-
mity requirement, and that its harmonic spectrum is dominated by Π20 and Π22
modes, which are indicative of the expected coil geometry. We finally determined
the false EDM generated by each phantom mode of the B0 field spectrum along with
their typical reproducibility. We concluded that, while the magnetic field generated
by the B0 coil alone produces a non-negligible false EDM, the field is reproducible
enough for us to measure the systematic effect below our requirement (2.11).

In the final section of this chapter we implemented an optimization strategy
meant to cancel the false EDM with the use of gradient and trim coils, a task that
is made possible by the good reproducibility of the magnetic field. To this end we
invoked once again the ideal symmetry group of the coil system, which also applies
to the trim coil array. We showed that there existed 5 invariant sets of trim coils that
can be tuned independently in order to cancel harmonic modes affected by matching
symmetries. Taking advantage of the trim coil sets and the dedicated gradient coils,
we were able to cancel both the problematic Π́3 and Π́5 phantom modes as well as
the dominant Π20 and Π22 modes. The resulting optimized field produces a false
EDM below our statistical requirement, in addition to achieving an unprecedented
uniformity with an RMSE of 35 pT over the precession chamber volume.
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Conclusion

The search for the neutron EDM is a formidable endeavour for particle physicists
in that it possesses incredible theoretical reach and, to that end, causes tantalizing
and often unexpected experimental challenges. The theoretical motivation was laid
out succinctly in chapter 1. After noticing that the dynamics of fermion EDMs vi-
olated time-reversal symmetry, we saw that the need for CP-violating interactions
was of cosmological origin and formed one of Sakharov’s conditions for baryoge-
nesis. We went on to recall that the Standard Model did not contain enough of
these and described the neutron EDM as a BSM CP-violating coupling which probes
new physics at the 106 TeV scale. The stage was then set for n2EDM (chapter 2),
the ultimate successor to half a century of experimental endeavours which aims to
measure the neutron EDM dn with a sensitivity of 10−27 e cm. This upgraded ver-
sion of nEDM combines many technological advances, such as the use of Ultra-Cold
neutrons in a large volume for high statistical sensitivity, world-leading magnetic
shielding, and mercury co-magnetometry in order to compensate time-fluctuations
of the applied magnetic field. However, the latter is not without significant system-
atical drawbacks. This naturally led us to the theme of magnetic field uniformity
in chapter 3, where we presented the requirements that keep under control the un-
wanted systematic effect brought by the Hg co-magnetometer as well as maximize
the experiment’s statistical sensitivity. We concluded this introductory part with a
novel group-theoretical investigation that allows us determine modes of the har-
monic spectrum that preserve the symmetries of the B0 coil.

The common thread of the second and third parts of this thesis is the control of
the false neutron EDM induced by the mercury atoms dfalse

n←Hg. We introduced the
latter in chapter 4 as a systematical error on dn generated by the combined motion
of mercury atoms inside an electric field and the presence of a non-uniform mag-
netic field. As a function of the precession frequency of mercury atoms, the false
EDM possesses a known analytical form for high and low frequencies (or fields),
but only numerical estimates for arbitrary frequencies that rely on the calculation of
a field-position correlation function. Alternatively, we proposed a new frequency-
domain expression of the false EDM as the Hilbert transform of the field-position
power spectral density. We then tested the validity of the low-frequency false EDM
expression, which depends on the problematic phantom modes, and showed that
considering slightly rotated or displaced precession chambers brought only a negli-
gible correction to this quantity (chapter 5). We finally tackled in chapter 6 the recent
magic field strategy, which consists in setting the B0 field to a value that completely
cancels the systematic effect. We showed from a direct numerical calculation of the
false EDM in the frequency domain that the obtained magic field value for first-
order gradients was compatible with its time-domain equivalent, without the bias
of the correlation function fit. We then expanded on the n2EDM magic field strategy
that targets phantom modes and addressed higher-order magnetic configurations
by calculating the field-position correlation function of a dipole field. We concluded
that at B0 = 10.6 µT, the false EDM generated by l = 3, 5, 7 harmonic modes was
suppressed by more than 95% and the dipole-generated false EDM by around 90%.
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We finally turned to magnetic field mapping for estimates of the false EDM in
the low-frequency regime. In chapter 7 we introduced the mapping apparatus and
measurement strategy, tailored for the extraction of phantom modes and their re-
producibility. We also showed that the inherent mechanical defects of the mapper
and fluxgate, whose axes are not perfectly orthogonal, do not significantly hinder
the mapper’s accuracy on the extraction of the phantom modes. The n2EDM mag-
netic field was then approached in two steps. First, we measured the residual field
(chapter 8) and observed an unexpected fluctuating pattern which we showed to
be attributable to a thermo-electric Seebeck effect affecting the walls of the vacuum
vessel. We ultimately demonstrated that the controlled “vacuum vessel pattern” did
not significantly decrease the reproducibility of the phantom modes of order 3, 5,
and 7 extracted by the mapper nor the accuracy of the cesium magnetometers on the
extraction of the third-order phantom mode. Second, we measured the field gener-
ated by the B0 coil superimposed to the residual field (chapter 9). We invoked again
the symmetries of the coil and matched the presence of specific harmonic modes
to symmetry-breaking features in the coil’s design. These features were confirmed
in the measured harmonic spectrum but did not spoil the vertical uniformity of the
generated field. Furthermore, the generated phantom modes were showed to be re-
producible enough to allow for a successful optimization involving a dedicated set
of auxiliary coils. The optimized field, achieved by targeting both phantom modes
and symmetrically-allowed modes with the so-called trim and gradient coils, boasts
impressive uniformity and generates negligible phantom gradients.

This final result allows the following offline estimate of the total false EDM in
the low-frequency regime, which condenses both phantom modes and dipole-like
contributions:

dfalse
n←Hg(1 µT) =

h̄
∣∣γnγHg

∣∣ R2

8c2

Ǵ3 + Ǵ5 + Ǵ7 +

〈
ρBdip

ρ

〉
−R2/4


= [(2.3± 1.2) + (0.7± 1.1) + (0.2± 0.1) + 1]× 10−28 e cm. (9.9)

In the expression above, Bdip corresponds to the field induced by a vertical dipole
of strength m = 1.6 × 105 nA cm2 located on a ground electrode. This particular
dipole generates a field at the center of the precession chamber of the same ampli-
tude as the average 15 pT harmonic fit residual inside the precession volume, and
describes a worse-case scenario where the fluxgate noise completely masks a prob-
lematic field. The four false EDM contributions quadratically add up to approxi-
mately 3× 10−28 e cm. This already allows n2EDM to reach its 10−27 e cm sensitivity
goal. Let us now consider the false EDM generated at the ten-times stronger magic
field. Extrapolating the phantom gradients values from the 1 µT maps and consid-
ering a 90% suppression of the dipole field, we obtain

dfalse
n←Hg(10.6 µT) = [(0.8± 0.4) + 0 + (0.06± 0.03) + 0.1]× 10−28 e cm. (9.10)

In the magic field scenario, the four false EDM contributions add up to only 0.8×
10−28 e cm. Even more impressive is the fact that the clearly dominant contribution
is the third order phantom mode, measurable online by the cesium magnetometers.
After online correction, we predict a false EDM at magic field of the order of 1×
10−29 e cm, two orders of magnitude below the n2EDM target sensitivity.

We close our discussion with the far more tangible view of the n2EDM magnetic
environment proposed by figure 9.11. Over an equivalent precession volume, the
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magnetic field in n2EDM is two orders of magnitude more uniform than it was in
nEDM. Thanks to the foresight and coordinated efforts of its collaboration members,
the n2EDM experiment is magnetically prepared to reach its desired sensitivity.
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FIGURE 9.11: Vertical component of the n2EDM magnetic field in the
positive coil polarity, over the precession volume of nEDM (left) and

n2EDM (right).
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Appendix A

Modes of the harmonic expansion

Here we provide explicit expressions for modes of the harmonic field expansion
defined in section 3.1. These are given in Cartesian coordinates by

Πx,l,m = ∂xVl+1,m, Πy,l,m = ∂yVl+1,m, Πz,l,m = ∂zVl+1,m, (A.1)

where V is the magnetic potential defined by B = ∇V, with elements Vlm of the
spherical harmonic basis given by

Vlm(ρ, θ, φ) =
(l − 1)!(−2)|m|

(l + |m|)! ρl P|m|l (cos(θ))×
{

cos (|m|φ) if m ≥ 0
sin (|m|φ) if m < 0.

(A.2)

The Legendre polynomials Pm
l are given explicitly in table A.1 up to order l = 6.

Table A.2 gives the explicit harmonic modes Πl,m in Cartesian coordinates up to
order l = 7, with −l − 1 ≤ m ≤ l + 1.

The harmonic functions in cylindrical coordinates (ρ, φ, z) are found by letting

Πρ,l,m = cos φΠx,l,m + sin φΠy,l,m, Πφ,l,m = − sin φΠx,l,m + cos φΠy,l,m. (A.3)

For the purpose of field mapping it is often useful to separate the angular and poly-
nomial parts of harmonic functions. This is done by defining reduced harmonic
functions Π̃z,lm(ρ, z), which satisfy

Πρ,lm(ρ, φ, z) =

{
Π̃ρ,lm(ρ, z) cos (mφ), if m ≥ 0,
Π̃ρ,lm(ρ, z) sin (mφ), if m < 0,

(A.4)

Πφ,lm(ρ, φ, z) =

{
Π̃φ,lm(ρ, z) sin (mφ), if m ≥ 0,
Π̃φ,lm(ρ, z) cos (mφ), if m < 0,

(A.5)

Πz,lm(ρ, φ, z) =

{
Π̃z,lm(ρ, z) cos (mφ), if m ≥ 0,
Π̃z,lm(ρ, z) sin (mφ), if m < 0.

(A.6)

In particular, note that the angular modes of the harmonic basis are orthogonal:

⟨Πlm(ρ, φ, z)Πkn(ρ, φ, z)⟩ = δmn
〈
Π̃lm(ρ, z)Π̃kn(ρ, z)

〉
. (A.7)

The harmonic functions in cylindrical coordinates are provided by tables A.3 and
A.4 up to order l = 7, which is the maximum order of the offline magnetic field fit.
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TABLE A.1: Associated Legendre polynomials up to order l = 6.

l m Pl
m(cos θ)

1 0 cos θ

1 1 − sin θ

2 0 1
2

(
3 cos2 θ − 1

)
2 1 −3 cos θ sin θ

2 2 3 sin2 θ

3 0 1
2 cos θ

(
5 cos2 θ − 3

)
3 1 − 3

2

(
5 cos2 θ − 1

)
sin θ

3 2 15 cos θ sin2 θ

3 3 −15 sin3 θ

4 0 1
8

(
35 cos4 θ − 30 cos2 θ + 3

)
4 1 − 5

2 cos θ
(
7 cos2 θ − 3

)
sin θ

4 2 15
2

(
7 cos2 θ − 1

)
sin2 θ

4 3 −105 cos θ sin3 θ

4 4 105 sin4 θ

5 0 1
8 cos θ

(
63 cos4 θ − 70 cos2 θ + 15

)
5 1 − 15

8

(
21 cos4 θ − 14 cos2 θ + 1

)
sin θ

5 2 105
2 cos θ

(
3 cos2 θ − 1

)
sin2 θ

5 3 − 105
2

(
9 cos2 θ − 1

)
sin3 θ

5 4 945 cos θ sin4 θ

5 5 −945 sin5 θ

6 0 1
16 cos θ

(
231 cos6 θ − 315 cos4 θ + 105 cos2 θ − 5

)
6 1 − 21

8 cos θ
(
33 cos4 θ − 30 cos2 θ + 5

)
sin θ

6 2 105
8

(
33 cos4 θ − 18 cos2 θ + 1

)
sin2 θ

6 3 − 315
2 cos θ

(
11 cos2 θ − 3

)
sin3 θ

6 4 945
2

(
11 cos2 θ − 1

)
sin4 θ

6 5 −10395 cos θ sin5 θ

6 6 10395 sin6 θ

TABLE A.2: The basis of harmonic polynomials in Cartesian coordi-
nates up to degree l = 3.

l m Πx Πy Πz

0 −1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 0

1 −2 y x 0
1 −1 0 z y
1 0 − 1

2 x − 1
2 y z

1 1 z 0 x
1 2 x −y 0
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TABLE A.2: The basis of harmonic polynomials in Cartesian coordi-
nates up to degree l = 3.

l m Πx Πy Πz

2 −3 2xy x2 − y2 0
2 −2 2yz 2xz 2xy
2 −1 − 1

2 xy − 1
4

(
x2 + 3y2 − 4z2) 2yz

2 0 −xz −yz z2 − 1
2 (x2 + y2)

2 1 − 1
4

(
3x2 + y2 − 4z2) − 1

2 xy 2xz
2 2 2xz −2yz x2 − y2

2 3 x2 − y2 −2xy 0

3 -4 3x2y− y3 x3 − 3xy2 0
3 -3 6xyz 3(x2z− y2z) 3x2y− y3

3 -2 − 1
2 (3x2y + y3 − 6yz2) − 1

2 (x3 + 3xy2 − 6xz2) 6xyz
3 -1 − 3

2 xyz − 1
4 (3x2z + 9y2z− 4z3) 3yz2 − 3

4 (x2y + y3)

3 0 3
8 (x3 + xy2 − 4xz2) 3

8 (x2y + y3 − 4yz2) z3 − 3
2 z(x2 + y2)

3 1 − 1
4 (9x2z + 3y2z− 4z3) − 3

2 xyz 3xz2 − 3
4 (x3 + xy2)

3 2 −x3 + 3xz2 −3yz2 + y3 3(x2z− y2z)
3 3 3(x2z− y2z) −6xyz x3 − 3xy2

3 4 x3 − 3xy2 −3x2y + y3 0

TABLE A.3: The basis of harmonic polynomials in cylindrical coordi-
nates up to degree l = 7.

l m Πρ Πφ Πz

0 -1 sin φ cos φ 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 1 cos φ − sin φ 0
1 -2 ρ sin 2φ ρ cos 2φ 0
1 -1 z sin φ z cos φ ρ sin φ

1 0 − 1
2 ρ 0 z

1 1 z cos φ −z sin φ ρ cos φ

1 2 ρ cos 2φ −ρ sin 2φ 0

2 -3 ρ2 sin 3φ ρ2 cos 3φ 0
2 -2 2ρz sin 2φ 2ρz cos 2φ ρ2 sin 2φ

2 -1 1
4

(
4z2 − 3ρ2) sin φ 1

4

(
4z2 − ρ2) cos φ 2ρz sin φ

2 0 −ρz 0 − 1
2 ρ2 + z2

2 1 1
4

(
4z2 − 3ρ2) cos φ 1

4

(
ρ2 − 4z2) sin φ 2ρz cos φ

2 2 2ρz cos 2φ −2ρz sin 2φ ρ2 cos 2φ

2 3 ρ2 cos 3φ −ρ2 sin 3φ 0

3 -4 ρ3 sin 4φ ρ3 cos 4φ 0
3 -3 3ρ2z sin 3φ 3ρ2z cos 3φ ρ3 sin 3φ

3 -2 ρ
(
3z2 − ρ2) sin 2φ 1

2 ρ
(
6z2 − ρ2) cos 2φ 3ρ2z sin 2φ
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TABLE A.3: The basis of harmonic polynomials in cylindrical coordi-
nates up to degree l = 7.

l m Πρ Πφ Πz

3 -1 1
4 z
(
4z2 − 9ρ2) sin φ 1

4 z
(
4z2 − 3ρ2) cos φ ρ

(
3z2 − 3

4 ρ2) sin φ

3 0 3
8 ρ
(
ρ2 − 4z2) 0 1

2 z
(
2z2 − 3ρ2)

3 1 1
4 z
(
4z2 − 9ρ2) cos φ 1

4 z
(
3ρ2 − 4z2) sin φ ρ

(
3z2 − 3

4 ρ2) cos φ

3 2 ρ
(
3z2 − ρ2) cos 2φ 1

2 ρ
(
ρ2 − 6z2) sin 2φ 3ρ2z cos 2φ

3 3 3ρ2z cos 3φ −3ρ2z sin 3φ ρ3 cos 3φ

3 4 ρ3 cos 4φ −ρ3 sin 4φ 0

4 -5 ρ4 sin 5φ ρ4 cos 5φ 0
4 -4 4ρ3z sin 4φ 4ρ3z cos 4φ ρ4 sin 4φ

4 -3 1
4

(
24ρ2z2 − 5ρ4) sin 3φ 3

4

(
8ρ2z2 − ρ4) cos 3φ 4ρ3z sin 3φ

4 -2 4
(
ρz3 − ρ3z

)
sin 2φ 2

(
2ρz3 − ρ3z

)
cos 2φ

(
6ρ2z2 − ρ4) sin 2φ

4 -1 1
8

(
8z4 − 36ρ2z2 + 5ρ4) sin φ 1

8

(
8z4 − 12ρ2z2 + ρ4) cos φ

(
4ρz3 − 3ρ3z

)
sin φ

4 0 1
2

(
3ρ3z− 4ρz3) 0 1

8

(
8z4 − 24ρ2z2 + 3ρ4)

4 1 1
8

(
8z4 − 36ρ2z2 + 5ρ4) cos φ − 1

8

(
8z4 − 12ρ2z2 + ρ4) sin φ

(
4ρz3 − 3ρ3z

)
cos φ

4 2 4
(
ρz3 − ρ3z

)
cos 2φ −2

(
2ρz3 − ρ3z

)
sin 2φ

(
6ρ2z2 − ρ4) cos 2φ

4 3 1
4

(
24ρ2z2 − 5ρ4) cos 3φ − 3

4

(
8ρ2z2 − ρ4) sin 3φ 4ρ3z cos 3φ

4 4 4ρ3z cos 4φ −4ρ3z sin 4φ ρ4 cos 4φ

4 5 ρ4 cos 5φ −ρ4 sin 5φ 0

TABLE A.4: The basis of harmonic polynomials in cylindrical coordi-
nates up to degree l = 4, with −l − 1 ≤ m ≤ l + 1

l m Πρ Πφ Πz

5 -6 ρ5 sin 6φ ρ5 cos 6φ 0
5 -5 5ρ4z sin 5φ 5ρ4z cos 5φ ρ5 sin 5φ

5 -4 1
2

(
20ρ3z2 − 3ρ5) sin 4φ ρ3 (10z2 − ρ2) cos 4φ 5ρ4z sin 4φ

5 -3 5
4

(
8ρ2z3 − 5ρ4z

)
sin 3φ 5

4

(
8ρ2z3 − 3ρ4z

)
cos 3φ 5

4

(
8ρ3z2 − ρ5) sin 3φ

5 -2 5
16

(
16ρz4 − 32ρ3z2 + 3ρ5) sin 2φ 5

16

(
16ρz4 − 16ρ3z2 + ρ5) cos 2φ 5

(
2ρ2z3 − ρ4z

)
sin 2φ

5 -1 1
8

(
8z5 − 60ρ2z3 + 25ρ4z

)
sin φ 1

z
(
8z5 − 20ρ2z3 + 5ρ4z

)
cos φ 5

8

(
8ρz4 − 12ρ3z2 + ρ5) sin φ

5 0 5
16

(
−8ρz4 + 12ρ3z2 − ρ5) 0 1

8

(
8z5 − 40ρ2z3 + 15ρ4z

)
5 1 1

8

(
8z5 − 60ρ2z3 + 25ρ4z

)
cos φ − 1

8

(
8z5 − 20ρ2z3 + 5ρ4z

)
sin φ 5

8

(
8ρz4 − 12ρ3z2 + ρ5) cos φ

5 2 5
16

(
16ρz4 − 32ρ3z2 + 3ρ5) cos 2φ − 5

16

(
16ρz4 − 16ρ3z2 + ρ5) sin 2φ 5

(
2ρ2z3 − ρ4z

)
cos 2φ

5 3 5
4

(
8ρ2z3 − 5ρ4z

)
cos 3φ − 5

4

(
8ρ2z3 − 3ρ4z

)
sin 3φ 5

4

(
8ρ3z2 − ρ5) cos 3φ

5 4 1
2

(
20ρ3z2 − 3ρ5) cos 4φ −ρ3 (10z2 − ρ2) sin 4φ 5ρ4 cos 4φz

5 5 5ρ4z cos 5φ −5ρ4z sin 5φ ρ5 cos 5φ

5 6 ρ5 cos 6φ −ρ5 sin 6φ 0
6 -7 ρ6 sin 7φ ρ6 cos 7φ 0
6 -6 6ρ5z sin 6φ 6ρ5z cos 6φ ρ6 sin 6φ

6 -5 1
4 ρ4 (60z2 − 7ρ2) sin 5φ 5

4ρ4 (12z2 − ρ2) cos 5φ 6ρ5z sin 5φ

6 -4 ρ3z
(
20z2 − 9ρ2) cos 4φ 2ρ3z

(
10z2 − 3ρ2) cos 4φ 3

2 ρ4 (10z2 − ρ2) sin 4φ

6 -3 3
16 ρ2 (80z4 − 100ρ2z2 + 7ρ4) cos 3φ 3

16 ρ2 (80z4 − 60ρ2z2 + 3ρ4) cos 3φ 5
2 ρ3z

(
8z2 − 3ρ2) sin 3φ

6 -2 1
8 ρz

(
48z4 − 160ρ2z2 + 45ρ4) cos 2φ 1

8 ρz
(
48z4 − 80ρ2z2 + 15ρ4) cos 2φ 15

16 ρ2 (16z4 − 16ρ2z2 + ρ4) sin 2φ

6 -1 1
64

(
64z6 − 720ρ2z4 + 600ρ4z2 − 35ρ6) cos φ 1

64

(
64z6 − 240ρ2z4 + 120ρ4z2 − 5ρ6) cos φ 3

4 ρz
(
8z4 − 20ρ2z2 + 5ρ4) sin φ

6 0 3
8 ρ
(
−8z5 + 20ρ2z3 − 5ρ4z

)
0 1

16

(
16z6 − 120ρ2z4 + 90ρ4z2 − 5ρ6)

6 1 1
64

(
64z6 − 720ρ2z4 + 600ρ4z2 − 35ρ6) sin φ − 1

64

(
64z6 − 240ρ2z4 + 120ρ4z2 − 5ρ6) sin φ 3

4 ρz
(
8z4 − 20ρ2z2 + 5ρ4) cos φ

6 2 1
8 ρz

(
48z4 − 160ρ2z2 + 45ρ4) sin 2φ − 1

8 ρz
(
48z4 − 80ρ2z2 + 15ρ4) sin 2φ 15

16 ρ2 (16z4 − 16ρ2z2 + ρ4) cos 2φ

6 3 3
16 ρ2 (80z4 − 100ρ2z2 + 7ρ4) sin 3φ − 3

16 ρ2 (80z4 − 60ρ2z2 + 3ρ4) sin 3φ 5
2 ρ3z

(
8z2 − 3ρ2) cos 3φ

6 4 ρ3z
(
20z2 − 9ρ2) sin 4φ −2ρ3z

(
10z2 − 3ρ2) sin 4φ 3

2 ρ4 (10z2 − ρ2) cos 4φ
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TABLE A.4: The basis of harmonic polynomials in cylindrical coordi-
nates up to degree l = 4, with −l − 1 ≤ m ≤ l + 1

l m Πρ Πφ Πz

6 5 1
4 ρ4 (60z2 − 7ρ2) cos 5φ − 5

4 ρ4 (12z2 − ρ2) sin 5φ 6ρ5z cos 5φ

6 6 6ρ5z cos 6φ −6ρ5z sin 6φ ρ6 cos 6φ

6 7 ρ6 cos 7φ −ρ6 sin 7φ 0
7 -8 ρ7 sin 8φ ρ7 cos 8φ 0
7 -7 7ρ6z sin 7φ 7ρ6z cos 7φ ρ7 sin 7φ

7 -6 ρ5 (21z2 − 2ρ2) sin 6φ 3
2 ρ5 (14z2 − ρ2) cos 6φ 7ρ6z sin 6φ

7 -5 7
4 ρ1z

(
20z2 − 7ρ2) sin 5ψ 35

4 ρ4z
(
4z2 − ρ2) cos 5φ 7

4 ρ5 (12z2 − ρ2) sin 5φ

7 -4 7
4 ρ3 (20z4 − 18ρ2z2 + ρ4) sin 4φ 7

7ρ3 (40z4 − 24ρ2z2 + 3ρ4) cos 4φ 7
2 ρ4z

(
10z2 − 3ρ2) sin 4φ

7 -3 7
16 ρ2z

(
48z4 − 100ρ2z2 + 21ρ4) sin 3φ 21

16 ρ2z
(
16z4 − 20ρ2z2 + 3ρ4) cos 3φ 7

16 ρ3 (80z4 − 60ρ2z2 + 3ρ4) sin 3φ

7 -2 7
16 ρ

(
16z6 − 80ρ2z4 + 45ρ4z2 − 2ρ6) sin 2φ 7

32 ρ
(
32z6 − 80ρ2z4 + 30ρ4z2 − ρ6) cos 2φ 7

16 ρ2z
(
48z4 − 80ρ2z2 + 15ρ4) sin 2φ

7 -1 1
64 z
(
64z6 − 1008ρ2z4 + 1400ρ4z2 − 245ρ6) sin φ 1

64 z
(
64z6 − 336ρ2z4 + 280ρ4z2 − 35ρ6) cos φ 7

64 ρ
(
64z6 − 240ρ2z4 + 120ρ4z2 − 5ρ6) sin φ

7 0 7
122 ρ

(
−64z6 + 240ρ2z4 − 120ρ4z2 + 5ρ6) 0 1

16 z
(
16z6 − 168ρ2z4 + 210ρ4z2 − 35ρ6)

7 1 1
4 z
(
64z6 − 1008ρ2z4 + 1400ρ4z2 − 245ρ6) cos φ − 1

64 z
(
64z6 − 336ρ2z4 + 280ρ4z2 − 35ρ6) sin φ 7

64 ρ
(
64z6 − 240ρ2z4 + 120ρ4z2 − 5ρ6) cos φ

7 2 7
16 ρ

(
16z6 − 80ρ2z4 + 45ρ4z2 − 2ρ6) cos 2φ − 7

5 ρ
(
32z6 − 80ρ2z4 + 30ρ4z2 − ρ6) sin 2φ 7

16 ρ2z
(
48z4 − 80ρ2z2 + 15ρ4) cos 2φ

7 3 7
16 ρ2z

(
48z4 − 100ρ2z2 + 21ρ4) cos 3φ − 21

16 ρ2z
(
16z4 − 20ρ2z2 + 3ρ4) sin 3φ 7

16 ρ3 (80z4 − 60ρ2z2 + 3ρ4) cos 3φ

7 4 7
4 ρ3 (20z4 − 18ρ2z2 + ρ4) cos 4φ − 7

8 ρ3 (40z4 − 24ρ2z2 + 3ρ4) sin 4φ 7
2 ρ4z

(
10z2 − 3ρ2) cos 4φ

7 5 7
4 ρ4z

(
20z2 − 7ρ2) cos 5ψ − 35

4 ρ4z
(
4z2 − ρ2) sin 5φ 7

4 ρ5 (12z2 − ρ2) cos 5φ

7 6 ρ5 (21z2 − 2ρ2) cos 6φ − 3
2 ρ5 (14z2 − ρ2) sin 6φ 7ρ6z cos 6φ

7 7 7ρ6z cos 7φ −7ρ6z sin 7φ ρ7 cos 7φ

7 8 ρ7 cos 8φ −ρ7 sin 8φ 0
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B.1 Notes on groups and representations

We recall here a few key definitions to supplement chapter 3 and 9’s discussions on
representations of the B0 coil symmetry groups.

B.1.1 Groups

Definition B.1.1. A group is a set G together with a binary operation ⋆, denoted
(G, ⋆), that satisfies the following axioms:

(i) G is closed under ⋆: ∀x, y ∈ G, x ⋆ y ∈ G.

(ii) ⋆ is associative: ∀x, y, z ∈ G, (x ⋆ y) ⋆ z = x ⋆ (y ⋆ z).

(iii) G contains a neutral element: ∃e ∈ G, ∀x ∈ G, x ⋆ e = e ⋆ x = x.

(iv) G contains an inverse of each of its elements: ∀x ∈ G, ∃y ∈ G, x ⋆ y = y ⋆ x = e.
The inverse y of x is usually denoted x−1.

If the operation ⋆ is commutative, then we say that the group is abelian.

Definition B.1.2. Given a group (G, ⋆), the set H together with the same binary
operation ⋆ is said to be a subgroup of (G, ⋆) iff H ⊂ G and (H, ⋆) is a group.

Definition B.1.3. Given a group (G, ⋆) and a subset S ⊂ G, we define the subgroup
generated by S, denoted ⟨S⟩, as the smallest subgroup of (G, ⋆) containing every
element in S.

If ⟨S⟩ = G, then we say that the elements of S are generators of the group (G, ⋆).

Definition B.1.4. Two elements x and y of a group G are said to be conjugate if
there exists an element g ∈ G such that y = gxg−1. We call the conjugacy class of an
element x ∈ G the set of all conjugates of x, defined as

Cl(x) = {gxg−1 | g ∈ G}. (B.1)
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B.1.2 Representations of groups

Definition B.1.5. Given two groups (G, ⋆) and (H, ·), a group homomorphism from
(G, ⋆) to (H, ·) is a map f : G → H such that

∀x, y ∈ G, f (x ⋆ y) = f (x) · f (y). (B.2)

Proposition B.1.1. Given a vector space V over a field F, the set of all bijective linear
maps V → V (automorphisms of V), together with the map composition ◦, is a group.
This group is referred to as the General Linear group and denoted GL(V).

For instance, given a coordinate vector space Cn, the set of all n× n invertible ma-
trices with complex coefficients are bijective linear maps on Cn, which together with
matrix multiplication form the general linear group denoted GL(Cn).

Definition B.1.6. A representation of a group G1 on a vector space V, denoted
(ρ, V), is a group homomorphism from G to GL(V). In other words, it is a map
ρ : G → GL(V) such that

∀x, y ∈ G, ρ(xy) = ρ(x)ρ(y). (B.3)

Definition B.1.7. Two representations (ρ, V) and (σ, W) of a group G are said to be
equivalent if there exists a bijective linear map T : V →W such that

∀x ∈ G, ρ(x) = Tσ(x)T−1. (B.4)

Definition B.1.8. Given a representation (ρ, V) of a group G, a subspace W ⊂ V is
said to be invariant if

∀u ∈W, ∀x ∈ G, ρ(x)u ∈W. (B.5)

The fact that the null-space {0} and V itself are always invariant subspaces of V
motivates the following definition.

Definition B.1.9. A representation (ρ, V) of a group G is said to be irreducible if
there are no non-trivial invariant subspaces of V, i.e. if the only invariant subspaces
of V are {0} and V itself. The representation is said to be reducible if it is not irre-
ducible.

Definition B.1.10. Let (ρ1, V1) and (ρ2, V2) be two representations of a group G. We
define their direct sum as the representation (ρ1 ⊕ ρ2, V1 + V2), where given x ∈ G
and v1 ∈ V1, v2 ∈ V2,

(ρ1 ⊕ ρ2)(x)(v1 + v2) = ρ1(x)v1 + ρ2(x)v2. (B.6)

For finite-dimensional representations, the matrix (ρ1 ⊕ ρ2)(x) is block-diagonal:

(ρ1 ⊕ ρ2)(x) =
(

ρ1(x) 0
0 ρ2(x)

)
. (B.7)

Property B.1.1. A finite-dimensional representation (ρ, V) of a group G which can
be written in block-diagonal form is reducible. By “can be written”, we mean that
there exists an equivalent representation (ρ′, V ′), obtained by the bijective linear map
T : V → V ′, which is a direct sum of representations:

∀x ∈ G, Tρ(x)T−1 = ρ′(x) = ρ′1(x)⊕ ρ′2(x)⊕ . . .⊕ ρ′n(x). (B.8)
1From now on we use G interchangeably for the set G and the group (G, ⋆) when no confusion is

possible.
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Furthermore, if the representations ρk≤n are irreducible, the representation (ρ, V) is
said to be completely reducible.

Definition B.1.11. Given a representation (ρ, V) of a group G, we define the charac-
ter of ρ as the function χρ : G → C given by

χρ(g) = Tr{ρ(g)}. (B.9)

Theorem B.1.1 (Orthogonality theorem). If (ρi, Vi) and (ρj, Vj) are two irreducible
representations of a group G, then

1
|G| ∑

g∈G
χρi(g)χρj(g−1) = 0, (B.10)

where |G| is the cardinality of the group and χρi(g) and χρj(g) are the characters of
the two representations.
If (ρ, V) is an irreducible representation of G, then

1
|G| ∑

g∈G
χρ(g)χρ(g−1) = 1. (B.11)

B.2 Notes on Hilbert transforms

B.2.1 Definitions

Definition B.2.1. Let f be a real-valued function singular in c ∈ R, and let a, b ∈
R. Then the principal value (PV) of the integral of f over the real interval [a, b] is
defined as

P.V.
∫ b

a
dx f (x) = lim

ε→0

(∫ c−ε

a
dx f (x) +

∫ b

c+ε
dx f (x)

)
, (B.12)

when the limit exists.

This allows the definition of a distribution

P.V.
1
x

: γ∞
c (R) −→ C, (B.13)

with γ∞
c (R) the set of smooth functions with compact support on the real line, such

that for f ∈ γ∞
c (R),〈

P.V.
1
x

, f
〉

= P.V.
∫ b

a
dy

f (y)
y

= lim
ε→0

(∫ −ε

a
dy

f (y)
y

+
∫ b

ε
dy

f (y)
y

)
. (B.14)

Definition B.2.2. The convolution of P.V. 1
πx with f

P.V.
1

πx
∗ f =

1
π

P.V.
∫ +∞

−∞
dy

f (y)
x− y

(B.15)

is known as the Hilbert transform of f .
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B.2.2 Identities

A Dirac distribution equivalent:

lim
ε→0

1
π

1
x2 + ε2 = δ(x). (B.16)

We can use this form of the Dirac distribution to show that

lim
ε→0

∫ b

a
dx

f (x)
x± iε

= P.V.
∫ b

a
dx

f (x)
x
∓ iπ

∫ b

a
dx f (x)δ(x), (B.17)

which in terms of distributions means

lim
ε→0

1
x± iε

= P.V.
(

1
x

)
∓ iπδ(x). (B.18)

Another useful application of this identity is the evaluation of an integral of a com-
plex exponential on half of the real line:∫ ∞

0
dt eiωt = lim

ε→0+

∫ ∞

0
dt ei(ω+iε)t

= lim
ε→0+

i
ω + iε

= πδ(ω) + i P.V.
(

1
ω

)
. (B.19)

Recurring Hilbert transforms:

• Hilbert transform of a Lorentzian:

P.V.
∫ +∞

−∞
dω

(
1

ω0 −ω

)(
1

ω2 + ω2
1

)
=
−π(ω0/ω1)

ω2
0 + ω2

1
. (B.20)

• Hilbert transform of a ω× Lorentzian:

P.V.
∫ +∞

−∞
dω

(
1

ω0 −ω

)(
ω

ω2 + ω2
1

)
=

πω1

ω2
0 + ω2

1
. (B.21)

B.3 Notes on complex analysis

Definition B.3.1. Given an open subset U ⊂ C, a function f : U 7→ C is said to be
holomorphic on U if it is complex differentiable at every point z0 ∈ U. By complex
differentiable we mean that the limit

lim
z→z0

f (z)− f (z0)

z− z0
(B.22)

exists.

One important consequence is that a holomorphic function is equal to its Taylor
expansion at every point it is defined on.

Definition B.3.2. (Cauchy-Riemann conditions) Let x, y ∈ R such that z = x + iy,
and let u, v be two real valued functions of R2 such that f (x+ iy) = u(x, y)+ iv(x, y).
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Then f is holomorphic in z0 = x0 + iy0 if and only if

∂u(x, y)
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=x0

=
∂v(x, y)

∂y

∣∣∣∣
y=y0

. (B.23)

For the following, let U be a simply connected open subset of the complex plane C,
let {z1, z2, . . . , zn} a set of points in U, and f a function defined and holomorphic on
U \ {z1, z2, . . . , zn}.
Definition B.3.3. We say that f (z) has pole of order r at z0 ∈ {z1, z2, . . . , zn} if it can
be written as

f (z) =
g(z)

(z− z0)r , (B.24)

such that g(z) is holomorphic in a neighborhood U0 ⊂ U of z0 and g(z0) ̸= 0.

Property B.3.1. For each of the points z0 ∈ {z1, z2, . . . , zn}, there exists a neighbor-
hood U0 ⊂ U of z0 onto which f is holomorphic. Furthermore f can be written as
the Laurent expansion on U0

f (z) =
+∞

∑
n=−∞

an(z− z0)
n. (B.25)

This implies that if the Laurent expansion of f around z0 goes down to order n = −r,
r > 0, then z0 is a pole of order r of f . We also note the following:

Definition B.3.4. The coefficient a−1 of the Laurent expansion is referred to as the
residue of f at z0.

Property B.3.2. If f possesses a pole of order r at z0, then the residue of f at z0 can
be obtained by the following formula:

Res( f , z0) =
1

(n− 1)!
lim
z→z0

dn−1

dzn−1 [(z− z0)
n f (z)] . (B.26)

We can finally introduce this famous theorem, valid in our present definition of f
and U:

Theorem B.3.1. (Residue theorem) Let γ be a closed rectifiable curve in U (i.e. does
not encounter any singular points) with a winding number around zk ∈ {z1, z2, . . . , zn}
denoted I(γ, zk). Then ∮

γ
f (z)dz = 2πi

n

∑
k=1

I(γ, zk)Res( f , zk). (B.27)

Note that the complex line integral over a differentiable curve γ : [a, b] → U can be
written ∫

γ
f (z)dz =

∫ b

a
f (γ(t))γ̇(t)dt. (B.28)

A few simple results from the residue theorem:

• If f is holomorphic in z0, then Res( f , z0) = 0. Now if γ does not include any
poles of f ( f is holomorphic inside γ), then∮

γ
f (z)dz = 0. (B.29)
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• For f (z) = a/z (holomorphic on γ \ {0}), we let γ = eit (closed unity circle
around first order pole at z0 = 0) to find∮

γ
f (z)dz = 2iaπ. (B.30)

We end with a powerful tool for contour integration:

Lemma B.3.1. (Jordan’s Lemma) Define the semi-circular contour γ = {Reiθ | 0 ≤
θ ≤ π} of radius R > 0. If f can be written as

f (z) = eiazg(z), (B.31)

for a real number a > 0 and a function g holomorphic along γ, then∣∣∣∣∫ π

0
f (z)dz

∣∣∣∣ ≤ π

a
max

0≤θ≤π

∣∣∣g (Reiθ
)∣∣∣ . (B.32)

A few remarks:

• The caveat a > 0 directly conditions the absolute convergence of this integral
through a

∣∣∣eiaReiθ
∣∣∣ bound factor in the integral on the semi-circle arc. In a situa-

tion where a < 0 one should choose a counter-clockwise contour γ = {Re−iθ |
0 ≤ θ ≤ π} to achieve the same convergence. Remember that this leads to
I(γ, z0) = −1.

• When integrating over the real line, we work in the limit R → +∞ with func-
tions that usually satisfy limR→+∞ g(Reiθ) = 0. Therefore the integral of f (z)
over the semi-circle goes to zero.
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Appendix C

Tools for the low-frequency false
EDM
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C.1 Volume averages

We derive here the explicit volume averages of harmonic polynomial terms taking
their origin in the middle of the two precession chambers chambers (point O in 5.1).
Working in Cartesian coordinates, the lack of correlation between horizontal and
vertical trajectories leads to the important identity〈

xnymzk
〉
= ⟨xnym⟩

〈
zk
〉

. (C.1)

We then compute vertical and horizontal averages separately.

Vertical averages

The vertical averages are given by

⟨zn⟩ =

〈(
z + H′

2

)n〉
TOP

+
〈(

z− H′
2

)n〉
BOT

2
, (C.2)

where the vertical averages over the top (+) or bottom (−) chamber are defined as〈(
z± H′

2

)n〉
=

1
H

∫ H/2

−H/2
dz
(

z± H′

2

)n

= (±1)n 1
2n ∑

2p≤n

(
n

2p

)
H′n−2pH2p

2p + 1
. (C.3)

These terms are given explicitly up to n = 8 in table C.1.

Horizontal averages

Horizontal averages of the form ⟨xnym⟩ are obtained by switching to polar coordi-
nates, wherein

⟨xnym⟩ =
〈
ρn+m cosn (φ) sinm (φ)

〉
. (C.4)
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The radial part reduces to

⟨ρn⟩ = 1
R2/2

∫ R

0
dρ ρn+1 =

2
n + 2

Rn. (C.5)

The angular part is solved by using the fact that
∫ 2π

0 dθ cos2n θ =
∫ 2π

0 dθ sin2n θ,
which finally yields

⟨xnym⟩ = Rn+m

n + m + 2
1
π

∫ 2π

0
dφ cosn (φ) sinm (φ). (C.6)

Note that the cylindrical symmetry of the double chamber imposes that:

• ⟨xnym⟩ ̸= 0 only if both n and m are even,

• ⟨xnym⟩ = ⟨xmyn⟩.

The horizontal averages are given explicitly up to m + n = 8 by table C.2.

C.2 Phantom modes and normalization of generalized gradi-
ents

The phantom modes Π́2k+1 are defined as l-odd, m = 0 terms that generate a non-
zero false EDM through equation (4.28) while satisfying GTB = 0 in equation (5.3).
Here we propose a derivation of their explicit form based on what is presented in
the design article (al., 2022).

Recall that the harmonic expansion of the false EDM generating field is given by

B = G10Π10 + G30Π30 + G50Π50 + . . . . (C.7)

n
〈(

z± H′

2

)n〉
1 ±H′

2

2
3H′2 + H2

12

3 ±H′3 + H′H2

8

4
5H′4 + 10H′2H2 + H4

80

5 ±3H′5 + 10H′3H2 + 3H′H4

96

6
7H′6 + 35H′4H2 + 21H′2H4 + H6

448

7 ±H′7 + 7H′5H2 + 7H′3H4 + H′H6

128

8
9H′8 + 84H′6H2 + 126H′4H4 + 36H′2H6 + H8

2304

TABLE C.1: Vertical averages over the top (+) or bottom (−) cham-
ber.
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and that the top-bottom gradient generated by this configuration is

GTB = G10 − L2
3G30 + L4

5G50 − . . . . (C.8)

The phantom modes are made to appear explicitly in this expansion by isolating the
GTB generating term:

B = GTBΠ10 + Ǵ3Π́3 + Ǵ5Π́5 + . . . , (C.9)

where we let

Ǵ3Π́3 = G30L2
3

[
Π10 +

1
L2

3
Π30

]
, Ǵ5Π́5 = G50L4

5

[
−Π10 +

1
L4

5
Π50

]
, (C.10)

and more generally

Ǵ2k+1Π́2k+1 = G2k+1,0L2k
2k+1

[
(−1)kΠ10 +

1
L2k

2k+1

Π2k+1,0

]
, (C.11)

for all modes of odd degree 2k + 1. The normalization of the phantom modes is
obtained by requiring that a field configuration of the form (C.9) generates a false
EDM

dfalse
n←Hg =

h̄
∣∣γnγHg

∣∣
2c2

〈
ρBρ

〉
=

h̄
∣∣γnγHg

∣∣
2c2

−R2

4
(
GTB + Ǵ3 + Ǵ5 + . . .

)
. (C.12)

This amounts to imposing
〈

ρΠ́
(ρ)
2k+1

〉
= (−R2/4) for all odd modes. Then, letting

Π́2k+1 =
L2k

2k+1

D2k
2k+1

[
Π10 −

(−1)k

L2k
2k+1

Π2k+1,0

]
, (C.13)

n m ⟨xnym⟩

0 2
R2

4

0 4
R4

8

2 2
R4

24

0 6
5R6

64

2 4
R6

64

0 8
7R8

128

2 6
R8

128

4 4
3R8

640

TABLE C.2: Horizontal averages over the top or bottom chambers.
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with D2k+1 a normalization coefficient with a unit of distance and where one may
check that (C.13) satisfies indeed GTB = 0, we obtain

D2k
2k+1 =

L2k
2k+1 − (−1)k

〈
ρΠ(ρ)

2k+1,0

〉
−R2/4

 . (C.14)

These coefficients serve as a normalizing factor between generalized gradients and
first-order gradients such as the phantom gradients, with

Ǵ2k+1 = G2k+1,0D2k
2k+1, (C.15)

so we will refer to them as the normalizing distances. Their numerical values in the
n2EDM geometry are given in table 5.1.

This also allows us to define a more general, convenient normalization valid for
any harmonic gradient. All G2k+1,m gradients can be normalized by simply applying
the D2k

2k+1 factor. Furthermore, all G2k,m gradients, which do not generate a false EDM
in the double chamber configuration, can be normalized by considering the false
EDM produced in the top chamber alone. We thus define the l-even normalizing
distances D2k−1

2k as

D2k−1
2k =

〈
ρΠ(ρ)

2k,0

〉
TOP

−R2/4
. (C.16)

They satisfy
Ǵ2k,0 = G2k,0D2k−1

2k . (C.17)

These distances also figure in table 5.1. Their values are obtained from the geometric
coefficients featured in tables C.3 and C.4.

Coef. Expression Value

L2
3

3R2

4
− H2 + H′2

4
(32.9 cm)2

L4
5

5R4

8
− 5R2(H2 + H′2)

8
+

3H4 + 10H2H′2 + 3H′4

48
(32.7 cm)4

L6
7

1
16

(
35R6

4
− 70R4(H2 + H′2)

3
+

21R2(3H4 + 10H2H′2 + 3H′4)
12

− H6 + 7H4H′2 + 7H2H′4 + H′6

4

)
(32.5 cm)2

TABLE C.3: Geometrical coefficient L2k
2k+1 for each 2k + 1 term of the

top-bottom gradient expansion (5.3), up to order 2k + 1 = 7.

C.3 Addition of harmonic modes

We provide here a tool to estimate the vertical non-uniformity σ(Bz) from dominant
modes of the harmonic spectrum. First we define the non-uniform vertical field as
bz = Bz− ⟨Bz⟩ and parameterize it in terms of non-uniform harmonic basis elements
πlm = Πlm − ⟨Πlm⟩, such that

bz(ρ, φ, z) = ∑
l≥0

l+1

∑
m=−l−1

Glmπlm(ρ, φ, z). (C.18)
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These inherit the inner product orthogonality (A.7) from the old harmonic basis ele-
ments Πlm:

⟨πlm(ρ, φ, z)πkn(ρ, φ, z)⟩ = δmn ⟨π̃lm(ρ, z)π̃kn(ρ, z)⟩ (C.19)

Using the above we can then set an upper bound on the non-uniformity generated
by the sum of all Glmπlm modes, expressed in terms of non-uniformities σ (GlmΠlm)
generated by individual modes:

σ2

(
∑
l,m

GlmΠlm

)
=

〈(
∑
l,m

Glmπlm

)2〉
= ∑

k,l,m
GlmGkm ⟨π̃lmπ̃km⟩

≤ ∑
k,l,m
|Glm||Gkm|

〈
π2

lm
〉 1

2
〈
π2

km
〉 1

2

≤∑
m

(
∑

l
σ (GlmΠlm)

)2

, (C.20)

where we used the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality in the second to third line. Therefore
for the most general field configuration Bz we always have:

σ (Bz) ≤

√√√√∑
m

[
∑

l
σ (GlmΠlm)

]2

. (C.21)

l-order

〈
ρΠ(ρ)

lm

〉
TOP

−R2/4

1 1

2 H′

3
−R2

2
+

H2 + 3H′2

4

4 −R2H′ +
H2H′ + H′3

2

5
5R4

16
− 5R2(H2 + 3H′2)

12
+

H4 + 10H2H′2 + 5H′4

16

6
5R4H′

2
− 5R2(H′H2 + H′3)

4
+

3H4H′ + 10H′2H3 + 3H′5)
16

7 −7R6

32
+

70R4(H2 + 3H′2)
128

− 7R2(H4 + 10H2H′2 + 5H′4)
32

+
H6 + 21H4H′2 + 35H2H′4 + 7H′6

64

TABLE C.4: Geometrical coefficients for generalized gradients nor-
malization (C.15) and (C.17), up to order l = 7.
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Appendix D

Magnetic field mapping results

Contents
D.1 B0 field . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 189
D.2 Optimized B0 field . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 194

D.1 B0 field

We display in this section the results of the B0 coil maps for both polarities, as well as
remnant field maps. For these three sets the average µ and reproducibility σ were ob-
tained by comparing the averages of each mapping sequence, while the repeatability
τ was taken as the average standard deviation of each mapping sequence. The maps
used for the averages gradient values were recorded in January 2023 after applying
an optimized degaussing procedure. The reproducibility and repeatability of these
gradients account for maps recorded during the entire second mapping campaign
of n2EDM, which started in September 2022.

TABLE D.1: Uniform modes of the generalized gradient spectrum,
given in pT, for the two B0 coil polarities (↑ for I = 11.25 mA and ↓
for I = −11.25 mA) and without the B0 coil (bare). In each config-
uration we give the average value over all sequences µ, the average
repeatability inside a sequence τ, and the reproducibility between se-

quences σ.

(pT) ↑ µ ↑ τ ↑ σ ↓ µ ↓ τ ↓ σ bare µ bare τ bare σ

G0,−1 1603.8 3.8 3.3 -1556.2 3.2 10.0 5.7 6.3 18.2
G0,0 940526.8 6.9 708.9 -940516.7 29.0 575.4 22.8 6.8 6.9
G0,1 -86.4 11.2 12.8 217.9 1.6 8.3 -57.1 11.3 44.5
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TABLE D.2: l > 0 modes of the generalized gradients spectrum,
for the two B0 coil polarities (↑ for I = 11.25 mA and ↓ for I =
−11.25 mA) and without the B0 coil. These are normalized to first
order gradients Ǵlm = Dl−1

l Glm with the distances given in table 5.1,
and given in units of fT/cm. In each configuration we give the av-
erage value over all sequences µ, the average repeatability inside a

sequence τ, and the reproducibility between sequences σ.

(fT/cm) ↑ µ ↑ τ ↑ σ ↓ µ ↓ τ ↓ σ bare µ bare τ bare σ

Ǵ1,−2 -769.0 199.9 573.3 249.6 135.2 470.6 -2395.0 248.6 990.5
Ǵ1,−1 1539.1 99.3 122.9 -813.3 72.7 139.5 -240.0 53.8 82.3
Ǵ1,0 346.6 79.2 254.8 -208.1 106.1 319.4 -646.1 140.6 252.6
Ǵ1,1 32.9 64.5 218.8 324.6 39.1 410.7 700.6 82.2 294.2
Ǵ1,2 -2292.4 56.7 232.9 1539.4 129.5 217.6 0.3 52.3 262.1

Ǵ2,−3 81.1 18.3 44.8 -116.7 17.3 45.8 44.4 12.8 36.4
Ǵ2,−2 95.1 14.7 42.6 25.9 16.4 53.2 90.8 11.1 17.6
Ǵ2,−1 370.8 19.2 24.4 -433.5 18.1 26.6 -109.0 9.5 43.2
Ǵ2,0 1265.9 26.4 50.9 -1151.7 23.6 146.4 -71.2 22.6 24.8
Ǵ2,1 36.2 7.3 37.2 41.9 14.0 18.2 72.8 7.4 45.8
Ǵ2,2 -672.7 9.5 12.9 692.9 5.3 15.2 -79.5 6.0 39.6
Ǵ2,3 570.2 13.9 53.2 -533.7 11.6 47.6 1.3 5.4 46.8

Ǵ3,−4 -123.7 2.4 11.7 104.0 3.6 10.9 -54.9 3.3 15.9
Ǵ3,−3 -5.6 1.7 3.2 -5.6 1.0 3.5 -12.9 1.5 5.6
Ǵ3,−2 -1.9 1.9 3.0 4.6 0.9 4.6 -9.9 2.4 10.5
Ǵ3,−1 51.8 4.3 11.8 -120.5 3.7 13.5 -18.6 3.8 5.9
Ǵ3,0 -633.6 7.4 22.2 594.2 17.1 18.5 -7.2 7.8 6.2
Ǵ3,1 77.0 3.0 10.8 -51.0 2.0 11.5 32.9 4.6 5.8
Ǵ3,2 -119.6 1.3 4.2 120.4 2.3 3.4 -0.6 1.0 4.5
Ǵ3,3 -23.3 4.0 7.0 -50.9 3.5 4.8 -2.3 3.4 5.8
Ǵ3,4 -34.5 2.9 13.8 56.7 4.3 9.9 15.3 3.0 9.9

Ǵ4,−5 -17.2 0.9 2.6 8.8 1.2 2.4 10.4 1.2 5.9
Ǵ4,−4 -2.3 0.6 0.8 -6.6 0.7 1.6 -0.5 0.7 1.2
Ǵ4,−3 -1.1 0.3 0.7 -1.1 0.2 0.5 -0.7 0.3 1.3
Ǵ4,−2 -0.3 0.6 1.7 9.2 0.8 3.0 10.8 1.0 3.6
Ǵ4,−1 20.8 1.7 6.8 -23.1 1.5 4.0 -19.7 2.6 4.7
Ǵ4,0 -122.5 6.5 18.2 141.9 7.2 21.2 0.2 4.7 2.8
Ǵ4,1 -2.7 2.2 6.2 10.0 1.3 5.3 -15.3 1.4 5.2
Ǵ4,2 -14.4 1.1 2.1 11.4 0.9 2.3 -4.4 0.3 1.4
Ǵ4,3 10.6 1.2 2.6 -0.3 1.0 3.0 -9.5 0.8 3.5
Ǵ4,4 -18.1 0.8 0.6 19.2 0.5 0.9 -1.5 0.2 0.3
Ǵ4,5 -12.2 1.3 2.5 23.1 1.3 2.9 -2.9 0.7 6.3

Ǵ5,−6 -8.3 1.0 2.1 3.7 0.8 2.0 10.7 1.4 6.3
Ǵ5,−5 0.8 0.1 0.1 1.7 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.1 0.2
Ǵ5,−4 3.4 0.1 0.4 -2.1 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.2
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TABLE D.2: l > 0 modes of the generalized gradients spectrum,
for the two B0 coil polarities (↑ for I = 11.25 mA and ↓ for I =
−11.25 mA) and without the B0 coil. These are normalized to first
order gradients Ǵlm = Dl−1

l Glm with the distances given in table 5.1,
and given in units of fT/cm. In each configuration we give the av-
erage value over all sequences µ, the average repeatability inside a

sequence τ, and the reproducibility between sequences σ.

(fT/cm) ↑ µ ↑ τ ↑ σ ↓ µ ↓ τ ↓ σ bare µ bare τ bare σ

Ǵ5,−3 -2.4 0.2 0.6 1.8 0.2 0.7 -2.3 0.2 0.9
Ǵ5,−2 4.3 0.3 1.0 2.1 0.2 1.4 -0.4 0.4 0.2
Ǵ5,−1 0.0 1.1 3.1 -16.7 0.6 5.3 2.0 1.2 2.2
Ǵ5,0 -74.8 3.0 6.5 77.0 6.0 5.4 1.0 2.9 1.7
Ǵ5,1 16.8 1.3 4.5 -48.7 1.2 3.4 -7.1 1.2 1.6
Ǵ5,2 -15.4 0.7 0.9 13.3 0.4 1.2 0.5 0.3 1.0
Ǵ5,3 0.0 0.4 0.5 -3.6 0.3 0.4 0.9 0.4 0.5
Ǵ5,4 -8.2 0.3 0.2 8.8 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2
Ǵ5,5 -3.8 0.2 0.2 -4.8 0.1 0.2 -3.8 0.1 0.3
Ǵ5,6 -2.4 0.3 1.2 4.7 0.3 0.8 4.2 0.6 2.5

Ǵ6,−7 -8.6 0.4 0.9 5.7 0.5 1.2 5.7 0.7 3.0
Ǵ6,−6 -1.3 0.2 0.6 -4.9 0.2 0.8 -3.3 0.3 0.5
Ǵ6,−5 -1.6 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.1 -0.7 0.1 0.1
Ǵ6,−4 0.2 0.3 0.4 -0.4 0.2 0.3 1.4 0.2 0.5
Ǵ6,−3 0.6 0.2 0.2 2.9 0.2 0.3 2.4 0.2 0.6
Ǵ6,−2 -5.6 1.4 2.2 0.4 1.3 2.2 4.9 1.5 2.5
Ǵ6,−1 0.9 0.9 2.3 -5.3 0.7 1.6 -6.9 1.2 1.6
Ǵ6,0 -87.4 5.7 4.2 101.9 4.5 16.1 -9.9 4.1 1.3
Ǵ6,1 15.9 1.2 1.8 4.3 0.7 2.1 2.2 0.8 2.0
Ǵ6,2 10.3 0.8 0.8 -12.3 0.4 1.1 -3.9 0.2 0.5
Ǵ6,3 -1.5 0.3 0.9 -2.6 0.2 1.1 -4.4 0.2 0.7
Ǵ6,4 -0.5 0.3 0.3 1.7 0.2 0.1 1.6 0.1 0.3
Ǵ6,5 2.0 0.1 0.3 -0.2 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.1
Ǵ6,6 -6.4 0.2 0.4 6.5 0.2 0.4 0.7 0.2 0.4
Ǵ6,7 -4.4 0.7 1.9 1.5 0.3 0.9 -4.6 0.6 2.1

Ǵ7,−8 -2.7 0.1 0.3 -0.4 0.0 0.2 -2.0 0.1 0.1
Ǵ7,−7 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.1
Ǵ7,−6 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.2 0.0 0.1
Ǵ7,−5 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0
Ǵ7,−4 0.4 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.7 0.0 0.2
Ǵ7,−3 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1
Ǵ7,−2 0.4 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.4 -1.0 0.1 0.2
Ǵ7,−1 0.4 0.1 0.4 -2.5 0.1 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.4
Ǵ7,0 -2.8 0.5 0.8 4.0 1.1 1.6 2.3 0.9 0.2
Ǵ7,1 2.9 0.1 0.4 -4.7 0.3 0.8 -0.9 0.1 0.1
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TABLE D.2: l > 0 modes of the generalized gradients spectrum,
for the two B0 coil polarities (↑ for I = 11.25 mA and ↓ for I =
−11.25 mA) and without the B0 coil. These are normalized to first
order gradients Ǵlm = Dl−1

l Glm with the distances given in table 5.1,
and given in units of fT/cm. In each configuration we give the av-
erage value over all sequences µ, the average repeatability inside a

sequence τ, and the reproducibility between sequences σ.

(fT/cm) ↑ µ ↑ τ ↑ σ ↓ µ ↓ τ ↓ σ bare µ bare τ bare σ

Ǵ7,2 -1.6 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.1 -0.5 0.1 0.1
Ǵ7,3 0.0 0.1 0.1 -0.8 0.1 0.2 -0.4 0.1 0.1
Ǵ7,4 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.0 0.1
Ǵ7,5 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0
Ǵ7,6 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.0 0.0 0.0
Ǵ7,7 -0.2 0.0 0.1 -0.5 0.0 0.1 -0.5 0.1 0.1
Ǵ7,8 -0.8 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.0 0.1 -0.2 0.0 0.1
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FIGURE D.1: Harmonic spectrum of the n2EDM magnetic field, for
two polarities of the B0 coil (I = ±11.25 mA).
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D.2 Optimized B0 field

The mapping results of the optimized B0 field, also recorded in January 2023, are
presented in the following tables. The optimized coil configuration was obtained by
setting all coil currents to the values given in figure D.3.

TABLE D.3: Uniform modes of the optimized generalized gradi-
ent spectrum, given in pT, for the two B0 coil polarities (↑ for I =
11.25 mA and ↓ for I = −11.25 mA) and without the B0 coil (bare).
In this optimized setup, the trim coils and gradient coils are turned
on in addition to the B0 coil, with currents specified in figure D.3. In
each configuration we give the average value over all sequences µ,
the average repeatability inside a sequence τ, and the reproducibility

between sequences σ.

(pT) ↑ µ ↑ τ ↑ σ ↓ µ ↓ τ ↓ σ bare µ bare τ bare σ

G0,−1 1539.4 7.4 7.3 -1504.4 7.2 17.0 10.1 6.9 18.6
G0,0 939941.1 22.2 700.1 -939886.7 28.7 700.0 22.8 7.0 7.9
G0,1 -135.2 12.6 53.5 264.6 11.1 40.8 -72.9 9.3 43.5

TABLE D.4: l > 0 modes of the optimized generalized gradients spec-
trum, for the two B0 coil polarities (↑ for I = 11.25 mA and ↓ for
I = −11.25 mA) and without the B0 coil. These are normalized to
first order gradients Ǵlm = Dl−1

l Glm with the distances given in table
5.1, and given in units of fT/cm. In this optimized setup, the trim
coils and gradient coils are turned on in addition to the B0 coil, with
currents specified in figure D.3. In each configuration we give the av-
erage value over all sequences µ, the average repeatability inside a

sequence τ, and the reproducibility between sequences σ.

(fT/cm) ↑ µ ↑ τ ↑ σ ↓ µ ↓ τ ↓ σ bare µ bare τ bare σ

G1,−2 -709.2 199.9 573.3 874.1 135.2 470.6 -2395.0 248.6 990.5
G1,−1 1326.2 99.3 122.9 -695.9 72.7 139.5 -240.0 53.8 82.3
G1,0 49.4 79.2 254.8 -142.3 106.1 319.4 -646.1 140.6 252.6
G1,1 353.4 64.5 218.8 86.1 39.1 410.7 700.6 82.2 294.2
G1,2 -3051.4 56.7 232.9 1931.7 129.5 217.6 0.3 52.3 262.1

G2,−3 185.3 18.3 44.8 -224.9 17.3 45.8 44.4 12.8 36.4
G2,−2 10.8 14.7 42.6 102.4 16.4 53.2 90.8 11.1 17.6
G2,−1 310.6 19.2 24.4 -356.5 18.1 26.6 -109.0 9.5 43.2
G2,0 85.7 26.4 50.9 38.1 23.6 146.4 -71.2 22.6 24.8
G2,1 32.1 7.3 37.2 47.2 14.0 18.2 72.8 7.4 45.8
G2,2 47.8 9.5 12.9 -12.5 5.3 15.2 -79.5 6.0 39.6
G2,3 533.8 13.9 53.2 -479.5 11.6 47.6 1.3 5.4 46.8

G3,−4 -125.2 2.4 11.7 109.9 3.6 10.9 -54.9 3.3 15.9
G3,−3 -7.6 1.7 3.2 0.7 1.0 3.5 -12.9 1.5 5.6
G3,−2 -5.8 1.9 3.0 8.9 0.9 4.6 -9.9 2.4 10.5
G3,−1 51.2 4.3 11.8 -126.7 3.7 13.5 -18.6 3.8 5.9
G3,0 -17.7 7.4 22.2 -22.7 17.1 18.5 -7.2 7.8 6.2
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TABLE D.4: l > 0 modes of the optimized generalized gradients spec-
trum, for the two B0 coil polarities (↑ for I = 11.25 mA and ↓ for
I = −11.25 mA) and without the B0 coil. These are normalized to
first order gradients Ǵlm = Dl−1

l Glm with the distances given in table
5.1, and given in units of fT/cm. In this optimized setup, the trim
coils and gradient coils are turned on in addition to the B0 coil, with
currents specified in figure D.3. In each configuration we give the av-
erage value over all sequences µ, the average repeatability inside a

sequence τ, and the reproducibility between sequences σ.

(fT/cm) ↑ µ ↑ τ ↑ σ ↓ µ ↓ τ ↓ σ bare µ bare τ bare σ

G3,1 63.6 3.0 10.8 -55.0 2.0 11.5 32.9 4.6 5.8
G3,2 -140.8 1.3 4.2 135.9 2.3 3.4 -0.6 1.0 4.5
G3,3 -37.9 4.0 7.0 -55.7 3.5 4.8 -2.3 3.4 5.8
G3,4 -19.6 2.9 13.8 36.4 4.3 9.9 15.3 3.0 9.9

G4,−5 -18.6 0.9 2.6 5.5 1.2 2.4 10.4 1.2 5.9
G4,−4 -1.8 0.6 0.8 -8.8 0.7 1.6 -0.5 0.7 1.2
G4,−3 4.9 0.3 0.7 -8.4 0.2 0.5 -0.7 0.3 1.3
G4,−2 -8.4 0.6 1.7 18.9 0.8 3.0 10.8 1.0 3.6
G4,−1 36.5 1.7 6.8 -29.5 1.5 4.0 -19.7 2.6 4.7
G4,0 -82.0 6.5 18.2 85.7 7.2 21.2 0.2 4.7 2.8
G4,1 -1.6 2.2 6.2 23.9 1.3 5.3 -15.3 1.4 5.2
G4,2 94.4 1.1 2.1 -95.8 0.9 2.3 -4.4 0.3 1.4
G4,3 10.0 1.2 2.6 6.7 1.0 3.0 -9.5 0.8 3.5
G4,4 -13.3 0.8 0.6 17.0 0.5 0.9 -1.5 0.2 0.3
G4,5 -15.2 1.3 2.5 30.2 1.3 2.9 -2.9 0.7 6.3

G5,−6 -5.4 1.0 2.1 -2.3 0.8 2.0 10.7 1.4 6.3
G5,−5 2.0 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.1 0.2
G5,−4 3.2 0.1 0.4 -1.2 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.2
G5,−3 -2.4 0.2 0.6 2.0 0.2 0.7 -2.3 0.2 0.9
G5,−2 3.2 0.3 1.0 5.6 0.2 1.4 -0.4 0.4 0.2
G5,−1 0.4 1.1 3.1 -19.9 0.6 5.3 2.0 1.2 2.2
G5,0 5.1 3.0 6.5 3.5 6.0 5.4 1.0 2.9 1.7
G5,1 12.2 1.3 4.5 -47.4 1.2 3.4 -7.1 1.2 1.6
G5,2 -12.3 0.7 0.9 9.2 0.4 1.2 0.5 0.3 1.0
G5,3 -2.2 0.4 0.5 -5.1 0.3 0.4 0.9 0.4 0.5
G5,4 -6.9 0.3 0.2 7.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2
G5,5 -3.7 0.2 0.2 -4.4 0.1 0.2 -3.8 0.1 0.3
G5,6 -3.3 0.3 1.2 5.4 0.3 0.8 4.2 0.6 2.5

G6,−7 -6.2 0.4 0.9 1.2 0.5 1.2 5.7 0.7 3.0
G6,−6 -1.6 0.2 0.6 -3.9 0.2 0.8 -3.3 0.3 0.5
G6,−5 -2.2 0.1 0.1 1.9 0.0 0.1 -0.7 0.1 0.1
G6,−4 -0.1 0.3 0.4 -1.3 0.2 0.3 1.4 0.2 0.5
G6,−3 -0.5 0.2 0.2 3.1 0.2 0.3 2.4 0.2 0.6
G6,−2 -7.1 1.4 2.2 -4.2 1.3 2.2 4.9 1.5 2.5
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TABLE D.4: l > 0 modes of the optimized generalized gradients spec-
trum, for the two B0 coil polarities (↑ for I = 11.25 mA and ↓ for
I = −11.25 mA) and without the B0 coil. These are normalized to
first order gradients Ǵlm = Dl−1

l Glm with the distances given in table
5.1, and given in units of fT/cm. In this optimized setup, the trim
coils and gradient coils are turned on in addition to the B0 coil, with
currents specified in figure D.3. In each configuration we give the av-
erage value over all sequences µ, the average repeatability inside a

sequence τ, and the reproducibility between sequences σ.

(fT/cm) ↑ µ ↑ τ ↑ σ ↓ µ ↓ τ ↓ σ bare µ bare τ bare σ

G6,−1 1.2 0.9 2.3 -0.8 0.7 1.6 -6.9 1.2 1.6
G6,0 -55.2 5.7 4.2 70.5 4.5 16.1 -9.9 4.1 1.3
G6,1 16.0 1.2 1.8 6.1 0.7 2.1 2.2 0.8 2.0
G6,2 27.0 0.8 0.8 -27.2 0.4 1.1 -3.9 0.2 0.5
G6,3 -1.3 0.3 0.9 -1.3 0.2 1.1 -4.4 0.2 0.7
G6,4 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.1 1.6 0.1 0.3
G6,5 1.3 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.1
G6,6 -4.9 0.2 0.4 5.3 0.2 0.4 0.7 0.2 0.4
G6,7 -2.7 0.7 1.9 3.9 0.3 0.9 -4.6 0.6 2.1

G7,−8 -2.3 0.1 0.3 -0.5 0.0 0.2 -2.0 0.1 0.1
G7,−7 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.1
G7,−6 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 -0.2 0.0 0.1
G7,−5 -0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0
G7,−4 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.7 0.0 0.2
G7,−3 -0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1
G7,−2 0.1 0.1 0.4 1.0 0.1 0.4 -1.0 0.1 0.2
G7,−1 0.6 0.1 0.4 -3.3 0.1 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.4
G7,0 2.4 0.5 0.8 0.2 1.1 1.6 2.3 0.9 0.2
G7,1 2.8 0.1 0.4 -3.6 0.3 0.8 -0.9 0.1 0.1
G7,2 -1.5 0.1 0.2 -0.3 0.2 0.1 -0.5 0.1 0.1
G7,3 -0.3 0.1 0.1 -0.7 0.1 0.2 -0.4 0.1 0.1
G7,4 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.0 0.1
G7,5 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0
G7,6 -0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 -0.0 0.0 0.0
G7,7 -0.2 0.0 0.1 -0.2 0.0 0.1 -0.5 0.1 0.1
G7,8 -1.3 0.1 0.2 1.5 0.0 0.1 -0.2 0.0 0.1
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FIGURE D.2: Harmonic spectrum of the optimized n2EDM magnetic
field. In this case the B0 coil as well as the trim coils and gradient
coils are turned on, for the two coil polarities (I = 11.25 mA). The
optimizing coil currents used to achieve this field are given in figure

D.3.
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FIGURE D.3: Currents (in mA) applied to the trim coils and gradient
coils in order to cancel harmonic gradients G20, G22, G30, G50 of the B0
field spectrum in the negative polarity. Currents for the positive B0

polarity can be obtained by reversing the signs of these currents.
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